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“it fi ts
perfectly”

The voices of an extensive focus group shaped 

the Tika’s design. The tapered foam profi le suits 

all shapes and sizes, with a wrap around fi t like 

no other. Everybody who’s tried it on tells us it 

fi ts perfectly. £1/1€ from each PFD contributes 

to getting more women on the water.
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The annual Paddler’s Buyers Guide, produced by KS Publishing in col-
laboration with the Paddle Sports Show, the international paddle sports 
trade show, is the early January rendez-vous not to be missed for paddle 
sports gear-addicts worldwide.

With hundreds of product highlights, the gear pages reflect what was 
seen at the Paddle Sports Show and showcase what is available on 
the market in all segments of the paddle sports family, be it racing, 
sea kayaking, foil sports, outrigger canoes, kayak fishing, inflatable, 
whitewater, canoeing, stand up paddling … You name it, we have it in 
some form. 

On top of exciting new gear is an analysis of re-
cent trends and predictions for the market evo-
lution from the KS publishing editorial team and 
some of the finest industry professionals. They 
often see what is around the corner before most. 
Their informed perspectives help brands and 
end consumers consider current topics, helping 
to set the tone for what should happen in the 
coming years and shape a future the paddling 
industry is willing to work for. 

Discussing market evolution and forecasting tomorrow’s paddle sports 
trends are also goals of the Paddle Sports Show, which hosts numerous 
conferences, talks, and presentations alongside community gatherings 
and new products from industry leaders and upcoming brands. 

This year, P2S—The Paddle Sports Show— saw a great wave of opti-
mism despite the challenging economic situation of all industry players 
chasing the aftermath of the Covid boom. Sales may still be below pre-
dictions or all-time highs, but hope is the word. 

Hope in our capacity to move forward, to witness our sports reaching 
new levels of visibility, accessibility, and impact on public conscious-
ness. The hope needed to create industry-wide virtuous circles, making 
our production greener and reducing our environmental footprint. Hope 
for continued innovations in products and technologies. Hope to include 
even more people in the magic of paddling. Hope to help inspire the 
next era of evolution in our respective disciplines and industry as a 
whole. 

We extend what has become the global paddle sports gear bible, the 
annual Paddler's Buyers Guide, to share the goodwill, optimism, and 

sense of community we felt so strongly in Stras-
bourg. These pages are, as ever, free of charge 
in the hope that they further spread the love and 
joy of paddle sports and highlight the efforts of 
those working so hard to secure our future. 

If we took anything away from the show this 
year, it was belief in the power of our commu-
nity. Trust in our ability to support each other. 
To challenge each other to do better. To inspire 
growth and change while holding true to our 
roots. Hope is the word, but community is our 

foundation. We welcome all those who find their way to these pages 
to take part. 

Visit the Paddle Sports Show in Strasbourg, France, next Sept 24-26th. 
You will be able to see this all live, participate in the future of our 
amazing industry, and help keep the water flowing. Let the adventure 
continue. 

The Team at Kayak Session Publishing & The Paddle Sports Show
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Bojan Zlatarev

"HOPE IN OUR CAPACITY 
TO MOVE FORWARD, 
TO WITNESS OUR 
SPORTS REACHING NEW 
LEVELS OF VISIBILITY, 
ACCESSIBILITY, AND 
IMPACT ON PUBLIC 
CONSCIOUSNESS."
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There was big news at the Paddle Sports Show this year, with NRS and Pyranha announcing a new strategic 
partnership combining sales and marketing initiatives to expand the impact of two companies at the forefront of 
the global paddle sports market. This partnership will see NRS’ European sales, marketing, and customer service 
operations move to the newly expanded Pyranha headquarters in Runcorn, United Kingdom. The two brands 
will collaborate on customer service, dealer visits, field events, and marketing initiatives to better support their 
respective retail and outfitter networks. We met with Pyranha’s new Commercial Director, David Bain, to learn 
more.

INTERVIEW: DAVID BAIN – NRS X 
PYRANHA

PG24: David, Pyranha and NRS recently 
announced an exciting new partnership 
that places you in a central role—congra-
tulations. Can you tell us more about the 
motivation driving this decision? 
DB:  At the heart of this strategic partnership 
is the ability of both companies, NRS and 
Pyranha, to increase the effectiveness of our 
businesses and help retailers grow theirs. 
The opportunity for the two brands to work 
together in Europe allows us to offer the paddling community a gold-medal stan-
dard of customer service and availability alongside industry-leading product lines. 

PG24: You have been NRS since its beginnings in Europe. What will your 
position be at Pyranha, and how will your new role impact your responsibi-
lities with NRS?
DB: Whilst my title has changed from NRS European Sales and Marketing Agent to 
Commercial Director at Pyranha Mouldings, I have one job, and that is to support 
our team (which now includes a few key—and wonderful) people at NRS, our pro-
duct lines, and our customers at Pyranha. My role as Commercial Director includes 

“BILL PARKS OF NRS AND 
GRAHAM MACKERETH BUILT 

COMPANIES FOUNDED IN 
TEAMWORK AND A STRONG 
PASSION FOR PADDLING; A 
HOME TRUTH AND LESSON 

THAT IS STILL HELD CLOSE TO 
EVERYTHING WE LOOK TO DO.”

overseeing this strategic partnership, and the 
obligations that Pyranha has. I'll continue 
working closely with NRS USA to maintain 
the global vision for NRS and guide NRS Eu-
rope with the support of Pyranha’s dedicated 
teams of paddle sport-loving people. 

PG24: There is no better person to take 
on this role, given your experience in the 
industry and longstanding relationship 

with both companies. What are your thoughts on the partnership and what 
it can achieve?
DB: Thanks for the vote of confidence! I certainly think the partnership is a smart 
move; bringing these two leading companies together is too good an opportunity 
to be missed. It’s an exciting new chapter, and I’m thrilled to take on the role of 
Commercial Director and continue working with two brands that have known me 
since the age of 15. It's nice to think I have something to offer both Pyranha and 
NRS and can help make this partnership possible. What lies ahead is incredibly 
promising, and I am genuinely excited about the future of paddle sports. More 
people are embracing the water than ever before, and working with two companies 
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that will help shape that future is a privilege. With that said, this partnership is about 
much more than the excitement or vision of any one person. 

PG24: What is the single biggest advantage you see to this strategic 
partnership?
DB: Expanded teams of experienced and dedicated paddle sports lovers in charge 
of customer service, sales, and marketing, all operating within the European time 
zone, focused on the needs of the European market. We hope this additional 
support gives retailers the confidence to work with NRS and Pyranha to support 
their businesses and commercial success. Anything else that happens along the 
way is all good and part of the adventure.

PG24: Will some of the Pyranha staff now be working for NRS, or will NRS 
customers be working with Pyranha staff? 
DB: Pyranha will provide all the support services traditionally required, overseen 
by me. We have made team adjustments to accommodate this and improve the 
buying and selling experience for existing NRS customers.

PG24: Will NRS and Pyranha also be sharing distribution channels or colla-
borating on other initiatives?
DB: No, there is no distribution arrangement. NRS and Pyranha will continue to send 
products through their own channels, and NRS will continue to store and distri-
bute products out of the Netherlands. The partnership only extends to aspects that 
involve communications, relationships, and building reliability for our customers: 
Sales, Marketing, and Customer Service activities. Again, the distribution of the 
two companies and the invoicing remains 
completely separate. 

PG24: What will be the added value for 
end consumers and paddlers? 
DB: By improving our availability, communi-
cations, and service, retailers will be better 
positioned to support the end consumer with 
the Pyranha and NRS products they love. Of 
course, we also love to attend events and 
spend time on the ground —after all, most 
events involve paddling—and hope to sup-
port as many as possible, the real benefit to paddlers on the ground will be led by 
our retail and commercial partners.

PG24: Will this collaboration increase access to new markets?
DB: Both NRS and Pyranha are committed to supporting our vast network of existing 
retail outlets, be it within the outdoor recreation, specialist paddlesport enthusiasts, 
or commercial use markets. Retailers are the foundation for a strong industry, and 
our support is unwavering. That said, we know there are areas where we can improve 
our distribution through availability and product suitability, and of course, evolving 
how we support these key geographical and market areas is critical for the future. 

PG24: Is there a chance we'll see NRS distribute Pyranha products in North 
America in the future? 
DB: Pyranha US has been hugely successful, and is an integral part of Pyranha's 
business. Chris Hipgrave, Mike Patterson, and the entire US team have been key to 
this success. We don't see any changes to our US distribution in the pipeline— al-
though we have some hugely exciting developments led by Pyranha US for Canada, 
which will make boats far more readily available to the paddlers we know have 
been longing for our Pyranha and P&H ranges.

PG24: How do you see the values of Pyranha and NRS aligning, historically 
and in terms of goals for the future of the European paddle sport market? 
DB: NRS and Pyranha, while many miles apart, have many similarities. Bill Parks of 

“AT THE HEART OF THIS 
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 
IS THE ABILITY OF BOTH 
COMPANIES, NRS AND 

PYRANHA, TO INCREASE 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 

OUR BUSINESSES AND HELP 
RETAILERS GROW THEIRS.”

NRS and Graham Mackereth built companies founded in teamwork and a strong 
passion for paddling, with an ethos to create industry-leading products and put the 
community first. This home truth is still held close to everything we look to do. Both 
companies are always looking to improve the sport for the people in it, including 
the NRS and Pyranha employees who enjoy their spare time on the water. Both 
brands already serve retailers across Europe, and share the goals to always sup-
port customers to the best of our ability and bolster the industry with community 
empowerment and the very best products on the market. 

PG24: NRS and Pyranha have traditionally promoted sustainability initiatives, 
community events, and environmental non-profits. Will this remain a focus 
in the future? 
DB: Absolutely. Supporting NGO partners, be they environmental or community-fo-
cused, is supporting the industry we love. Whilst cash injection is incredibly im-
portant for NGOs to operate, the partnership will also allow us to use our vast 
communications channels to amplify our partners' messages, hopefully allowing 
them greater impact and success with their goals.

PG24: So, what is the plan for 2024? What is the long-term goal for NRS, 
Pyranha, and for this new partnership? How do you feel about the future?
DB: The last few years have been a rollercoaster for our industry, with highs and 
lows. We see a bright future, though, with a strong industry that we are grateful to be 
part of. This dynamic environment is what makes working in paddlesports exhilara-
ting. As we enter the 2024 season, Pyranha and NRS will continue launching groun-
dbreaking products—lots are in the works already!—and using this partnership to 

improve paddler experiences and enjoyment 
on the water and off. 

PG24: Is there anything you hope to 
achieve as Commercial Director?
DB: As Commercial Director, my attention is 
consistently directed towards creating a bu-
siness that enhances the overall experience 
of those who spend time on the water in our 
products and contributing to the growth and 
sustainability of our own business, and the 
paddle sports industry as a whole. My core 

focus remains supporting Pyranha in all we do, while looking critically at how 
our business can actively support and contribute to the paddle sports commu-
nity, whether that’s overseeing the success of this partnership, collaborating with 
non-profits to dismantle entry barriers within our sport, engaging in environmental 
initiatives, participating in events that ignite enthusiasm within the industry, or 
crafting a diverse range of products to meet the varied needs of paddlers. 

PG24: Does that mean you are on the hunt for new staff?
DB: The hunt, maybe not, but we are always keen to hear from people who want 
to partner or work with us, from a young ambassador, which is where I began with 
both brands, to anyone who feels like the paddle sports industry is the right place 
for them and their future. You know where we are.
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“THE QUESTION IS NOW LONGER HOW 
MUCH THE EXTRA COST WILL BE.... THE 
QUESTION IS HOW MUCH LONGER 
CAN WE—THE PADDLE INDUSTRY—
ESCAPE OUR RESPONSIBILITIES?”

For all our efforts toward sustainability, the paddle sports industry exists alongside 
an ugly truth. We leave a massive environmental footprint, from plastic waste and 
carbon emissions transporting and manufacturing goods to products whose life 
cycle ends, more often than not, at a landfill. Rather than accept this as fact, more 
are asking: What are we going to do about it? 

Production and design
This year at the Paddle Sports Show in Strasbourg, there was growing interest in 
creating an effective "virtuous circle," with brands and dealers uniting to discuss 
pathways to recycle end-of-life products into raw materials, which can be used 
to create new items for purchase. Topping industry-wide advances in sustainable 
construction and design was Peak Paddlesports' "Circular Ready" line and concept, 
products designed to be deconstructed and returned at the end of life to usable raw 
materials rather than a landfill. It's an exciting taste of what the future could hold. 

Collection and processing
One solution to facilitate recycling end-of-life products involves dealers as interme-
diaries who can collect and return items to manufacturers or send them to exter-

ONE STEP CLOSER: CREATING A 
VIRTUOUS CIRCLE 

nal partners. Discussion at the Paddle Sports Show made it clear that placing the 
dealer in a central role adds value for manufacturers and dealers alike. In addition 
to strengthening existing networks and relationships, a dealer-based solution has the 
potential to drive sales and encourage repeat business as customers return used 
products and buy new ones. Additionally, the more participation in such a system is 
celebrated or rewarded, the more not partaking risks damaging reputation and sales. 

“Consumers increasingly value longevity and eco-resilient manufacturing pro-
cesses and materials and recognize the detrimental environmental effects caused 
by products that routinely need replacement,” points out Jason Eccles, President of 
Aqua Bound and Bending Branches. This realization has led to new technologies for 
Aqua Bound, including their Lam-Lok™ blade construction, as seen in Strasbourg.   

Can paddle sports create a dealer-based system where used and end-of-life gear are recycled 
into usable materials?

©
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“MOST PADDLESPORTS 
PRODUCTS ARE CURRENTLY NOT 
EASILY RE-PURPOSED BY THE 
MANUFACTURER.”

Another benefit to using established dealer networks is an accelerated pathway to 
reduce plastic waste. Introducing reusable transport bags for boards and kayaks 
that can travel between dealers and manufacturers or be used to collect products 
for recycling "could reduce plastic pollution by five kilos per kayak," asserts Bob 
Timms, who helped lead and organize the “The Virtuous Paddle Sports Recycling 
Chain” conference at the 2023 Paddle Sports Show. 

Brands such as Rab, The North Face, and fashion giant H&M have initiated similar 
systems with take-back boxes available at limited retailers. Others, like Teva, accept 
products via mail, covering the cost of shipping to recycling partners or rewarding 
customers with credit towards future goods. "Lots of (paddle sport) manufacturers 
have these initiatives, but they're not being recognized enough," points out Lotta 
Lettmann. 

Currently, Peak's Circular Ready line can be returned to Peak Paddlesports in person 
or via mail. Peak will separate the components and send them to their recycling 
partners for processing. Many kayak companies, such as RotoAttivo, Lettmann, 
and Liquid Logic, offer recycling options for boats made of LDPE and HDPE. "Not 
Sure What to Do with Your Trashed Boat? Let Us Recycle it!" exclaims Liquid Logic's 
website. “Return your old kayaks and canoes to Roto. We can recycle them and 
produce new products. You will save nature and receive discounts," promotes Roto. 

Still, "most paddlesports products are currently not easily re-purposed by the ma-
nufacturers," reminds Palm Equipment Marketing Manager Paul Robertson. Rather 
than having manufacturers invest in building facilities, partnering with third parties 
who can help separate parts and transform them for their next phase of life seems 
prudent—and a great place to start. 

Further inspiration can be found in the success of ski giant Technica, which has 
collected and upcycled more than 4000 pairs of ski boots since launching the 
"Recycle Your Boots" program in 2021. Retailers played a crucial role in Tecnica's 
success by raising awareness of the campaign and collecting boots, later delivered 
to a collection center in Italy via a dedicated transportation system. The collected 
boots are broken down into useable raw materials and sent to different partners 
for use in various products, from ski boots to crash pads. 

A perfect solution? Maybe. Maybe not. Having manufacturers cover the cost of 
recycling or transportation to recycling centers effectively gives dealers larger 
margins. However, fully shouldering the cost of getting heavier, bulkier items to 
appropriate recycling facilities "would raise the price and drive down profitabi-
lity or make some items less desirable," cautions Miha Rausl of Sipa Boards. 
The burden on the manufacturer could be significant, especially considering 
the potential added cost of sourcing recyclable materials and modifying pro-
duct design without sacrificing quality. Creating incentives and making the 
system as convenient as possible remain important, from facilitating collection 
networks to reduce the cost of transporting and processing goods to convincing 
consumers to pay more for items that do good and manufacturers to take 
responsibility for the lifespan of their products.  

But make no mistake. The question is no longer how much the extra cost will be, 
nor is cost an excuse. The question is how much longer can we— the paddle 
industry—escape our responsibilities? The Earth is at a critical juncture. Even 
with advances in sustainable materials and support for environmental initia-
tives, the paddle industry's impact on the planet is undeniable, and people are 
starting to notice. We need to initiate change now. Before our “ugly truth” and 
environmental impact drive customers away or turn them against us. Before 
we no longer are seen as promoting and protecting the outdoors but polluting 
them. Before we are seen not as proactive, but as unable to act. 
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The ultimate goal is to create a true virtuous circle, where everything we pro-
duce is 100% “green,” made from sustainable materials that can recycled 
and repurposed so that nothing ends up in a landfill. It is not as impossible 
as we think. The industry has already taken steps toward reaching this goal 
as individuals. The next step requires collective effort and a strong network of 
dealers and manufacturers. It’s a big job, but the first step is to start. The cycle 
may evolve as we develop new technology, but we will always need to finish 
what we started and take ownership of our mess. There is no alternative for the 
planet or the paddle sports industry. Who’s in?

RTM & Dag Kayaks have been recycling old boats and platics wastes for some 
years now, as have others in the industry.
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With increased visibility for paddle sports in mains-
tream arenas comes surprising new opportunities and 
potential.  

Lately, paddle sports are visible everywhere you look. Celebrities do it. Paddleboards, 
kayaks, and canoes feature in advertisements ranging from trucks and alcohol to 
life insurance and financing family vacations. Instead of needing a specialty store, 
entry-level products are sold at the supermarket. 

It's undeniable that paddle sports have reached the mainstream, becoming syno-
nymous with an adventurous lifestyle. It's a development that benefits the entire 
industry. The more visible paddle sports become, the more paddling culture seeps 
into the public consciousness, laying the foundation for good things to come that 
go far beyond participation numbers alone.  

"We have the interest of the masses; now we need to convert that interest into 
passion," says NRS CMO Mark Deming. For Deming, passion doesn't need to do-
minate a user's outdoor life. Even holding one-third of a person's time, attention, 
and budget places paddlesports in a position to compete with snow sports, cycling, 
climbing, backpacking, etc. "Essentially, our job is to make paddling a third of an 
outdoors person's recreational mix, a third of their garage or gear closet, a third of 
a person's spending on gear." 

With paddling's increasing popularity and visibility comes new avenues for reve-
nue and the chance to broaden brand reach with crossover and lifestyle goods, 
from base layers to accessories and changing ponchos. According to The Daily 
at Outdoor Retailer in February 2023, while hard goods sales are down, sales of 
water sports accessories such as booties, helmets, gloves, and hoods are up. Dry 
gear sales also showed a significant increase, combining for millions in sales. 

Just as boardshorts brought surfing's sun-soaked, laid-back style to the larger 
world, items iconic to paddling culture, whether sun hoodies or dry bags, are fin-
ding homes on dry land. Take Teva, whose flagship sandal originated on the Grand 
Canyon of the Colorado River, and who used the ethos “freedom to roam” to be-
come a globally-recognized footwear brand. With surf companies like Roxy and 
RipCurl successfully bridging the gap between core surf culture and mainstream 
fashion, it stands to reason that paddling brands are poised to do the same, selling 
not just technical gear but paddling lifestyle and culture. 

It's not just paddling; the entire outdoors is having a mainstream moment. Fleece 
has become fashionable. Metal water bottles are everywhere. Gucci collaborated 
with The North Face, and Prada recently partnered with Red Bull (who has their own 
fashion label, Alpha Tauri) to make whitewater kayaker Aniol Serrasolses' descent 
of waterfalls flowing off the Svalbard glacier possible— a feat shared on major 
international news channels. 

As mainstream news, Aniol's feat inspired awe on a global scale. The Svalbard 
Project, which was partly inspired by climate change and the rapid melting of the 
glaciers, showcased another benefit of mainstream exposure. The more people see 
paddling, the greater the platform for the environmental issues our waterways face, 
whether or not that exposure drives people to paddle or drives sales. 

FROM BIG WATER TO THE BIG TIME

“THE MORE VISIBLE THEY BECOME, 
THE MORE PADDLING CULTURE SEEPS 
INTO THE PUBLIC CONSCIOUSNESS, 
LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR GOOD 
THINGS TO COME THAT GO FAR BEYOND 
PARTICIPATION NUMBERS ALONE.”

As exciting as it is to see missions like Svalbard featured on mainstream news chan-
nels, the extreme side of paddle sports is often more intimidating than encouraging. 
To truly capitalize on this exposure and drive more people to try paddle sports, we 
need subtler, smaller promotions that make anybody feel they could enjoy a day 
out on the water—no glaciers needed. Getting everybody, anybody, to think about 
trying paddle sports will be the true mark of making it to the mainstream.

While some still confuse "paddle sports" with pickleball, we've come a long way. The 
foundation is there for continued growth, and it's hard not to be optimistic about 
the future. Our community is growing, welcoming a wider variety of users. Our gear 
is improving in comfort and technical performance, and our exposure is helping 
more people than ever realize paddling exists—and it’s fun! Sure, no matter how 
many advertisements feature paddling, the inherent risk of watersports means it 
may never be seen as accessible as hiking or biking for the majority of outdoor 
enthusiasts, but this isn't necessarily a disadvantage. 

The allure of paddle sports lies in the spirit of exploration, celebrating the beauty 
of nature, embracing the freedom of the outdoors, and connecting to something 
bigger than ourselves. With only a few strokes, paddling takes you truly somewhere 
different, allowing access to the heart of nature even in the midst of a major city. 
It's why paddling—SUP, sea kayaking, whitewater, even casual touring—now often 
stands in for the idea of adventure rather than hiking, biking, or even surfing. 

Whatever comes of our increased visibility, be it more paddlers, new opportunities 
for revenue, or global brand domination, to be an accepted, normalized outdoor 
activity promoting a passion for the outdoors while empowering adventure and the 
protection of our wild places in the public sphere is a milestone worth celebrating. 
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nrs.com

((1010))

((11))

((22))
((33)) ((44))

((55))

((88))

((66))
((77))

((1010))

((99))

((1111)) ((1212))
((1313))

((1414))

((1515))
((1616))

((1818))

((1717))

USA

Brooklyn to Alaska
www.brooklyntoalaska.org

((11))

IDAHO, USA

River Newe
www.rivernewe.org

((33))

NEPAL / HIMALAYA

Anup Gurung
www.community.nrs.com

((1616))

OAKLAND, USA 

Outdoor Afro
https://outdoorafro.org

((66))

TORONTO, CANADA

Project Canoe
www.canoe.org

((77))
CHICAGO, USA 

Chicago Adventure 
Therapy

www.chicagoadventuretherapy.org

((88))

MALAYSIA 

Chadel Soon
www.kayak-kaki.com

((1818))

ASPEN, USA 

Ríos to Rivers
www.riostorivers.org

((99))

JAPAN

Daigo Shibata

((1717))

PATAGONIA, CHILE
 

Chicas al Agua
www.futaleufuriverkeeper.org

((1010))

GANGES, INDIA

Naina Adhikari
www.community.nrs.com

((1515))

OREGON, USA 

Conservation Alliance 
www.conservationalliance.com

((22))

GREAT BRITAIN

Save Our Rivers
www.saveourrivers.org

((1111))

NETHERLANDS & EUROPE

River Collective
www.rivercollective.org

((1212))

AUSTRIA & EUROPE

Free Rivers Fund
www.freerivers.org

((1313))

SLOVENIA & EUROPE

Balkan River Defence
www.balkanriverdefence.org

((1414))

USA
 

American Whitewater
www.americanwhitewater.org

((55))

IDAHO, USA

Idaho Rivers United
www.idahorivers.org

((44))

At NRS, you’ll find passionate rafters, whitewater kayakers, sea kayakers, stand up paddlers, kayak 
anglers and fly fishermen whose lives and livelihoods are intimately connected with water. Our future 
depends on healthy waters where our customers and we can recreate, recharge and reconnect with 
nature. With that being said, we realize that access to paddling is a privilege and that too many people 
around the globe either do not have that same access or do not feel welcome to recreate on our public 
lands and waters. Beyond fighting to keep our important places wild and free, we’ve also committed to 
breaking down the barriers to the outdoors, in hopes that our important places are truly enjoyed by all. 
This is a long-term, sustained effort aimed at building strong, durable relationships with those out there 
doing the hard work to make lasting change. We’re proud to work with a growing group of people and 
organizations, to continue to hold ourselves accountable and keep integrating these stories into the 
fabric of our company and community.

PROTECTING THE PLACES WE PLAY

https://www.nrs.com
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With more options and better paddle-assist technology, 
there couldn’t be a better time for paddle sports to 
embrace the E-volution. 

Paddle sports have long given a way to be in nature's thrall, to find that magic mo-
ment where all that matters is your next stroke. When it is just you and the water, the 
only sound a huff of breath and the echo of a paddle's cadence. Lately, there is a 
new sound: a gentle hum and buzz as paddle sports rapidly embrace an E-revolution.

The growing interest in paddle-assisted technology was evident this year at the 
2023 Paddle Sports Show in Strasbourg, France, as increasing numbers of brands 
joined established pioneers in exhibiting refined designs for motors large and 
small. Czech company eMOGI showcased the recreational and rescue benefits of 
their composite Aluki kayak. F-One debuted their new e-fin and spoke of developing 
technology that would allow the motor to gauge when assistance was needed. Bote 
Boards blend the power of a motorized fishing boat with a stand-up paddleboard 
feel in their Micro Skiff line, while Native Watercraft's award-winning Propel TitanX 
comes "electronic-ready," recognizing that the ability to add a motor makes kayak 
fishing accessible for even more anglers.  

Brands such as Tahe Outdoors, Coastco, and SIPA Boards have long recognized the 
potential of motorized paddleboards and kayaks and have already put work into 
developing innovations. As electric technology continues to improve, this corner 
of the market will only grow, bringing greater versatility, appeal, and adaptability 
to all paddle sport disciplines. Among those set to benefit most? The young, the 
elderly, and those who lack the skill or fitness to handle the physical demands of 
paddling, from changing conditions to upper body strength. 

"It {motorized paddle sports} democratizes paddling and allows people of different 
ages, abilities, and fitness levels to enter, participate, and grow their skill sets," says 
Miha Rausl of Sipa Boards. Paddle-assist technology makes hauling gear or kids 
easier and enables safer and more enjoyable paddling experiences for people with 
disabilities or limited mobility, including older adults. This increased accessibility 
provides a critical access point as the industry looks to diversify further, targeting 
those who currently find paddling too difficult or daunting. 

"I think it {paddle-assistive technology} can be a good upsell or add-on and bring 
in more users and new customers into the sport for sure, especially those willing to 
spend more for more luxury and convenience on the water," says Graham Ketche-
son of Kayak Distribution. Given battery systems can cost as much as a boat or 
board, paddle-assistive technology is a much-needed boost when sales are tough. 

"If it makes being self-powered less intimidating for people to get into it {paddle 
sports}, I see it as a plus," says Jackson Kayak Marketing Director Emily Jackson. It’s 
worth remembering that not all users need to purchase boats or boards. The higher 
cost and current novelty factor of motorized paddle sports may drive business to 
rental shops, tour services, and retailers.   

"In the US, e-bikes are outselling classic bikes by huge margins," continues Miha. 
"A little bit of boost can make a huge difference and with uphill cycling now beco-
ming a thing for families, the industry is starting to boom." Equally intriguing are 

EMBRACING E-VOLUTION

“AS ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
CONTINUES TO IMPROVE, THIS 
CORNER OF THE MARKET WILL 
ONLY GROW, BRINGING GREATER 
VERSATILITY, APPEAL, AND 
ADAPTABILITY TO ALL PADDLE 
SPORT DISCIPLINES.” 

opportunities for those looking to go further or faster. For the fitness-inspired, the 
power boost doesn't change how hard you work, only how far or fast you can go 
within a given timeframe. 

Despite the versatility and appeal, conflict in the cycling industry indicates that 
not everyone is equally entranced. For all the advantages, e-powered paddle craft 
detracts from what many feel lies at the heart of their paddling discipline: A retreat 
to nature, the ability to be truly present, to connect with the elements. 

"For Starboard, our core and focus is on using the energy of the wind, wave and your 
own strength to promote an active lifestyle. We have not moved into E-drive related 
products as it doesn't fit with our core principles and we feel it detracts away from 
the authenticity of our sports," explains Starboard SUP Brand Manager Ollie O'Reilly. 

Though e-technology will attract new users, more paddlers also mean a greater 
impact on our waterways and access points, whether trash, noise, or crowds. Other 
concerns center around the experience of other users and environmental impact. 
An advantage of non-motorized kayaks and paddleboards is the ability to navigate 
sensitive ecosystems with minimal disturbance and harm to aquatic environments. 

Whether the joy paddle sports bring feels compromised or complemented by elec-
tric-assisted technology, it won't go away any time soon—or at all. Rather, expect 
innovations in user-friendly designs, lighter-weight materials, and longer-lasting 
batteries. As e-technology improves, it will continue to drive interest in paddle sports, 
bringing much-needed numbers and a broader range of participants. However, as 
numbers grow, so does the need for infrastructure and education on best sport 
practices so that making paddle sports more inviting doesn't isolate those already 
here.

All are entitled to time on the water, no matter how they access it. Making paddle 
sports accessible and enjoyable to as many as possible should always be the 
ultimate goal. In this sense, E-technology is a gift we are ready to embrace. 
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Rather than dismiss youth gear as “not cost-effective,” 
brands are realizing that making paddle sports acces-
sible to kids is worth the risk.  

Want a sport or habit to stick? Start young. Or so the saying goes. How many out on 
the water wish they had been introduced to paddling earlier? Ironically, ask those 
who began young about their early days on the water, and you’ll likely hear “cold,” 
“awkward,” and “uncomfortable.” 

Generally speaking, the kid’s market has been considered too small, too risky, and 
not cost-effective enough to merit significant attention or development. Few parents 
were willing to invest in expensive, specialized items for children that would outgrow 
them quickly. Rather than bring their kids on the water, many let paddling fall by 
the wayside in favor of more “family-friendly” activities. 

Recently, that has begun to change, with more brand owners becoming parents and 
families flocking to paddle sports in search of a fun outdoor activity for the whole 
family. More, an entire generation of active paddlers are becoming parents who 
want to share their passion with their kids—and they need gear to do it. 

Call it selfish or smart; you don’t have to be a parent to realize this is a market worth 
investing in. “Our growth and future depend on youngsters getting into the sport. 
The products they’re using play a huge part in their first impression and experience,” 
acknowledges Lotta Lettmann, the third generation of a paddling family and Marketing 
Manager for Level Six. Paddlers know paddling is a great way to create core memories 
and explore personal limits and new destinations. Parents know a happy kid equals a 
happy parent. Gear that is comfortable and fits well goes a long way toward facilitating 
fun on the water, making everyone more likely to want to repeat the experience. “I 
think having gear that fits makes parents more comfortable taking kids on the water,” 
says Jackson Kayak Marketing Director and mom of two Emily Jackson. 

While most youth will start by sharing a boat or on the board with parents, investing 
in equipment kids can paddle themselves adds to the fun and is critical for skill 
development. "Offering gear better suited to children/smaller paddlers encourages 
independence and participation from a young age. In seeing my four-year-old son's 

INVEST IN THE FUTURE  

“AN ENTIRE GENERATION 
OF ACTIVE PADDLERS ARE 
BECOMING PARENTS WHO 
WANT TO SHARE THEIR PASSION 
WITH THEIR KIDS—AND THEY 
NEED GEAR TO DO IT.”

eyes light up when he first held a 'tiny canoe paddle,' I witnessed 
a shift in his realization that paddling is something he can actively 
engage in, says Luanne Koubsky, Creative Lead at Aqua Bound & 
Bending Branches.

Consider bikes and skis: Starting your kid out with a too-big bike 
or ski boots/skis is so clearly detrimental to having a good—and 

safe—experience it is laughable. Given the number of bike and ski companies 
with successful youth-specific lines and the increasing willingness of retailers to 
diversify youth offerings, it is almost surprising there aren’t already more options 
in paddle sports. After all, kids are the perfect target audience. “If not children, then 
who is athletic and adventurous?” asks Lettmann. 

At the 2023 Paddle Sports Show, Soul Waterman founder Corran Addison showed 
off videos of his son ripping in his latest whitewater kayak design. Aztron’s Tony 
Yeung debuted an inflatable youth racing SUP. There were kid’s carbon fiber surfskis 
at Vadja and numerous other advancements. But youth equipment doesn’t need 
to be ultra-elite or performance driven. “Parents mostly just want to know their kids 
are happy, are not exposed to huge risks; and that they are getting good value. 
Kids want to just have fun,” says Palm Equipment Marketing & Brand Manager 
Paul Robertson. “Simple, functional products,” agrees Jackson. “Medium-end is key.”

Durability and price point are crucial factors in making paddle sports accessible for 
families. Developing trade-in programs or gear that can grow with kids reduces the 
perceived cost and extends use over multiple years. Items hardy enough to hand 
down or sell when they no longer fit also help make investing in kid’s gear less risky 
and more cost-effective for manufacturers and consumers alike. 

“Kids kit isn’t just a short-term growth strategy, it’s hugely important for us all to 
ensure there are future participants,” reminds Robertson. Kid-specific gear lets 
the next generation improve at paddling much quicker and at younger ages than 
before, creating a healthy—and hopefully long-lasting— relationship with a brand 
and a love of paddle sports. It also lets the industry maintain the paddlers that are 
already here. “It’s 100% worth the investment even if the return on investment might 
not be realized for a decade to come,” agrees US Sales Director Chris Hipgrave. 

There is no shortage of young guns out there ripping already. At Peak Paddlesports, 
what started as a niche desire to share the river with his kids has evolved into 
something much more for founder Pete Astles. “Hopefully, these youngsters will 
become lifelong paddlers. Some will be future champions and river advocates, 
and some will become parents themselves, perhaps continuing the paddling circle 
for another generation.” 

MEPAN MEPAN
DESIGN BY ZIG-ZAG

WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM
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An oversaturated market and overstocked shelves 
won’t last forever. SUP sales are slowing, but SUP is far 
dead. 

Over the past twenty years, SUP has taken the paddling world by storm, growing 
exponentially and attracting countless enthusiasts. Every year, there were more ma-
nufacturers, paddlers, and interest. It seemed too good to be true, and we knew it 
wouldn't last forever. Sure enough, SUP's meteoric rise slowly imploded in the wake of 
a Covid boom, leaving dealers overstocked and the market oversaturated. But don't be 
fooled into thinking this is the end. While things have slowed, they have not stopped.  

Like the rest of the industry, SUP brands are experiencing overstock due to Co-
vid-induced production lags, a situation compounded by the overwhelming market 
saturation of entry-level boards, particularly inflatables. Yes, boards are still selling, 
but smaller margins and reduced prices through retailers like bigger box stores 
and online discounters. Increasing shipping, storage, manufacturing costs, and 
anticipated outcomes of the Ukrainian war and inflation further reduce margins, 
falsely equating less profitable with less popular. 

If you look to the water, SUP appears as in demand as ever. The hypothetical debut 
of SUP racing in the 2028 Olympic Games has fostered the growth of clubs and 
developmental programs and encouraged more brands to invest in developing 
racing boards for amateurs and professionals. The 2023 ICF World Championships 
in Thailand had nearly 1000 paddlers participate, showing a thriving racing scene. 
The ISA Worlds also had a great turnout of new and familiar faces, as did events 
such as the 2023 edition of France's GlaGla Race, which attracted hundreds of 
paddlers, amateur and pro alike. The Molokai to Oahu numbers were up in 2023, 
accompanied by growing interest in SUP foil downwinding. On the surf front, seeing 
a SUP or two or three in the lineup at nearly any break worldwide is not even a 
little surprising.

For casual recreationalists, SUP retains its reputation as the friendliest paddle sport, 
versatile enough to use in more urban areas or escape crowds and head deeper 
into the wilderness. Despite the oversaturation of entry-level products, sales are 
slowly creeping back up. "Personally, we have noticed an increase in sales in the 
medium-low range," says Massimo Vanzin of FreeBie SRL. Others note increased 
interest in hard boards or more specialized designs. 

Adding foil-specific products to manufacturer lineups has generated fresh interest 
in multiple SUP disciplines, from downwinders to riding waves. Foiling's popularity 
might serve as a bridge and lure users from other surf and wind sports, such as 
surfing, windsurfing, and kite surfing, to enter the market. 

ONE STROKE AT A TIME:  
THE SLOW(ER) BUT STEADY BEAT OF SUP 

SUP is also taking off in regions outside of Europe and North America. In addition 
to rising interest in China and India, a 2023 report on skyquest.com identified 
Japan and Indonesia as the fastest-growing markets between now and 2030. 
"We definitely see emerging markets in Asia on the rise," agrees Starboard Brand 
Manager Ollie O'Reilly, pointing out that the recent ICF World Championships in 
Thailand, China had over 100 paddlers competing; Indonesia secured a gold medal 
in the junior men's category, and competitors from India, Singapore, Korea, and 
Japan attended. China, in particular, is pushing to encourage people to get into 
SUP, a strategy paying off already, with over 1,300 participants in a recent race. 

Having a plethora of boards available for cheap may even prove beneficial in the 
long run. "Buy cheap, buy twice" is becoming a more widely adopted strategy as 
SUP looks to exploit an oversaturated market. "Stock will clear out and the industry 
will remain about 20% bigger (in terms of users) in comparison to pre-Covid," 
posits Miha Rasul of SIPA boards. Many of these customers will slowly start buying 
better products, giving the brands that survive this phase a chance to compete in 
developing further innovation and building brand capital. 

"As manufacturers, we need to reignite demand through innovation," says Mark 
Deming of NRS. Recent advancements in inflatable technologies have already 
led to stiffer, lighter boards shaped for performance. "With woven drop-stitch ma-
terials, like NRS Z-Blend, and new manufacturing techniques, designers can work 
in three dimensions to create unique board profiles with specific performance 
characteristics," explains Deming. Innovations in technology and design, such as 
NRS's v-shaped hull, give the avid paddler a reason to upgrade while widening the 
gap between generic price-point SUPs and high-quality, high-performance boards.  

Finding success in SUP has become a marathon rather than a sprint, and some 
brands may not survive the transition. It will take a splash of luck, a solid brand 
identity, active brand communication with support for athletes and events, and 
innovative products. But for those that do, the future is still promising. While the 
exact figures vary, market predictions show paddleboarding continuing to grow at 
rates between 8-10% over the next 5-10 years.

After all, with prices this low, there's never been a better time to try it. 
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Located in the majestic “Swiss Grand Canyon” on the banks of the Upper Rhine River, Kanuschule Versam is a shop, 
kayak school, and rafting company. Currently celebrating 35 years in business with three passionate Swiss paddling 
legends behind the wheel – Marcus Keller, Kasi Felman, and Toro Rogenmoser – Kanuschule Versam is a leader on 
the European paddling scene. We talked to co-owner Toro Rogenmoser to learn more about KSV’s ongoing success. 

DEALER PROFILE - KANUSCHULE 
VERSAM, SWITZERLAND

PGmag: You celebrate 35 years in business this year. Congratulations!  How 
does it feel to have succeeded in your initial dream of making a living from 
your passion? 
Toro Rogenmoser: It feels great. It’s 35 Years for KSV but 25 for me; thanks for 
reminding me to celebrate!

PGmag: KSV is in Versam, Switzerland, near Ruinaulta on the Rhine River. What 
drew you to this location? 
TR: The founders came here because of a great river, awesome scenery, and the 
unique opportunity to do train shuttles, which allows kayaking to be less motor-reliant.

PGmag: We hear the three of you still paddle all year round. Is a passion for 
paddling the recipe for success?
TR: Yes, we still paddle all year round, but to varying degrees. I think the recipe 
is to be deeply embedded into what you do: Try to be better at it every day. Know 
the field, know what’s happening. Being passionate 
doesn’t mean you HAVE to be on the water all the 
time. And focus on a specialty. For us, it’s whitewater.

PGmag: Describe the nature of the Kanu Schule 
(kayak school). What is the spirit your programs 
aim to develop?
TR: We focus on whitewater kayaking and canoeing. 
It’s born out of our hobby, and our love for the sport 
is also the spirit communicated. We try to teach students to be safe, passionate, 
and caring. 

PGmag: What is the rough percentage split between all three activities—kaya-
king, canoeing, and rafting—in terms of revenue?
TR: Roughly, all three parts are similarly big. The difference lies more in how the 
revenue relates to other parameters. For example, the shop takes the biggest upfront 
investment (inventory), and the school needs the most human power, aka teachers. 
But we look at the overall package, not single numbers. 

PGmag: Why did KSV expand to include a retail shop? Was it a financial 
necessity or a more service-driven initiative?
TR: The retail store opened in 1994, so that was a bit before my time, but it grew 
naturally from buying gear for ourselves to having a few items for our customers. 

It started with a handful of items and slowly grew because it made sense. One 
constant challenge: our available space seems to grow more slowly than the in-
ventory… 

PGmag: Have you seen any lasting changes in interest and business since 
Covid? 
TR: Overall, we are back to—quite exactly—pre-Covid, which started with a big 
spike in online sales during lockdowns, followed by a peak summer for rafting and 
courses when people could not go abroad. With the shop, we have to manage a bit 
of overstock. We also now stock up record-early, an holdover from when we were 
sold out of many items and manufacturers were, too.

PGmag: How do you approach online sales? Do most customers ship products 
or pick up their orders at the shop?
TR: It’s around 50/50 overall. In winter, it shifts to 99% online with shipping.
We are basically located on the riverbank of one of the Rhine’s most paddled sec-
tions in Switzerland, so we are the drive-in of kayak shops. We even put a plastic 
floor in the shop because paddlers often come in dripping wet!

PGmag: Who is your clientele? Are the demographics the same for the shop, 
rafting business, and kayak school?
TR: Overall, we have mostly Swiss clients. Interestingly, this is also true for rafting. Our 
rafting clients are people of all ages, individuals, companies, and clubs/associations. 
In the School, we have a gap between the ages for youth camps and when young 
people can pay for a course themselves. Maybe it’s also the age where one feels 
most adventurous and ready to learn by trial and error.

PGmag: Do any recent innovations excite you? 
TR: For me, there’s a stark contrast between the deve-
lopment in boats vs. gear. For boats, there’s the shift 
in the predominant type/discipline to the current half-
slice craze, but also big trends and changes within 
the disciplines, which really are exciting. But I am di-
sappointed with the development of gear. The dry suit 
took over, but apart from that, I mainly see fashion-type 

changes rather than technical improvements. That may help something sell better, 
but it makes it harder for shops. Slight changes and fancy new names for colors 
and color schemes make for a lot of unwanted work in inventory and web software. 
I am more interested in practical features: Saftey/visibility, wet-weight (how heavy 
am I after a swim?), durability, usability; these innovations may exist but aren’t being 
promoted as much. 

PGmag: We’ve seen you every year at the Paddle Sports Show and for 15 years 
before that at PaddleExpo. Will we see you again in Strasbourg?
TR: You will. Tradeshows are important. I prefer a long(ish) drive to a show to see 
everything in one place over reps coming to our place to present new products. I 
also like the social part of meeting people from the business and people I used to 
see in eddies. It’s important to us to have one show, and not several different ones. 
We’re happy that our entire whitewater niche is represented in one show.

kayaksession.com
paddleworld.com
supworldmag.com
paddlerguide.com

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST ONLINE PADDLESPORTS COMMUNITY
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Determined to create the ultimate dry suit for paddlers, we started 
over at the beginning. We collected input from the planet’s best 
paddlers and designed every cut and cuff, seam and seal, to their 
specifications. Then, we built the Axiom with reliable YKK® AquaSeal™ 
zippers and the most advanced waterproof-breathable material 
ever made, GORE-TEX® Pro. The result is a dry suit that not only 
outperforms all others,  but re-defines what a dry suit can be.

BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD

Scan for all NRS 
GORE-TEX Pro
dry wear.

PERFORMANCE // REIMAGINED
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Equipment broadly encompasses all the little pieces that make a big difference, from inflation systems to roof racks to the PFDs that keep us 
safely and comfortably afloat. Splash gear, dry gear, and a wide range of base-layer options make going on adventures more feasible and 
more pleasant, no matter the weather. Spraydecks keep us in and water out, while accessories allow us to customize our gear and stay out of 
harm’s way. 

EQUIPMENT
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pinch points

drainage ports

100% recycled 
face fabric

tapered leg
+

gathered ankle

reinforced 
wear zone

offset seam

elastic over-boot 
w/ silicone grip

https://www.nrs.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2024

WOMEN’S-SPECIFIC
DRY/SPLASH GEAR

DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE WHETHER ON THE 
RIVER OR THE OCEAN, WITH WOMEN’S-SPECIFIC FEATURES AND CUTS.

NRS - WOMEN'S 
NAVIGATOR GORE-TEX PRO 
SEMI-DRY SUIT
Designed to quickly adapt to the unpredictable conditions of 
open-water paddling, the NRS Women's Navigator GORE-TEX 
Pro Semi-Dry Suit with articulated storm hood delivers superior 
waterproof, breathable protection without the hassle of a latex 
neck gasket. In the Navigator, you can go with the tides and 
not let rain or squalls send you back to shore. Supple, secure, 
and contoured volcano-style neoprene neck gasket dramatically 
increases comfort over a traditional latex gasket while providing 
reliable protection for moderate activities and conditions.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Material: GORE-TEX® 
Pro | Colors: Aqua . Red

NRS.COM

NRS - WOMEN'S CRUX DRY 
SUIT
From the steep creeks in the East to the voluminous rivers in 
the West, the NRS Women's Crux Dry Suit keeps paddlers warm 
and dry in the coldest Class IIIs to the most remote Class V. 
Classic front-entry design combines with waterproof-breathable 
material and smart details to put this dry suit at the top of a 
paddler's wish list.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Jade . Red

NRS.COM

NRS - WOMEN'S PHENOM 
GORE-TEX PRO DRY SUIT
Class V paddlers looking for Class V protection who prefer 
less bulk in the chest will love the premium performance and 
maximum range of motion that the Women’s Phenom GORE-
TEX® Pro Dry Suit delivers. Mimicking the design of the popular 
Axiom, the Phenom features a double tunnel design wuth back-
entry zipper, dropseat relief zipper and GORE-TEX® Pro fabric 
socks.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Material: GORE-TEX® 
Pro | Colors: Aqua

NRS.COM

HIKO - CALYPSO AIR4.X 
W.DRY SUIT
The CALYPSO Air4 is a top-of-the-line women’s dry suit that 
is here to keep you warm and dry even while pushing the 
boundaries of what’s possible in a kayak.

Colors: Inferno . Kaituna |  
Sizes: WS . WM . WL . WXL . W2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
FREYA
The Freya is a deluxe front-entry, women’s specific dry suit 
designed to stand up to the toughest tests on the water. This 
dry suit is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable 
nylon; Exhaust 3.0 and comes complete with features like the 
stealth double tunnel system, articulated spine, knees & elbows, 
rear relief zipper, and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to 
whitewater, the Freya front-entry dry suit will have you feeling 
like a Norse Goddess.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XLS | Color: Merlot . 
Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

KOKATAT - WOMEN'S 
MERIDIAN DRYSUIT 
(HYDRUS 3.0)
For paddlers looking for a great drysuit on a budget, look no 
further than the women's Hydrus 3.0 Meridian Drysuit. Made in 
Arcata, California, this suit incorporates all the features of the 
GORE-TEX Meridian including Kokatat's superior construction 
techniques, but at a lower price. The Hydrus Meridian has flexible 
nylon waterproof entry and drop-seat relief zippers, integrated 
socks, and the seat and knees are reinforced with 330D Hydrus 
Tough. This proprietary three-layer fabric is exceptionally 
waterproof and breathable and carries Kokatat's limited lifetime 
warranty.

Sizes: S . M . L . XLS | Colors: Reef . Berry

KOKATAT.COM

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://kokatat.com/
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NRS - WOMEN'S ORION 
PADDLING JACKET
When you're dressed to adapt to the changing moods of the sea, you 
can smile knowing you're prepped for all-day comfort come squall or 
sun. The NRS Women's Orion Paddling Jacket with articualted hood 
gives touring paddlers that confidence with waterproof protection, quick-
adapting features and a less-restrictive neoprene neck seal. Made with 
our 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric for dependable dryness, breathability and 
toughness.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Lime

NRS.COM

NRS - WOMEN'S HELIUM
When it comes to paddling progression, as your skills advance 
so should your gear. Level-up to harsher conditions with the NRS 
Women's Helium Jacket, a premium splash top featuring technical 
fabric that wicks moisture away from your layers while repelling 
water on the exterior. Cut narrower in the shoulders to cater to the 
female paddler while still providing maximum mobility, room to layer 
underneath, and comfort under a PFD. Plus, the kayak overskirt and 
tunnel keep your cockpit dry.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40 D 
HyproTex ™ 2.5 | Colors: Mediterranea/Aqua

NRS.COM

NRS - WOMEN'S STRATOS 
SHORTY JACKET
Crush the summer waves in the NRS Women's Stratos Shorty Jacket. 
Cut narrower in the shoulders to cater to the female paddler while 
still providing maximum mobility, room to layer underneath, and 
comfort under a PFD. A comfortable alternative to latex, neoprene 
neck and arm seals keep water out while the waterproof-breathable 
fabric keeps the core warm and dry. A double tunnel with hook-
and-loop closure mate with your sprayskirt to keep your cock-pit 
dry ride after ride.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40 D 
HyproTex ™ 2.5 | Colors: Poppy/Vino

NRS.COM

DRY TOPS & PADDLING JACKETS | JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS 

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S STOKE DRY TOP
The women’s Stoke is an excellent all-around dry top that provides 
outstanding performance and features Kokatat’s proprietary 
waterproof and breathable Hydrus 3.0 fabric. Hydrus 3.0 consists of 
a tough nylon outer layer with a DWR finish to keep water out while 
a polyurethane micro-porous middle layer and a soft polyester inner 
layer work in tandem to manage interior moisture. The Stoke has a 
dual adjustable neoprene overskirt, a self-draining zippered chest 
pocket, factory-sealed seams, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch-
through collar and wrist cuffs.

Sizes: S . M . L | Colors: Reef . Berry

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S JETTY JACKET
Lightweight, versatile, and packable, this women’s splash 
jacket features a pile-lined collar with a 1/4 front zip 
and removable multi-adjustable hood, " hook & loop"  
adjustable neoprene waist, and an adjustable gusseted 
neoprene splash cuffs. The Hydrus 2.5 waterproof 
breathable fabric keeps you comfortable and dry. The 
Jetty also features a self-draining sleeve pocket.

Sizes: S . M . L |  
Colors: Electric Blue . Orange

KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - ELLESMERE
The Ellesmere is a lightweight three-season paddling 
jacket. This jacket is constructed from our eXhaust 2.5 
waterproof-breathable nylon and features a zip-away/
removable hood, high collar, adjustable wrist closures 
and an adjustable waistband.

LEVELSIX.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - TORA 
JACKET
The Tora jacket is the one to reach for when the weather changes. 
Packing away neatly into the hood it's light, soft fabric, and simple 
features make this jacket the ideal waterproof protection for paddling 
in rain, wind or choppy water.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: WS 
. WM . WL . WXL | Men’s Colors: Pumpkin . Navy . 
Women’s Colors: Pine

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

LEVEL SIX - NOVA
The Nova is a woman-specific dry top constructed from a 
combination of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon 
on high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the 
jacket light with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on 
the torso. The Nova is designed to give you a completely unrestricted 
range of movement. The overlapping double tunnel and the Stealth 
waistband system works with your skirt tunnel to provide you with a 
drier seal and a better paddling experience.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Crater Blue . 
Merlot

LEVELSIX.EU

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
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WOMEN NEOPRENE | INSULATION DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU WARM WHEN WET. 

NRS - 
WOMEN’S HYDROSKIN 0.5 
JACKET
Whether you need a layer over your bikini or want to turn your Shorty 
or Farmer Jane into full immersion protection, the HydroSkin 0.5 
Jacket’s easy-entry zipper lets paddlers quickly adapt to changing 
conditions. The premium nylon-spandex exterior sheds water and 
provides optimal stretch, while the soft, smooth and hydrophobic 
interior provides insane next-to-skin comfort. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 
.5 mm HydroSkin® . Rashguard underarm panel | 
Colors: Poseidon . Quarry

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
SOMBRIO LONG SLEEVE 
NEOPRENE TOP
The Sombrio limestone neoprene rash top redefines comfort and 
warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new fabric containing thousands 
of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away 
moisture. The Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to 
your skin but has the warmth and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL  

LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO -
NANI SPORTS BRA 
Swim suit top for active paddling and 
swimming. Made from super soft neoprene 
it provides enough support for you to 
remain confident face-to-face with the 
element in its wildest form.

Colors: Mulberry . Black . Olive 
| Sizes: WXS . WS . WM . WL . 
WXL . W2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NRS - WOMEN’S 3.0 IGNITOR 
WETSUIT
The NRS Women’s 3.0 Ignitor Wetsuit features 3 mm of neoprene 
insulation and a Farmer Jane design for unrestricted range of 
motion. Now you can paddle longer without breaking the bank. 
Reinforced knees add protection and durability, while flat-lock seams 
provide against-the-skin comfort. Earth-conscious construction 
includes neoprene insulation from recycled tires, dope-dyed 
recycled fabrics and water-based adhesives.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL  | Fit: Form Fit |  
Material: 3 mm recycled neoprene | Colors: Slate

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - PRO GODDESS
Built for multiple days on the water, the Pro Goddess neoprene-lined shorts 
are the pinnacle of evolution between our boardshort and neoprene lines. 
The outer layer is our Pathfinder expedition short which is constructed from 
a quick-drying elastic nylon material with mesh cargo pockets. It has a 
YKK zipper fly with a button closure, and a protective lycra gusset. We’ve 
designed the back with an additional yoke panel for more forward mobility. 
The Pro Goddess Shorts have an integrated belt with a low-profile buckle. 
The durable and stretchy outer layer provides full movement and no binding 
when moving around while the inner 0.5 mm neoprene layer provides 
you with the warmth and protection you need while on the water. The Pro 
Goddess is the ultimate on-water adventure short.

Sizes: 4 . 6 . 8 . 10 . 12 . 14 | Color: Deep Blue . Black

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX -  
SOMBRIO S/S TOP
The Sombrio Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort and warmth by 
utilizing a revolutionary new fabric containing thousands of tiny 
channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away moisture. 
The Sombrio feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to your skin 
but has the warmth and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black Heather

LEVELSIX.EU

KOKATAT - NEOZIP JANE
Designed for women, these burly Farmer Janes are a dream come 
true for paddlers who prefer a wetsuit! Features include 3 mm 
double-face neoprene construction, beefy all nylon front zipper 
for ease of entry and a relief zipper for women. Paddling specific 
articulation, flat-lock seams and comfortable no-seam armholes 
with size-specific color blocking for an at-a-glance fit make these 
pieces a great value! Super stretch ankles and customized non-skid 
reinforcement at the knee wraps up the package by aiding boaters 
to stay put and helping to reduce abrasion in a high-wear area.

Sizes: S . M . L . XLS | Color: Black

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN'S NEOCORE LONG 
SLEEVE SHIRT
This lightweight neoprene fabric is worn like a shirt and provides 
sun protection and warmth in the water. The lightweight 0.5 mm 
neoprene fabric features a plush polyester inner lining that is 
comfortable against the skin and retains less water. Combined with 
a Durable Water Resistant (DWR) coating on the outer surface, 
NeoCore helps regulate body temperature by reducing the effect of 
evaporative heat loss. Women's-specific patterning.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Color: Graphite

KOKATAT.COM

https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://kokatat.com/
https://kokatat.com/
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LYCRA, FLEECE, SYNTHETICS SUITS | INSULATION AND WARMTH FOR ON THE WATER 
OR LOUNGING AT CAMP. 

NRS - WOMEN'S EXPEDITION 
WEIGHT PANT
Show your legs some love with the soft, stretchy warmth of our 
Expedition Weight Pant. Our thickest breathable fleece pairs with 
gasket-friendly cuffs and a high-rise waist for maximum insulation that 
won’t bunch. High-rise design and yoga-style waistband for optimal 
coverage and fit female paddlers will want under waders or a dry 
suit, shredding on the slopes or cozied up on the couch. UPF 50+.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . 1X . 2X . 3X | Material: 
290 g, 90% Polyester . 10% Spandex | Colors: 
Graphite

NRS.COM

NRS - WOMEN'S EXPEDITION 
WEIGHT SHIRT
You don’t need to be on an arctic expedition to love the thick, plush 
fleece of our Expedition Weight Shirt. Rashguard cuffs and collar 
provide layering perfection without bunching under dry wear while 
breathable fleece insulates your core, even when wet, without feeling 
clammy. Arctic explorer tested, Class III boater approved. Features a 
women's specific cut in extended sizes through 3X.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . 1X . 2X . 3X | Material: 
290 g, 90% Polyester . 10% Spandex | Colors: 
Glacier

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
ANDORIA THERMAL TOP
Built specifically to be worn under dry tops, the Andoria features 
our grid pattern insulation technology for the best combination of 
warmth and moisture wicking performance. The flat locked seams 
around the neck, wrists and waist make this the perfect layer to 
wear under your dry top. It will be a favorite piece of gear on your 
next adventures.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

KOKATAT - 
OUTERCORE HABANERO LINER
The Habanero takes the dry suit liner to a new level with body 
mapped fabrics and its unique zipper system. This paddling specific, 
one-piece insulator is compatible with all Kokatat dry suits including 
those with SwitchZip. The suit has a long front entry zipper and a 
second waist zipper that acts as a drop seat. The men’s has a flap 
fly front relief, while the women’s has an “invisible” zipper designed 
for use with female urination devices. The suit features flat-stitch 
seams, thumb loops, and zippered chest pocket.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: S 
. M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men’s Color: Coal . Women’s 
Color: Ocean

KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - VESTA 
INSULATING UNI SUIT
 The Vesta uni-suit is a light yet warm layer to be worn under your 
paddling gear. The uni suit features a low profile collar to ensure 
comfortable wear under a paddling jacket and is constructed with 
flat-lock seams to prevent chafing and provide free movement. It 
includes a front and drop seat relief zipper for when nature calls. 
It will become your favorite piece of gear on and off the water.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

NRS - WOMEN’S 
LIGHTWEIGHT UNION SUIT
Layered under dry wear or worn solo at camp, the Union Suit is the 
key to shoulder season perfection. Recycled Eco Blend, high-stretch 
midweight fabric provides unrestricted range of motion and enhances 
breathability, letting excess moisture escape while retaining body heat. 
The soft, gridded interior delivers cozy comfort while the dropseat 
zipper lines up with your dry suit for midday convenience.

Sizes: XS. S. M . L . XL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 71% 
recycled polyester . 17% polyester . 12% spandex 
| Colors: Vino 

NRS.COM

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2024 DRY/SPLASH GEAR
ALL ROUND DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE 

WHETHER ON THE RIVER OR THE OCEAN

PEAK PS - PADDLESPORT 
ONE PIECE
A suit for all types of Paddlesport, featuring our unique, 
innovative fully waterproof leg entry system. The 10mm 
YKK Aquaseal zip allows easy entry and total freedom of 
movement when out on the water. Designed with a standing 
position in mind, featuring a single seal waist and concealed 
waist webbing belt, makes the Paddlesports suit a perfect SUP 
garment. The suit is made from breathable and durable X4 mid-
weight recycled nylon, offering 20m waterproofing, 5,000 g/
m2/24hrs breathability, a b1 breathability rating, and a PFC-free 
DWR finish. The Latex inner neck with a super-stretch Bioprene 
cone outer seal enhances comfort. Additionally, it comes 
with a storage bag/changing mat made entirely from surplus 
materials.

Weight (M): 1335g | Sizes: L10 . L12 . L14 . S . 
M . L . XL | Color: Black

PEAKUK.COM

SANDILINE - ADVANCED 
DRY SUIT 3L
Sandiline's new Advanced Dry Suit is the ultimate companion 
for ambitious water adventures. Crafted with a revolutionary 
3-layer cloth design, this dry suit offers unparalleled comfort, 
lightweight feel, and superior durability. Designed with a deep 
understanding of aquatic performance needs, Sandiline's 
Advanced Dry Suit ensures you stay bone-dry even in the 
wettest conditions. It features welded seams, TIZIP, masterseal 
hinges, super-stretch neoprene over latex, double neoprene 
neck cuffs, and superstretch Ultraspan over neoprene with a 
glideskin interior. With a waterproof rating of 20,000 mm and 
breathability at 6,000 g/sqm/24h, it's the perfect choice for 
thrilling water ventures.

Colors: Black/Red/Yellow . Black/Blue | Sizes: 
XS-XXL 

SANDILINE.COM

HIKO - VALKYRIE AIR4.X 
PADDLE SUIT
SUPers' and packrafters' armor of choice. This semi-dry suit 
keep you out paddling when the weather is far from warm but 
you aren't worried about full immersion. Neck is made out of 
elastic neoprene with glide skin on the inside for maximum 
adhesion and minimum water entry. The latex wrist gaskets keep 
you dry / longer neoprene over-cuffs keep you warm. Large front 
entry waterproof TIZIP® zipper makes getting in and out simple 
and easy. The waist is adjustable via two side pulls to ensure 
optimum fit and to eliminate bulk while paddling. Anatomically 
cut paddling design allows for a free range of motion. Integrated 
Cordura socks keep your feet dry and protected. A version with a 
flyer available to order under the code 32406R.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: S . M . L . XL 
. 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO - CALYPSO AIR4.X 
W.DRY SUIT
The CALYPSO Air4 is a top-of-the-line women's dry suit that 
is here to keep you warm and dry even while pushing the 
boundaries of what's possible in a kayak. Rear entry TIZIP® 
waterproof zipper dry suit designed for extreme paddling and 
ergonomically designed cut. Latex wrists and neck gaskets for 
maximum dryness are further protected with soft neoprene 
cuffs. High wear areas (seat, knees, elbows) are reinforced with 
Cordura for durability. The main body of the suit is made from 
Air4 material. Equipped with our "Double Pull" system where 
pulling forward on the waist tabs simultaneously tightens the 
front and back and is then secured via hook-and-loop on the 
front for a perfect fit. A double tunnel waistband to provide a 
tight seal against your sprayskirt. Drop seat TIZIP® waterproof 
relief zipper. Ankle cuffs adjustable via hook-and-loop. Integrated 
Cordura socks are durable and stay dry.

Colors: Inferno . Kaituna | Sizes: WS . WM . WL . 
WXL . W2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO - ODIN AIR4.X DRY SUIT
The ODIN Air4 is a top-of-the-line men's dry suit that is here to 
keep you warm and dry even while pushing the boundaries of 
what's possible in a kayak. Rear entry TIZIP® waterproof zipper 
dry suit designed for extreme paddling and ergonomically 
designed cut. Latex wrists and neck gaskets for maximum 
dryness are further protected with soft neoprene cuffs. Hight 
wear areas (seat, knees, forearms and elbows) are reinforced 
with Cordura for durability. The main body of the suit is made 
from Air4 material. Equipped with our "Double Pull" system 
where pulling forward on the waist tabs simultaneously tightens 
the front and back and is then secured via hook-and-loop on 
the front for a perfect fit. A double tunnel waistband to provide a 
tight seal against your sprayskirt. Front TIZIP® waterproof relief 
zipper. Ankle cuffs adjustable via hook-and-loop. Integrated 
Cordura socks are durable and stay dry.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: S . M . L . XL 
. 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
LOKI DRY SUIT
The Loki is a latex and neoprene-free version of the Cronos. 
For those with latex and/or neoprene allergies or those seeking 
comfort over latex gaskets this dry suit is for you! The Loki dry suit 
is designed to keep you on the water longer without breaking 
your budget. Constructed using our eXhaust 3.0 waterproof 
breathable nylon, this front-entry drysuit features a industry-first 
PU-coated lycra punch through neck and wrist with a specialized 
closure system and integrated socks to keep you dry and 
protected. From beginners to seasoned water adventurers, the 
Loki is will serve you and your budget well.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Citron . 
Steel Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.peakuk.com
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https://www.levelsix.eu
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YAK - STRATA DRYSUIT
If you're planning to spend all day on the water and want 
ultimate protection from the elements, then the Strata is the 
drysuit for you. Featuring a unique rear stretch panel, the 
Strata is packed full of features that will keep you as warm 
and comfortable as possible. Fitted with a storm collar and 
stowable hi-vis hood, you can stay protected on the water 
in all weather. The 3-layer waterproof, breathable material 
makes sure you keep warm and dry but also stops you from 
overheating. The stretchy Glideskin neoprene neck and 
wrist seals, along with the YKK AQUASEAL® flexible cross-
shoulder zip construction, means the suit is easy to put on 
and as comfortable as possible. For a custom fit, the Strata 
is fitted with wrist, ankle, and waist adjusters along with 
internal braces. For improved durability, the seat and knees 
are reinforced with Cordura to give you extra protection.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Red

YAKADVENDUREEQUIPMENT.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
CRONOS DRY SUIT
The Cronos is an entry-level dry suit designed to keep you on 
the water longer without breaking your budget. Constructed 
using our eXhaust 3.0 waterproof breathable nylon, this front-
entry drysuit features a neoprene punch-through neck with a 
latex neck gasket, latex wrist gaskets, and integrated socks to 
keep you dry and protected. From beginners to seasoned water 
adventurers, the Cronos is will serve you and your budget well.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Molten 
Lava . Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - 
ODIN
The Odin is a deluxe front-entry dry suit designed to 
stand up to the toughest tests on the water. This dry suit 
is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable 
nylon; Exhaust 3.0 and comes complete with features 
like the stealth double tunnel system, articulated spine, 
reinforced knees & elbows, relief zipper, and an adjustable 
waist-belt. From the SUP to whitewater, the Odin front-entry 
dry suit will have you feeling like a Norse god.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Molten 
Lava . Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - 
EMPEROR
The Emperor is a heavy-duty dry suit built to stand up to 
the toughest tests on the water. From whitewater kayaking 
to expedition paddling and kayak fishing, the Emperor offers 
unparalleled durability and comfort while keeping you dry. 
Constructed using our ultra-tough eXhaust 3.0 fabric and 
incorporates Cordura panels to reinforce high-wear areas 
like the knees and elbows and seat panel. The careful 
attention to detail and included features make for one of 
the toughest, most versatile and most reliable drysuits ever 
created. The Emperor will give you the ultimate protection 
and confidence while on the water.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Molten 
Lava . Citron . Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

NRS - 
MEN'S AXIOM GORE-TEX 
PRO DRY SUIT
When the conditions are savage, staying warm and dry 
trumps bells and whistles every time. A basic dry suit design 
with a beyond-basic construction, the NRS Men's Axiom Dry 
Suit uses GORE-TEX® Pro fabric to offer kayakers superior 
waterproof, breathable protection.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 
GORE-TEX® Pro . Cordura® | Colors: Blue. 
Chartreuse

NRS.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S PIVOT DRY SUIT
Paddlers who crave the cold, be it glacial-fed rivers or 
backyard spring run-off, need gear that keeps them warm 
and dry from the put-in to the take-out and all the beat 
downs in between. The NRS Men's Pivot Dry Suit features our 
Paddler's Cut™ and a back-entry design to eliminate bulk 
in the chest. Our advanced 4-Layer Eclipse™ waterproof-
breathable fabric delivers dependable dryness, breathability 
and toughness.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Red

NRS.COM

https://crewsaver.com/uk/yak
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2024 DRY/SPLASH GEAR
ALL ROUND DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE 

WHETHER ON THE RIVER OR THE OCEAN

KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY 
SUIT (GORE-TEX)
The highly regarded Meridian dry suit is the definitive suit for 
whitewater and sea kayaking. Made with lightweight, rugged, 
and durable GORE-TEX® Pro material. Features include a double 
zipper entry flap to keep water out of your boat, streamlined 
patterning on the legs for comfort and mobility, relief zipper flap, 
and drop seat routing that reduces interference with outfitting. 
The Meridian also has flexible nylon waterproof zippers, dual 
adjustable overskirt, GORE-TEX® Pro socks, zippered chest 
pocket, and latex gaskets with neoprene punch through collar 
and cuffs. A limited lifetime warranty and Kokatat's custom sizing 
and option program ensures completely dry comfort for the life 
of the garment.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women's Sizes: 
S . M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men's Colors: Mantis . 
Red . Ocean . Women's Colors: Ice . Red 

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - SWIFT ENTRY 
DRY SUIT
An excellent choice for the beginning or occasional boater, 
the Swift Entry Dry Suit with relief zipper and socks will keep 
you comfortably dry all day. Made with Hydrus 3.0, Kokatat's 
proprietary waterproof breathable three-layer fabric, the Swift 
Entry Dry Suit is designed to keep paddlers completely dry 
in extreme conditions. The streamlined patterning on the 
legs provides more articulation for increased movement and 
improved comfort. Features include an adjustable bungee 
drawstring waist, latex gaskets with neoprene punch through 
collar and cuffs, flexible nylon waterproof entry and relief zippers. 
Additionally, the women’s version includes updated drop-seat 
zipper routing for an in-boat comfort upgrade.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . LK (Large 
King) . Women's Sizes: S . M . L. XLS (XLshort) | 
Men's Colors: Storm Blue . Tangerine . Women's 
Color: Rain

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - SUPERNOVA 
ANGLER SEMI-DRY SUIT 
(GORE-TEX)
For kayak anglers looking for the ultimate comfort and protection 
in a paddling suit, the Supernova Angler is a front entry fishing 
specific paddling suit built with rugged and breathable GORE-
TEX® Pro fabric. The single layer of rugged fabric is lighter and 
dries faster than sewn-on reinforcement patches and provides 
the protection needed to withstand the demands of kayak fishing. 
Nylon waterproof front-entry and relief zippers, a comfortable 
Neo Cinch Collar, latex wrist gaskets with adjustable hook and 
loop cuffs, and GORE-TEX® Pro socks with gravel guards keep 
water out, and a covered relief zipper adds protection when 
handling your catch.

Unisex Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . LK (Large King) 
| Colors: Sandbar . Red

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - LEGACY DRY 
SUIT
The Legacy front-entry dry suit is the foundation of Kokatat’s dry 
suit collection and features lightweight, rugged, and durable 
GORE-TEX PRO material. The streamlined patterning on the 
legs provides more articulation for increased movement and 
improved comfort. Features include an adjustable bungee 
drawstring waist, latex gaskets with neoprene punch through 
neck and neoprene lined adjustable wrist cuffs, flexible nylon 
waterproof entry and relief zippers with zipper flaps. A limited 
lifetime warranty and Kokatat's custom sizing and option 
program ensures completely dry comfort for the life of the 
garment.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women's Sizes: 
S . M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men's Colors: Mantis . 
Red . Ocean . Women's Colors: Ice . Red 

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY 
SUIT (HYDRUS 3.0)
For paddlers looking for a great dry suit on a budget, look no 
further than the Kokatat Hydrus 3.0 Meridian dry suit. Made in 
Arcata, California, this suit has all the features of the GORE-TEX® 
Pro version as well as Kokatat's limited lifetime warranty. The 
Hydrus Meridian has flexible nylon waterproof entry and relief 
zippers, women’s drop seat routing that reduces interference 
with outfitting, streamlined patterning on the legs for comfort and 
mobility, integrated socks, and the seat and knees are reinforced 
with 330D Hydrus Tough.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL Women's Sizes: S 
. M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men's Colors: Storm Blue . 
Tangerine . Women's Colors: Purple Haze . Rain

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - ICON DRY SUIT
The Icon dry suit, made with lightweight, rugged, and durable 
GORE-TEX® Pro material, pushes the upper limits of dry suit 
performance. The streamlined patterning on the legs provides 
more articulation for increased movement and improved comfort. 
The rear entry flexible nylon waterproof zipper moves comfortably 
with the paddler in the most difficult moves. Additional features 
include an adjustable overskirt, GORE-TEX® Pro socks, front relief 
zipper with flap, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch through over 
cuffs. The women’s version features improved drop-seat zipper 
routing for better in-boat comfort. Offered as part of Kokatat's 
custom sizing and option program, the Icon rear-entry dry suit is 
designed to take a beating and keep you dry.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL Women's Sizes: S 
. M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men's Colors: Black . Olive 
. Women's Colors: Ice . Iris 

KOKATAT.COM

https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com/
https://Peakuk.com
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SEA & TOURING DRY SUITS | THE ULTIMATE COLD WEATHER AND COLD WATER WEAR FOR 
OCEAN EXPEDITION AND EXPLORATION.

PALM EQUIPMENT -  
FUSE SUIT
Shape-shifting paddle suit for active movement and comfort 
– made from soft two-way stretch fabric with an athletic 
fit. The diagonal shoulder-to-hip YKK AquaSeal entry zip 
makes putting on the suit a breeze. Latex wrist gaskets with 
neoprene over-cuffs and our UltraStretch neoprene neck take 
care of dry duties, with durable fabric dry socks built in and 
a removable storm hood.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . MB . L . LT . XL . XXL . 
Women’s Sizes: WS . WSR . WM . WL . WXL | 
Colors: Navy + Mid Blue

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - 
MEN’S JAKL GORE-TEX 
PRO DRY SUIT
The NRS Men's Jakl Dry Suit is a beefed-up dry suit for 
extreme whitewater expedition kayakers. Combining GORE-
TEX® Pro construction with Cordura® reinforcements 
throughout, the Jakl provides superior warmth and 
waterproofness while handling the most committed hike-
ins, sketchy portages and dodgy scrambles.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: GORE-
TEX® Pro . Cordura® | Colors: Red

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
FJORD
It’s constructed from a fully waterproof-breathable 3-ply 
eXhaust material with reinforced panels in high-wear areas.
This drysuit features our new stealth waistband system, and 
elastic shoulder straps allow you to wear the top like a bib 
pant in hot weather.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Molten 
Lava . Citron

LEVELSIX.EU

KOKATAT -  
ODYSSEY DRY SUIT
A pinnacle product for serious touring and sea kayakers, 
Kokatat’s Odyssey Dry Suit is constructed of rugged and durable 
GORE-TEX Pro fabric. It features everything you need for your 
kayak adventure. Nylon waterproof front entry and relief zippers, 
two sleeve pockets and a thigh pocket to store essentials. A 
removable hood lets you go from playing in the surf to protection 
from the wind and rain. Removable internal suspender system for 
in-camp and on-water comfort, a pile-lined collar and reflective 
accents on the arms and hood. A limited lifetime warranty and 
Kokatat's custom sizing and option program ensures completely 
dry comfort for the life of the garment.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women's Sizes: 
S . M . L. XLS (XLshort) | Men's Colors: Mantis . 
Tangerine . Women's Colors: Ice . Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK PS - 
ADVENTURE EVO
Our shoulder entry sea kayaking/touring suit, featuring robust 
and flexible 10mm YKK Aquaseal entry and vertically oriented 
relief zips (sizes S - XL only). The X4 mid-weight nylon and 
bombproof construction ensure high performance and total 
security, with an adjustable hood that neatly stashes into its 
collar. It comes complete with a storage bag/changing mat 
made entirely from waste materials. Crafted from breathable and 
durable X4 mid-weight recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing, 
and reinforced X4 mid-weight elbows, knees, seat, and ankles. 
The suit also features recycled YKK pocket zips.

 Weight (M) : 1570 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
EXPLORER EVO
A unique sea kayaking suit with our innovative fully waterproof 
leg entry system. The 10mm YKK Aqua-seal zip ensures easy 
entry and total freedom of movement while paddling. The 
supersoft Bioprene neck strikes the ideal balance between 
paddling comfort and protection. It includes a storage bag/
changing mat made entirely from surplus materials. Crafted 
from breathable and durable X4 mid-weight recycled nylon with 
20m waterproofing, and reinforced X4 mid-weight elbows, knees, 
seat, and ankles. The suit also features recycled YKK pocket zips.

Weight (M) : 1640 g

PEAKUK.COM

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2024 DRY/SPLASH GEAR
DRY PANTS & OVERALLS | PANTS TO KEEP THE LOWER BODY DRY WHILE PADDLING.

LEVEL SIX - 
SURGE
The Surge is a 3-season lightweight dry pant. Constructed from a 
blend of our eXhaust 2.5 and eXhaust 3.0 waterproof breathable 
nylon fabrics. High-wear areas like the knee and seat panels use 
eXhaust 3.0 for added durability and low wear areas features our 
eXhaust 2.5 for more lightweight breathability. Pair the Surge dry 
pants with any of our tops for lightweight breathable protection from 
all the elements.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Charcoal

LEVELSIX.EU

NRS - 
MEN'S ENDURANCE 
SPLASH PANT
Slip the NRS Men's Endurance Pant over your board 
shorts to cut the morning chill or bundle up underneath 
when it's gray all day. A basic splash pant by design, the 
Endurance Pant delivers better-than-basic protection from 
wind and rain.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 
HyproTex™ 2.5 | Colors: Navy . Black

NRS.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S FREEFALL DRY PANT
Designed for dry, athletic performance, the NRS Men's Freefall 
Dry Pant is constructed with our well-loved and time-tested 
HyproTex 2.5 lightweight, breathable fabric for season-after-
season wear. An 8" nylon tunnel mates with a dry top while a 
5" wide neoprene waist with hook-and-loop adjustment offers a 
customized fit. Designed with room for layers without restricting 
movement or feeling bulky. Also available in a women's-specific 
fit.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: HyproTex ™ 
2.5 | Colors: Gray

NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
ATOM PANT
Dry pants for tough conditions, made from durable, highly waterproof 
XP 3-layer fabric with heavy-duty reinforcement at the seat and 
knees. Cut for comfort and durability on or off the water, with fewer 
seams, positioned to minimize wear. The twin-waist design seals with 
your paddle jacket to make a versatile two-piece suit, with double-
taped 4-layer socks to keep you comfortable in the water.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PEAK PS - KEKZ H20
Waterproof and breathable, the Kekz H2O pants are perfect for 
paddling, SUP, biking, and much more. Constructed from lightweight 
X2.5 recycled ripstop nylon, featuring a fully seam-sealed, wide zip-
opening ankle seal that secures with an adjustable Bioprene Velcro 
closure. Also features reflective logos for those low-light occasions 
and two handy pockets with gear clips.

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 
lightweight recycled ripstop nylon with 20m 
waterproofing and 5,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
breathability rating . X4 breathable, waterproof 
and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked 
10m waterproofing and 5,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
breathability rating . PFC free DWR finish | Weight 
(M): 395g | Sizes: L10 . L12 . L14 . S . M . L . XL . 
XXL | Colors: Black

PEAKUK.COM

NEW
2024

https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://peakuk.com
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KOKATAT - MEN’S 
WHIRLPOOL BIB (HYDRUS 3.0)
The Hydrus 3.0 Whirlpool Bib is a versatile choice for paddlers on a 
budget. The Whirlpool Bib has an incorporated overskirt that mates 
with double-skirted dry tops to create a versatile two-piece system to 
keep you comfortably dry all day. Other features include a zippered 
top-loading chest pocket, adjustable suspenders, self-draining seat 
and knee reinforcement patches, front relief zipper, and Hydrus 3.0 
socks.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Lichen

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S RECOIL GORE-TEX PRO 
DRY BIB
The NRS Men's Recoil Dry Bibs are designed with versatility in 
mind. Mix and match tops for a variety of air and water temperature 
combos. A full-height, premium dry bib, the Recoil features a 
reimagined overskirt construction that provides unparalleled dry 
protection when mated with the top of your choice. Features include 
one zippered thigh pocket.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: GORE-TEX® Pro 
| Colors: Gray

NRS.COM

PEAK PS - 
STORM PANTS X2.5 EVO
The Storm Pants X2.5, crafted from mid-heavyweight X2.5 recycled 
nylon with reinforced knees, seat, and ankles. The ladies version 
features a double waist for easy entry/exit. The materials include 
20m waterproofing and 5,000 g/m²/24hrs, b1 breathability rating, 
X4 breathable, waterproof, and durable fully taped socks with flat-
locked seams and a PFC-free DWR finish.

Weight (L14): 750g | Sizes: L10 . L12 . L14 . S . M . 
L . XL . XXL | Color: Black

PEAKUK.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
BREAKWATER BIB 2.0
Designed for fishermen and paddlers alike, the Breakwater bib 
dry pant functions as a fishing wader or can be combined with 
either whitewater or touring paddling top for superior protection 
from the elements. The low-profile neoprene shoulder strap 
system allows air circulation and maximum comfort under 
fishing vests and dry tops.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: 
Charcoal

LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO - 
LIL SENDER JR. SPLASH PANTS
A waterproof bib pants for the small explorers out there. 
Improvement on QUEST pants.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: 128-164

HIKOSPORT.COM

PEAK PS - 
EXPLORER SALOPETTES EVO
Our top-end sea/touring pants feature a unique 10mm double-
ended YKK Aquaseal entry/relief zip. The fully waterproof socks, 
with flat locked seams, and bombproof, breathable, and durable 
heavyweight recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing, are 
perfect for sea kayaking, canoeing, and touring in all conditions. 
They come with reinforced X4 heavyweight recycled nylon knees, 
ankles, and seat.

Weight (M) : 770 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
STORM PANTS X4
The Storm Pants X4 feature a mid-heavyweight X4 recycled nylon 
with reinforced knees, seat, and ankles, and a waterproof YKK 10 mm 
Aquaseal front fly. Twin shoulder straps and a double waist give 
superb protection and fit.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Orange

PEAKUK.COM

https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakuk.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2024 DRY/SPLASH GEAR
DRY TOPS LONG SLEEVES | JACKETS TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE WHILE PADDLING 

YOUR FAVORITE WATERS.

NRS - MEN'S STRATOS 
PADDLING JACKET
Paddlers looking to commit to heavier whitewater without committing 
to the price tag of premium drywear need the NRS Men's Stratos 
Comfort-Neck Jacket in their gear bag. Features advanced 
waterproof, breathable fabric construction, latex wrist gaskets with 
neoprene overcuffs, and a functional, yet comfortable, GlideSkin™ 
neoprene neck gasket.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40 D HyproTex 
™ 2.5 | Colors: Blue . Flare

NRS.COM

NRS - MEN'S REV GORE-TEX 
PRO DRY TOP
Rev up the shoulder season in the NRS Men's Rev Dry Top. 
We combined our Paddler's Cut™ with GORE-TEX® Pro fabric 
construction to deliver superior waterproof, breathable protection. 
Features GlideSkin ™ neoprene overcuffs, latex neck and wrisit 
gaskets, an inner skirt with dual adjust neoprene wait and one PFD-
friendly splashproof, zippered chest pocket.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: GORE-TEX® Pro 
| Colors: Chartreuse . Red

NRS.COM

PEAK PS - DELUXE X2.5 EVO
Whitewater jacket constructed from X2.5 recycled nylon, featuring 
tough reinforced shoulders and elbows. The mid-heavyweight 
handling fabric provides the reliability needed for all extreme 
whitewater conditions. It includes double neck, wrist, and waist seals 
for ultimate protection, crafted with 20m waterproofing, 5,000 g/
m²/24hrs breathability rating, and a PFC-free DWR finish. Additionally, 
it features sewn hole drainage between neck seals and is available 
in ladies' sizes.

Weight (M): 890g | Sizes: L10 . L12 . L14 . S . M . L . 
XL . XXL | Colors: Red/Blue . Blue/Red

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - FREERIDE EVO
Crafted with breathable and durable X4 mid-weight recycled nylon, 
the Freeride is a fully articulated whitewater jacket fitted with our 
super stretch Aquaout Bioprene cone neck, featuring a neat tension 
strap. With 20m waterproofing, 5,000 g/m²/24hrs breathability rating, 
and a PFC-free DWR finish, it's one of the most comfortable jackets 
for various whitewater activities.

Weight (M): 640g | Sizes: L10 . L12 . L14 . S . M . L . 
XL . XXL | Colors: Purple . Blue/Black . Blue

PEAKUK.COM

HIKO - PALADIN AIR4.N DRY 
TOP
The Paladin Air4.N is a top-of-a-line men's dry jacket to keep you 
warm and dry while pushing the boundaries of white water kayaking 
even in the "off-season". Strategically positioned seams create a 
great fit that allows free range of motion. Latex wrist gaskets are 
protected by longer over cuffs that are adjustable via hook-and-loop 
for ease of use. For greater comfort we replaced the latex neck gasket 
with a double neoprene collar. Outer one to protect and redirect the 
main onslaught of water and the inner fitted collar to keep what 
ever else out. Ergonomically designed for paddlers. A double tunnel 
waistband to provide a tight seal against your sprayskirt. Equipped 
with our "Double Pull" system where pulling forward on the waist 
tabs simultaneously tightens the front and back and is then secured 
via hook-and-loop on the front for a perfect fit. Made from Air4 - it is 
super, breathable, four layer fabric. 

Colors: Inferno . Stealth | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NRS - MEN'S FLUX DRY TOP
From the splashy wave trains to the final eddy, the NRS Men's 
Flux Dry Top delivers the optimal amount of core insulation and 
waterproof-breathable protection for those warm days on chilly 
waters. Whether you prefer roadside features or manmade parks, 
count on the Flux to keep you warm and dry. Paddler's Cut™ delivers 
an athletic fit with room to layer underneath. Tough latex gasket at the 
neck and wrists with Glideskin™ neoprene volcano-style overcuffs 
add durability and dry performance.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Blue . Black

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.hikosport.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.nrs.com
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PALM EQUIPMENT - 
FUSE JACKET
Shape-shifting paddle jacket for active movement 
and comfort – made from soft two-way stretch 
fabric with an athletic fit. Latex wrist gaskets 
with neoprene over-cuffs and our UltraStretch 

neoprene neck take care of keeping you dry and 
comfortable. Pair your jacket with a spray deck 

or dry trousers with the double waist tube, 
which cinches down for a snug fit.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Navy 
+ Mid Blue

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - HEXAGON
For the Hexagon Dry Top we tried to remove any unnecessary bells 
and whistles and focused on fit and comfort of movement instead. 
This lightweight and simple yet robust jacket will keep you dry while 
shredding without getting in the way of your paddling. It comes in 
two stylish color ways featuring a rugged 3-layer polyamide fabric.

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

HIKO - PALADIN AIR4.X DRY TOP
Paladin Air4.X is top of a line men's dry jacket to keep you warm 
and dry while pushing the boundaries of white water kayaking even 
in the "off-season". It is the newest evolutionary step in the Paladin 
line. Strategically positioned seams create a great fit that allows free 
range of motion. Latex wrist and neck gaskets are protected by longer 
neoprene cuffs and high neoprene collar. Ergonomically designed for 
paddlers. A double tunnel waistband to provide a tight seal against 
your sprayskirt. Equipped with our "Double Pull" system where pulling 
forward on the waist tabs simultaneously tightens the front and back 
and is then secured via hook-and-loop on the front for a perfect fit. 
Made from Air4 - it is light, breathable, four layer fabric. Reinforced 
with Cordura in key areas to increase the durability of the garment.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

KOKATAT - OM DRY TOP
The OM dry top pays homage to Kokatat founder Steve O’Meara. 
Made with lightweight, rugged, and durable GORE-TEX PRO material, 
the OM is Kokatat’s most advanced dry top. The fit allows for better 
mobility while the latex gaskets with neoprene punch through cuffs 
on the neck and wrists provide superior waterproof comfort. The OM’s 
adjustable double tunnel waist has a lightweight GORE-TEX PRO 
inner skirt and hook & loop compatible neoprene, that provides an 
infinitely adjustable fit.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women's Sizes: S . 
M . L | Men's Colors: Mantis . Ocean . Red . Women's 
Colors: Ice . Mantis 

KOKATAT.COM

_

-

-

-

KOKATAT - STOKE DRY TOP
For budget-minded paddlers, the Stoke is an excellent all-around dry 
top that provides outstanding performance and features Kokatat's 
proprietary waterproof and breathable Hydrus 3.0 fabric. Hydrus 3.0 
consists of a tough Nylon outer layer with a DWR finish to keep 
water out while a polyurethane micro-porous middle layer and a soft 
polyester inner layer work in tandem to manage interior moisture. 
The Stoke has a dual adjustable neoprene overskirt, a self-draining 
zippered chest pocket, factory-sealed seams, latex gaskets and 
neoprene punch through collar and wrist cuffs.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women's Sizes: 
S . M . L | Men's Colors: Storm Blue . Tangerine . 
Women's Colors: Purple Haze . Rain 

KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - NEBULA
The Nebula is our highest-performance dry top. This four-season dry 
top features a cut that gives you a completely unrestricted range of 
motion making it a perfect option for play boaters and river runners 
alike. The nebula is constructed from a blend of our exhaust 2.5 and 
more robust exhaust 3.0 fabrics for the best combination of weight, 
breathability and abrasion resistance. It features British latex wrist 
and neck gaskets and a 0.5 mm neoprene adjustable over cuff 
for durability. It has an extra-long lightweight double tunnel and 
features our new Stealth Waistband system for a waterproof seal 
over your spray skirt.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Crater 
Blue/Black . Merlot . Citron

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - DUKE
The Duke is a three-season paddling dry top constructed from 
our lightweight eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof breathable nylon and 
features a cut that gives you a completely unrestricted range-of-
movement. The neoprene punch through neck offers great comfort 
for long days on the water. The overlapping double-tunnel and 
Stealth Waistband system work with your skirt tunnel to provide you 
with a drier seal and better paddling experience.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Black . Citron 
. Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
ATOM JACKET
From wind, rain, and baking sun to full immersion 
in icy water’ your jacket goes through it all to keep 
you paddling at your best. The Atom is our most 
advanced whitewater jacket’ made from durable XP 

3-layer fabric’ with great freedom of movement. 
This expedition top will perform time and 

time again in the harshest environments 
keeping you looking good all the way to 
the take-out.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL. XXL | Colors: 
Chilli/Flame . Cobalt/Ocean

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://hikosport.com
https://www.spadekayak.fr
https://spadekayaks.com
https://www.hikosport.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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GUIDE 2024 DRY/SPLASH GEAR
DRY TOPS SHORT SLEEVES | JACKETS TO KEEP DRY AND COMFORTABLE IN WARMER WATERS AND TEMPS.  

LEVEL SIX - VEGA
The Vega is a short-sleeve dry top constructed from a combination 
of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on high-wear 
areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the jacket light 
with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the chest. 
The Vega features our Stealth Waistband system that works with 
your skirt tunnel to provide you with a drier seal and better paddling 
experience.

Size: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.EU

SANDILINE -
JACKET ADVANCED 3L SHORT 
SLEEVE
The Short Sleeve Advanced Jacket is designed to provide the 
best balance between comfort and performance for a variety of 
watersports. Stay free, warm, and dry with each paddle stroke. Crafted 
from breathable and waterproof 3-layer cloth, waterproof 20,000 
mm, breathable 6,000 g/sqm/24h. Features welded seams, a velcro 
adjustable belt, lightweight, and highly breathable. Inner belt cloth 
(spraydeck tunnel) and neck and arm cuffs.

SANDILINE.COM

LEVEL SIX - AUSTRALIS
The Australis is a short-sleeve semi-dry top constructed from our 
award-winning eXhaust 2.5 ultralight (UL) waterproof-breathable 
nylon. This top is designed to be light, breathable and offers users 
a full range-of-motion. The Australis features an overlapping double 
tunnel and our Stealth Waistband system to work with your skirt and 
provide you with a dry seal and better paddling experience.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Crater Blue . 
Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.EU

HIKO - 
ICARUS AIR4.X S/S DRY TOP
Whether you want to keep your kayak extra dry while playboating and 
in big water, or the water is cold and the air is hot, this shortie will 
be your favorite go-to! And don't worry, it won't melt... Short sleeve 
dry top with a neck latex gasket is further protected with a neoprene 
cuff. The neoprene bicep cuff is made with a thin silicone band along 
the inside. It is there to keep your sleeves in place while providing a 
watertight seal against your skin, but rolling your sleeves up a little 
makes getting in and out of your top that much easier. A double 
tunnel waistband to provide a tight seal against your sprayskirt. 
Equipped with our "Double Pull" system where pulling forward on 
the waist tabs simultaneously tightens the front and back and is then 
secured via hook-and-loop on the front for a perfect fit.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

KOKATAT - 
KNAPPSTER SEMI-DRY SHORTY
In warmer conditions, the Knappster delivers outstanding 
performance, breathability, and comfort in the surf or at the local 
play hole. Made with GORE-TEX Paclite® technology, the Knappster 
features factory sealed seams, punch-through bicep cuffs, Neo Cinch 
collar, double skirt, and an adjustable neoprene waistband.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Ocean . Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK PS - COMBI EVO
Perfect for the Alps. The Combi features our unique latex bicep seals 
and can be combined with our Combi Sleeves to give a warmer 
option. A lightweight, tough and versatile whitewater jacket.

Sizes: XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | Purple . Black

PEAKUK.COM

https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.sandiline.com
https://sandiline.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.hikosport.com/
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakeu.eu
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JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS 
WHILE EXPLORING ON LAKES OR THE OCEAN

DRY/SPLASH GEAR
TOURING JACKETS |

PEAK PS - PS HOODY
Featuring a water-resistant YKK Aquaguard full-length zip and handy 
twin front pockets, the PS Hoody is a lightweight and breathable 
jacket, perfect for paddling, SUP, touring, biking, and much more. 
Made using highly breathable and durable X2.5 lightweight recycled 
nylon with 10m waterproofing and our more sustainable Bioprene 
wrist seals.

Weight (M): 475 g | Color: Black

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
PS SMOCK
Featuring durable, fully waterproof X2.5 fabric and a handy hip zip 
pocket, the PS Smock is a lightweight and breathable jacket, perfect 
for marathon paddling, SUP, touring, biking, and much more. The 
opening neck seal's internal baffle sets this jacket apart from the 
rest of the market as a truly high-intensity, waterproof garment. It 
also features recycled YKK zips and reflective logos.

Weight (M): 310 g | Colors: Black . Blue

PEAKUK.COM

NRS - MEN'S ELEMENT  
GORE-TEX PRO SEMI-DRY TOP
When your seafaring adventures push the limits, trust the Men’s 
Element GORE-TEX® Pro Semi-Dry Top to defend against the ever-
changing moods and conditions of open waters. Premium GORE-TEX 
Pro construction combines with an inner skirt and an adjustable 
hood and face shield for versatile protection whether you explore 
shoals or fjords, hug the coastline or navigate offshore. Features 
reflective accents for increased visibility and two splashproof, 
zippered pockets on the sleeves for small essentials.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: GORE-TEX® Pro 
| Colors: Flare

NRS.COM

PEAK PS - ADVENTURE 
DOUBLE EVO
Tough, waterproof and breathable X4 recycled nylon fabric, with 
twin sleeve pockets, stowable hood in a fleece-lined collar and a 
double waist makes the Adventure Double the ultimate multi-day 
paddle jacket.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
S . M . L. XLS | Men’s Colors: Mantis . Tangerine . 
Women’s Colors: Ice . Mantis

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - ADVENTURE LITE
High-performance, lightweight, and highly breathable touring/sea 
kayaking jacket. This groundbreaking piece of kit is made almost 
entirely of recycled polyethylene. It is intended to be recycled at the 
end of its life, with the PE content remade into textile yarn once 
again. This garment has been designed to be deconstructed, and 
all non-essential components have been removed. The Adventure 
Lite is Circular Ready* and is the new benchmark for sustainable 
manufacturing.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Molten Lava . Citron 

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
ADVENTURE SINGLE EVO
ough, highly waterproof, and breathable X2.5 recycled nylon fabric, 
with twin sleeve pockets, makes the Adventure Single the 'go-to' 
jacket for all sea kayaking and touring paddlers. It features 20m 
waterproofing, reinforced X4 mid-weight elbows, knees, seat, and 
ankles, along with recycled YKK pocket zips.

Weight (M) : 1640 g

PEAKUK.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://crewsaver.com/uk/yak
https://peakuk.com/
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://Peakuk.com
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NRS - MEN'S RIPTIDE 
SPLASH JACKET
A splash jacket only on paper, on the water, the NRS Men's Riptide 
Jacket delivers advanced waterproof, breathable protection for 
paddlers willing to gamble on the conditions. Features an articu-
lated hood and half-zip neck for quick adaptability, kayak overs-
kirt and neoprene wrist gaskets for all-day comfort. Combines 
HyproTex™ 2.5 fabric and factory-taped seams for maximum 
waterproof performance and all-day comfort.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: HyproTex™ 
2.5 | Colors: Red . Gray/Chartreuse . Blue

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
JUNEAU
The Juneau is a high-performance top designed to 
keep you warm on the water in cold weather. This top 
is constructed from a combination of our eXhaust 3-ply 
waterproof-breathable nylon on high-wear areas like the 
shoulders and arms while keeping the jacket light with 
our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the 
torso. The Juneau is designed to give you a completely 
unrestricted range of movement. The overlapping double 
tunnel and the dual-cinch waist system work with your 
skirt tunnel to provide you with a drier seal and a better 
paddling experience.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: 
Citron . Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.EU

NRS - MEN'S HIGH TIDE SPLASH 
JACKET
When it's high tide for the unprepared to paddle in, stay on the water 
longer with the NRS Men's High Tide Jacket. Waterproof-breathable fabric 
shields you from wind, splash and rain while an articulated, adjustable 
hood delivers full-coverage protection. Paddler's cut enhances athletic 
performance and creates room to layer underneath while maintaining 
comfort under a PFD. The drawcord waist allows for easy adjustment 
and grippy polyurethane dots along the hem keep the jacket in place. 
Features include one PFD-friendly splashproof pocket on the sleeve, plus 
an additional zippered chest pocket for on-the-water essentials.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: HyproTex™ 2.5 | 
Colors: Red . Gray/Chartreuse . Blue

NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - BORA 
JACKET
This jacket is dependable when the weather becomes challenging. 
For rough ocean conditions and cold-weather touring, the Bora will 
keep you comfortable and paddling strong. Supple XP 3-layer fabric 
keeps you warm and lets vapor out, while the articulated hood, latex 
wrist seals, and VELCRO® twin waist will keep you snug and dry.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Chilli/Flame

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT -  
VANTAGE JACKET
A single waist paddling jacket that’s quick and easy to throw on 
when the weather changes. The fleece-lined kangaroo-pouch pocket 
will keep your hands warm and out of the wind. Wear it to paddle or 
just to walk the dog. It packs down into its own hood to store away 
for an unexpected downpour.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WS . WM . WL . WXL | Men’s Colors: Chilli . Ocean . 
Olive . Women’s Color: Purple . Teal

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - MEN'S ENDURANCE 
SPLASH JACKET
Lightweight, waterproof protection at an entry-level price, the NRS 
Men's Endurance Jacket delivers the perfect type of coverage 
for splashy runs, breezy canyons and rainy days. Designed with 
room to layer underneath and a PFD-friendly accessory pocket. 
Constructed with HyproTex™ 2.5 material, a lightweight technical 
fabric that breathes freely and repels water.. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: HyproTex™ 
2.5 | Colors: Red . Chartreuse/Gray . Blue

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
KENORA
The Kenora is a full-featured 3-season jacket. It is very 
lightweight and compact thanks to our award-winning 
eXhaust 2.5 UL waterproof breathable nylon. This jacket 
features eXhaust 2.5 on the high wear areas to give the 
ultimate combination of weight savings and abrasion 
resistance. The double tunnel and single Stealth cinch 
waist system work with your skirt tunnel to provide a 
great seal at the waist, while the adjustable cuffs ensure 
a watertight seal at the wrists.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Colors: Citron . Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
CHINOOK JACKET
Paddle on lake, river or sea, through wind, rain and spray. The 
Chinook is light enough to pack away small, but with the waterproof 
protection you need when the weather rolls in. A volume adjustable 
hood keeps the wind and rain out, and the internal adjustable neck 
closure and latex wrist gaskets keep out waves.

Men's Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL  Women's Sizes: 
WS . WM . WL . WXL | Men's Colors: Cobalt . Gold  
Women's Sizes: Gold)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://www.nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, 
NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.TOPS |

SHARK SKIN -  
PERFORMANCE WEAR 
LONG SLEEVE
This top uses Chillproof material to keep your 
torso and rear kidney area warm and protected. 
It also uses a breathable compression fabric in 
the shoulders and arms to aid in endurance and 
muscle recovery. The compression fabric is SPF50+, 
so provides protection for your arms and shoulders 
from the sun.

Men’s Sizes: 2XS - 5XL . Women’s 
Sizes: 6-20 | Colors : Black . Black/
Pink . Black/Blue . Black/Orange . 
Black/Red

SHARKSKIN.COM

LEVEL SIX -  
JERICHO S/S TOP
The Jericho Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort 
and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new fabric 
containing thousands of tiny channels that allow 
your body to breathe and wick away moisture. The 
Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next 
to your skin but has the warmth and protection of a 
neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black 
Heather

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX -  
JERICHO L/S TOP
The Jericho Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new 
fabric containing thousands of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away 
moisture. The Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to your skin but has the warmth 
and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black Heather

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX -  
SOMBRIO L/S TOP
The Sombrio Neoprene Rash Top redefines comfort and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new 
fabric containing thousands of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and wick away 
moisture. The Sombrio feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt next to your skin but has the warmth 
and protection of a neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black Heather

LEVELSIX.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT -  
NEOFLEX TOP
On or in the water, this lightweight long-sleeve 0.5 mm neoprene shirt has a thermal lining to 
keep you comfortable. Made from eco-friendly limestone neoprene with recycled face fabric, it's 
warm, flexible, and simple for a superb connection with the water.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: WS . WM . WL . WXL | 
Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - 
MEN’S IGNITOR JACKET
The NRS Men’s Ignitor Jacket gives recreational boaters a basic but versatile option for immersion 
protection while putting the environment front and center. With 2 mm neoprene insulation and 
a full YKK® zip entry, slip on this jacket when the temperature is cool, or the splash is chilly. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 2 mm recycled neoprene 
| Colors: Black

NRS.COM

https://sharkskin.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, 
NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.BOTTOMS |

PALM EQUIPMENT - BLAZE 
PANT
Our premium cold-water neoprene pants. Extremely stretchy 3 mm 
Neospan neoprene with a super-soft feel and a plush Thermofibre 
lining. They are cut higher at the back to suit a paddling posture, 
along with Supratex reinforced in high-wear areas. Glued and blind-
stitched with GlideSkin neoprene ankles to keep out the water so you 
stay comfortable – perfectly at home in cold water.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WXS . WS . WM . WL . WXL | Color: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SHARK SKIN - PERFORMANCE 
WEAR LONG PANT
These pants use a Chillproof/Neoprene hybrid design to provide 
maximum fit, warmth and mobility for watersports. Chillproof in the 
legs and crotch for wind and thermal protection and Neoprene in 
the seat area provides more comfort for extended periods of sitting 
and more stretch for a better fit. The high rear waist provides comfort 
and warmth when in a seated position and 100% sun protection 
for your legs.

Men’s Sizes: 2XS - 5XL . Women's Sizes: 6-22 | 
Color: Black

SHARKSKIN.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
SOMBRIO NEOPRENE PANT
The Sombrio Pant will keep you toasty while out for cool early 
morning paddles. Wish they came in your preferred length? Follow 
the dashed lines and cut to one of the five lengths, plus there is no 
need for sewing when you’re finished cutting them. Designed with 
large pockets to stash your belongings, these 0.5 mm limestone 
neoprene leggings are your go-to paddling pants.

Sizes: S . M . L .  XL . XXL | Color: Heather Grey

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - FULL MONTY
Built for multiple days on the water, the Full Monty neoprene-lined 
shorts are the pinnacle of evolution between our boardshort and 
neoprene lines. The outer layer is our Guide expedition short which 
is constructed from a quick-drying elastic nylon material with 
mesh cargo pockets. It has a YKK zipper fly with a button closure, 
and a protective lycra gusset. We've designed the back with an 
additional yoke panel for more forward mobility. The Full Monty has 
an integrated belt with a low-profile buckle. The durable and stretchy 
outer layer provides full movement and no binding when moving 
around while the inner 0.5 mm neoprene layer provides you with the 
warmth and protection you need while on the water.

Sizes: 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38 . 40 | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - PRO GUIDE 
SHORT
The Pro Guide neoprene-lined shorts are the pinnacle of evolution of 
our board shorts and neoprene line. The durable and stretchy outer 
layer provides full movement and no binding when moving around 
while the inner 0.5 mm neoprene layer provides you with the warmth 
and protection you need while on the water. The Pro Guide is the 
ultimate on-water adventure short.

Sizes: 30 . 32 . 34 . 36 . 38 . 40 | Color: Deep Blue 
. Black

LEVELSIX.EU

PRADO SPORTSWEAR - 
SHORTS
Whether you want to go and hunt the biggest waves on the planet 
or enjoy your local lake tour. With it’s 3 mm neoprene, the Prado will 
keep you warm and protected.

Features: Double Layered . Tear Resistant Fabric | 
Neoprene: 3 mm (2 mm on the belly)      

PRADOSPORTSWEAR.COM

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://hikosport.com
https://www.sharkskin.com
https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://pradosportswear.com
https://pradosportwear.com
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HIKO - SMILER V.3
Every rafting trip has that one rapid where the pictures are taken. 
This is where you want to hide the fear in your face and become the 
SMILER. Even when the water is cold and the guide seems to have 
lost all control you will feel warm and safe in this suit. The suit is 
designed for commercial and private white water rafting, canyoning 
and touring. The body is built from DuoBase 4.0 Alpha - 4 mm thick 
e.prene with durable lining inside and outside for comfort and 
durability. Knees, shins and sitting area are made from DuraBase 4.0 
Alpha - e.prene that is reinforced with extremely durable nylon lining 
to protect the exposed areas. Dura nylon replaced Tatex coating in 
order to glide smoothly over rocks while canyoning. YKK front zipper 
entry ensures resilient and comfortable entry and exit.

Sizes: 42-60

HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - BLAZE 
LONGJOHNS
Our premium cold water wetsuit is supple, warm, and quick-drying. 
Made from 3 mm Neospan – extremely stretchy neoprene with a 
super-soft feel. The plush Quick Dry lining drains and is dry to the 
touch much faster than conventional wetsuits, making this suit a 
joy to put on. A classic long john design, with full-length two-way 
front entry zip and Supratex reinforced panels. It's glued and blind-
stitched with GlideSkin neoprene ankles to seal the suit and keep 
you comfortable – perfectly at home in cold water.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WXS . WS . WM . WL . WXL | Color: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - 
3MM FARMER JOHN / JANE
The comfort and mobility of a sleeveless design combine with the 
warmth of 3 mm neoprene making the NRS 3.0 Farmer John Wetsuit 
a gear bag staple for boaters and paddlers who hit the water when 
the levels are prime despite the temps. Titanium laminate adhesive 
reflects heat back to your body, keeping you warmer. Fully recycled 
nylon interior and exterior for ideal stretch and performance. 
Available in both Men’s (pictured) and Women’s models.

Material: 3 mm neoprene | Colors: Black . Slate 
| Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . 3XL . Women’s 
Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

NRS.COM

NEOPRENE
FLOTATION AND WARMTH FOR THOSE SPENDING TIME IN OR ON THE WATER.WETSUITS |

NRS - IGNITOR WETSUITS
Extend your paddling season and your budget with the NRS 3.0 
Ignitor Wetsuit. The sleeveless design allows for unrestricted range of 
motion, while 3 mm of neoprene insulates your core. Fully recycled 
nylon interior and exterior for ideal stretch and performance. 
Available in both Men’s (pictured) and Women’s models.

Material: 3 mm neoprene | Colors: Dark Shadow 
. Poseidon | Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . 
Women’s Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

NRS.COM

KOKATAT - NEOZIP JOHN
These burly Farmer Johns are a dream come true for paddlers who 
prefer a wetsuit! Constructed of 3 mm double-face neoprene with 
a beefy all-nylon two-way front zipper for ease of entry. Paddling 
specific articulation, flat-lock seams, and comfortable no-seam 
armholes with size-specific color blocking for an at-a-glance fit make 
these pieces a great value! Super stretch ankles and customized 
non-skid reinforcement at the knee wraps up the package by aiding 
boaters to stay put and helping to reduce abrasion in a high-wear 
area.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black

KOKATAT.COM

HIKO - CANYON BALL 
OVERALL HOOD 
This suit has been developed in cooperation with world-class 
canyoneering pros and guides. It was designed to meet the comfort 
standards of professionals and to exceed the durability standards 
for commercial purposes.

Colors: Inferno | Sizes: 42/44 - 58/60

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2024

https://www.hikosport.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://hikosport.com
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.nrs.com/
https://kokatat.com/
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
https://stormmride.com
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Whitewater spraydeck 
ArmadA

aBlind stitched new technology shallow sewing
aSuperstretch deck 3mm neoprene
a3 mm inserts with Supratex neoprene abrasion panels
aGrippy latex seal
a10 mm shockcord rope

2 COCKPIT SIZES
L is suitable for cockpits with a length of 83-86 cm
XL is suitable for cockpits with a length of 88-94 cm

Quality, Passion, Experience
www.stormmride.com

ARMADA IS OUR MOST 
TECHNICALLY ADVANCED 
SPRAYSKIRT AND 
IT IS DESIGNED FOR 
WHITEWATER PADDLER. 
MORE STRETCHY, MORE 
COMFORT, INCREASED 
FLEXIBILITY AND 
RESISTANCE.

Neoprene & Waterproof Gear since 2003

https://stormmride.com
https://stormmride.com
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BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, 
THERMO-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.FLEECE, LYCRA, SYNTHETICS TOPS |

LEVEL SIX - 
ROMULUS THERMAL TOP
Built specifically to be worn under dry tops, the Romulus features 
our grid pattern insulation technology for the best combination of 
warmth and moisture-wicking performance. The flat locked seams 
around the neck, wrists and waist make this the perfect layer to 
wear under your dry top. It will be a favorite piece of gear on your 
next adventures.

Sizes:  S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black 

LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO - 
SHADE DEW PANSKY
SHADE products keep you cool and protected during hot summer 
days. The fitted pattern ensures a streamlined look while swimming. 
The DEW is the latest development, with lighter and faster-drying 
fabric compared to ULTRA and PLUSH. Besides sun protection, it 
serves well as a base layer under dry gear. DEW fabric is 100% 
recycled, marking a leap in sustainability. A must-have in any water 
gear bag, whether for surfing, slalom, or whitewater expeditions. Sun 
protection UPF 50+. Super lightweight for quick drying. Moisture-
wicking when worn as a base layer.

Colors: Black . Eastern Blue . Shaded Olive | Size: XS 
. S . M . L . XL . XXL 

HIKOSPORTS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT -  
HELIOS LONGSLEEVE
The relaxed fit of this UPF 50+ long-sleeve swim shirt is comfortable 
whether wet or dry. The soft, wicking fabric works equally hard as a 
winter baselayer as it does to protect you from the summer sun.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WS . WM . WL . WXL | Men’s Colors: Ocean + Navy . 
Women’s Colors: Navy + Ocean

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOKATAT - 
SUNCORE LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
SunCore rashguard insulators are a lightweight, high-stretch 
construction of polyester and spandex that will absorb very little 
water and dry quickly. Paddling specific patterns and flat stitched 
seams prevent chafing. SunCore provides UPF 30+ sun protection.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: S . 
M . L . XL | Colors: Light Grey . Electric Blue 

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT HOODIE
Packing for a multi-sport mission or digging in the backseat of the 
truck once the sun goes down, you’ll be stoked to lay hands on 
our Lightweight Hoodie. Stretchy 4-way fleece with a soft, gridded 
interior delivers midweight insulation and UPF 50+ while regulating 
body temp and perspiration. Cinch the hood to warm the ears and 
the core on belay or shove it under a dry top and rock it at take-out. 
Regular fit for easy layering under tech outerwear.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 250 g, 89% 
Polyester . 11 % Spandex | Colors: Forest . Smoke

NRS.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT
Our Lightweight Shirt is the ultimate go-anywhere, do-it-all layer. 
The stretchy fleece is soft against the skin, delivering comfortable 
midweight insulation and UPF 50+ sun protection. Purpose-built for 
technical performance, with seams placed to enhance range of 
motion and breathable material to optimize body temps.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 250 g, 89% 
Polyester . 11 % Spandex | Colors: Forest . Smoke

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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NRS - 
MEN'S LIGHWEIGHT UNION 
SUIT
We get it. You don’t want the thickest of fleece, but you still want 
the cozy fit and practical performance of a onesie. Our Lightweight 
Union Suit brings the best of both worlds, with bunch-free comfort, 
midweight insulation and sun protection. YKK® zippers mate with 
our dry suits or throw it under your shorts and a dry top to prevent 
backband rub. Features a YKK® double-pull, front entry zipper with 
an interior fabric guard for against-the-skin comfort. Elastic stirrups 
keep legs from riding up and gasket-friendly cuffs create an easier 
layering experience..

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 250 g, 89% 
Polyester . 11 % Spandex | Colors: Smoke

NRS.COM

NRS - 
MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT PANT
Our Lightweight Pant delivers triple-threat technical performance 
and stretch. The gridded interior fleece gives breathable, wicking, 
midweight insulation for comfort on and off the water. Layer under 
a dry suit to prevent the clammy feel of waterproof material against 
skin, pair them with boardies to cut chill and guard against the rays 
or strut your stuff around camp. Features an integrated side pocket 
for convenience at camp, running shuttle or post-paddle hangouts.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 250 g, 89% 
Polyester . 11 % Spandex | Colors: Smoke

NRS.COM

BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, 
THERMO-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.FLEECE, LYCRA, SYNTHETICS SUITS |

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
TSANGPO SUIT
The ultimate one-piece base layer for cold conditions, made from 
super soft, stretchy Pontetorto fabric, treated with Polygiene odor 
control. The soft, natural-feeling fleece, flatlock seam construction, 
and two-way zipper access make it so comfy you’ll never want to 
take it off. The women’s version features an elasticated drop seat.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WS . WM . WL . WXL | Color: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - 
MEN’S EXPEDITION WEIGHT 
UNION SUIT
When the conditions call for maximum insulation, the NRS Men’s 
Expedition Weight Union Suit delivers the most advanced thermal 
layer. Cozy yet breathable 100% recycled four-way stretch fleece 
combines with a paddling-specific design for unrestricted mobility 
even under a dry suit. YKK double-pull, front entry zipper with interior 
fabric flap provides against-the-skin comfort while stirrups keep legs 
from riding up. Gasket-friendly cuffs for better under-dry suit layering. 

Sizes: S. M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 
94% recycled polyester . 6% recycled spandex | 
Colors: Dark Shadow  

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
VULCAN INSULATING UNI SUIT
The Vulcan unisuit is a light yet warm layer to be worn under 
your paddling gear. The unisuit features a crew neck to ensure 
comfortable wear under a paddling jacket and is constructed with 
flatlock seams to prevent chafing and provide free movement. It 
includes a front and drop seat relief zipper for when nature calls. 
This will become your favorite piece of gear on and off the water. 

Sizes:  S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

KOKATAT - 
MEN'S OUTERCORE 
HABANERO LINER
The Habanero takes the dry suit liner to a new level with body-mapped 
fabrics and its unique zipper system. This paddling specific, one-piece 
insulator is compatible with all Kokatat drysuits including those with 
SwitchZip. The suit has a long front entry zipper and a second waist zipper 
that acts as a dropseat, with a flap fly for front relief. The articulated body-
mapped design has heavyweight four-way stretch fleece in the main body 
and lighter weight grid fleece in the underarms, cuffs, neck, and ankles 
for comfort and unrestricted movement. The suit features flat lock seams, 
thumb loops, and zippered chest pocket.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Coal

KOKATAT.COM

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.com
https://kokatat.com/
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PROTECTIVE HEAD COVERINGS MADE TO RESIST IMPACT AND PROTECT YOUR NOGGIN 
FROM THE HITS THE RIVER CAN DELIVER

PALM EQUIPMENT - SHUCK 
HALF-CUT HELMET
Like a pea in a pod – wearing the Shuck helmet feels natural, fitted, 
and secure. With a tough ABS shell and multi-impact EPP liner, the 
Shuck protects you from the kinds of hits kayaking, rafting, and other 
watersports can serve up. Dial in your fit with the occipital stabilizer, 
keeping the helmet secure and seated in place. The quick-drying 
fabric liner, which cups your head, is treated with Polygiene odor 
control to keep it fresh (it's washable too).

Sizes: S (51-54 cm) . M (55-58 cm) . L (59-62 cm) 
| Colors: White . Red . Blue . Black

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ROCKER HELMET
The Rocker helmet is a high-performance helmet for the roughest 
conditions. This is a high-tech carbon fiber reinforced helmet and 
our clear team favorite and go-to helmet for performance. The 
advanced helmet construction combines the elasticity of injection-
molded thermoplastic with the rigidity and strength of carbon fiber. 
This enables us to effectively tune the shell and liner for different 
properties in different areas for optimized performance

Construction: Carbon fiber Reinforced

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

PEAK PS - CENTRE HELMET
The perfect water sports helmet for kayaking and canoeing group 
and center use. CE/UKCA approved and featuring an easy-to-use, 
replaceable size adjuster wheel. Color-coded chin straps make for 
blissful size allocation. Features include a high impact EVA outer 
shell, nonabsorbent foam inner, and color-coded chin straps . Sizes 
marked on the back

Certification: CE / UKCA approved | Material: Tough 
ABS shell, gloss finish | Weight (SM): 425 g | Sizes: 
XS (54-56 cm) . SM (56-58 cm) . LXL (58-60 cm) . 
XXL (60-62 cm) | Color: White

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - FREERIDE HELMET
Tough, stylish, and comfortable whitewater and freestyle kayak 
helmet. Low-profile shape with an inner cradle. Features an easy-
to-use size adjuster wheel for that perfect fit. Features include a 
high-impact EVA nonabsorbent foam inner and easily replaceable, 
size adjuster cradle/wheel.

Certification: CE / UKCA approved | Materials: Tough 
ABS shell, matt finish | Weight (SM): 415 g | Sizes: 
SM (52-58 cm) . LXL (54-60 cm) | Colors: Grey/
Black

PEAKUK.COM

AQUADESIGN - HELION MAX
The Helion Max Aquadesign is designed to provide full protection 
during your water sports activities. Made with a high-strength ABS 
shell, the helmet is built to withstand the rigors of water adventure. 
Its thermoformed EVA IXPE inner foam provides exceptional comfort 
while enhancing safety. The dial adjustment system ensures ultra-
precise fitting. In addition to protecting your head, the Helion Max 
also preserves your ears, ensuring complete safety. Compliant with 
ISO EN 1385:2012 standards, this helmet features an aggressive and 
bold design. More than just a helmet, the Helion Max is a fashion 
accessory for water sports enthusiasts. The front visor not only adds 
style but also protects you from the sun, enhancing your comfort 
during long days on the water.

Certification: CE | Features : High Resistance ABS 
Shell & EVA IXPE Foam | Size : S . M . L . XL | Colors: 
White . Red . Blue . Yellow

AQUADESIGN.EU

SANDILINE - CREEX
The Helmet with the X Factor! Discover unparalleled safety and 
comfort with the CreeX Helmet, engineered for the most daring 
water adventures. Weighing in at just 0.42 kg (size M-L-XL), this 
lightweight and compact marvel combines a hard ABS shell with 
multi-impact EPP liner construction and features removable ear 
protectors. Certified for canoeing and white water sports, the CreeX 
Helmet is your trusty sidekick for every aquatic fit. Features include 
a high-impact EVA nonabsorbent foam inner and easily replaceable, 
size adjuster cradle/wheel.

Certification: CE EN 1385 CLASS I/IV | Weight: 420 
g/.92 lb | Sizes: S/M . M/L/XL | Colors: Red/Grey . 
Blue/Grey 

SANDILINE.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

HELMETS |

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://peakuk.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://peakuk.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aquadesign.eu/en/
https://www.sandiline.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
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SWEET PROTECTION - 
STRUTTER HELMET
Originally designed in 1997 and still the most iconic helmet in 
paddlesports, the Strutter offers impressive low-volume protection 
for river running and playboating. Inspired by the original baseball 
cap, the computerized 3D shape provides great style and comfort 
and more importantly offers impressive protection performance for 
its low volume and style.

Weight: 400 g

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ROCKER FULL FACE HELMET
The Rocker Fullface is a high-tech carbon fiber reinforced full-
coverage helmet offering the most extensive protection available 
in any paddlesports helmet. The advanced helmet construction 
combines the elasticity of injection-molded thermoplastic with the 
rigidity and strength of carbon fiber. This enables us to effectively 
tune the shell and liner for different properties in different areas for 
optimized performance. The Rocker Fullface is a proven performer 
for gnarly creeking around the world.

Construction: Carbon Fiber Reinforced | Features: 
Full-face . Occigrip

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
WANDERER II HELMET
The Wanderer II helmet is an updated version at a lower price. It 
features all of the renowned features and offers dependability and 
durability for all-round river use. It was first introduced in 2008, has 
been updated several times since, and this is the latest edition.

Features: Direct Ventilation . Occigrip

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

WRSI - CURRENT HELMET
WRSI’s exclusive safety technology, including three-layer impact 
absorption and the Interconnect Retention System, gives you a safe 
and solid helmet at a price any paddler can afford.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL |  
Material: ABS plastic with a polyurethane sub-
shell

NRS.COM

WRSI - CURRENT PRO 
HELMET
The WRSI Current Pro adds an adjustable visor and removable ear 
pads to the time-tested Current for extra comfort and protection.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL |  
Material: ABS plastic with a polyurethane sub-
shell

NRS.COM

WRSI - TRIDENT HELMET
A high-impact carbon composite shell creates an exceptionally 
lightweight and safe helmet, giving advanced paddlers extra 
protection and style points to match.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL | Material: Carbon composite

NRS.COM

https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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RECREATIONAL | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE PADDLING.

HIKO - BABY V.2
Good enough is not good enough when it comes to safety gear. 
When it comes to safety gear for your child the best should be your 
only option. And this is how we approached the development of 
the Baby V.2 PFD. Because our own kids wear it. The body is built 
from 600 D Dupratex Polyester. It is stronger and more durable 
than previously used 200 D Oxford Nylon. Let your child slide those 
rocks! PE high floatation foam is resistant against pressure abuse 
and maintains its floatation for many years. The foam is distributed 
carefully between the front panels and floating collar to optimize its 
ability to turn your child head up away from the water. Consecutive 
piece of high-tension webbing runs all the way from the front of the 
life jacket, between the legs and up all the way to the collar where 
it is firmly attached forming a handle. This way you can quickly grab 
your child, guide it through critical areas or even lift your child up by 
the handle. High vis fluorescent orange fabric in combination with 
reflective elements make it easy to spot your child in conditions of 
lowered visibility - very useful when on the ocean or in dark. When 
they don't scream loud enough teach your child to use the built 
in whistle.

Certification: ISO 12402-4 | Colors: Orange | Size: 
I . II . III 

HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - TIKA 
WOMEN'S PFD
It fits perfectly! Extensive testing and feedback helped create the 
Tika's unique shape – unrestrictive and comfortable for all female 
body shapes. With front zip entry and Easy Glide straps, it's quick 
to get the right fit. Two roomy front pockets allow you to carry what 
you need on the water.

Sizes: WXS/S (40 N) . WM/L (45 N) . WXL/XXL (50 
N) | Colors: Purple . Teal . Tangerine

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEOKUDO - EXPEDTION
100N lifejacket approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-5

Sizes: Child . Junior . Adult | Buoyancy: <15 
kg/30 N . 15-30 kg/ 40 N . 40-60 kg/70 N . 60-70 
kg/100 N . >70 kg/100 N . >70kg 100N | Material: 
100% polyester, EPE foam | Buoyancy chamber 
type: Lifejacket | Color: OEM production with brand 
logo

SECUMAR.COM

NEOKUDO - SW150MA
150N inflatable lifejacket with harness approved to ISO 12402-3

Size: Adult | Buoyancy: 168 N | Method of Inflator: 
Automatic inflator | CO2-Cartridge: 33 g | Color: 
OEM production with brand logo

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - VIVO 50
Specially designed for use in canoes, the VIVO 50 is worn by pulling it 
over the head and securing the crutch strap, keeping the sides clean 
for unhindered paddling. Utilize the front mesh pocket for your Mars 
Bar or Kendall Mint Cake!

Sizes: > 40 kg /50 N | Colors: Orange/Navy

SECUMAR.COM

PFDS

NEOKUDO - BALTIC
50N buoyancy aid approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-5

Sizes: Child . Junior . Adult | Buoyancy: 25-40 
kg/35 N . 40-60 kg/40 N . 60-70 kg/50 N . >70 
kg/50 N | Material: 100% polyester, EPE foam | 
Buoyancy chamber type: Bouyancy aid | Color: 
OEM production with brand logo

SECUMAR.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.hikosport.com
https://secumar.com
Sizes: WXS/S (40 N) . WM/L (45 N) . WXL/XXL (50 N) | Colors: Purple . Teal . Tangerine
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://aquaglide.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://aquaglide.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://aquaglide.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://aquaglide.com
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NRS - AMBIENT
A modern take on a classic design, the NRS Ambient PFD combines 
simplicity and comfort with safety and protection. With the 
convenience of a front-zip entry and the freedom to swim, paddle 
and splash, you won't find a more comfortable recreational jacket 
than the Ambient. Features the innovative Orbit Fit System and 
graded sizing for a better-fitting PFD you won’t need to overtighten. 
Two expandable zippered pockets, 3M® reflective accents, a 
silicone-coated inner waistband to help hold the Ambient in place 
on intended (and unintended!) dips.

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 100% 
recycled 200 D nylon | | Fit profile: Medium | Colors: 
Forest. Blue. Flare. Plum. Aqua | Sizes: XS/M (65 N) 
. M/L (70 N) . L/XXL (75 N) | Certification: US Coast 
Guard Level 50

NRS.COM

SECUMAR - CAMINO
The CAMINO has a skin-tight fit with adjustable straps, side fasteners 
within the seam and shoulder area for better fitting, extra soft SECU 
foam and abrasion-proof material. The PFD size is indicated with 
colors: 40-40 kg—orange. 40-70 kg—red. 90-120 kg—yellow.

Sizes: 30-40 kg . 40-70 kg . 70-90 kg . 90-120 kg 
| Colors: Hawaiian . Ocean/Navy

SECUMAR.COM

BALTIC LIFEJACKETS - 
RADIAL E.I.
Baltic's life jacket Radial is now launched in a completely new 
material made from recycled material, continuing with the same 
uncompromising quality. In this updated version of the Radial, the 
float material is made from recycled polyethylene and the fabric 
from recycled polyester. The Radial life vest is developed for an active 
life on the water. Radial is a comfortable and flexible life jacket with 
a total of six adjustment options, two on each side and on both 
shoulders, all for the best fit. Thanks to the design of the life jacket, 
it gives the user a very good ability to move and is therefore a good 
life jacket for kayaking or dinghy sailing. Elastic in the side parts and 
crotch straps. The smallest size has double crotch straps. Neoprene 
protection over the shoulder straps to prevent chafing. Reflective 
piping on the front. 50N buoyancy.

Sizes: S to XL | Weight: 25 kg-70+ kg | Chest: 55-
116 cm | Back length: 34-45 cm

BALTIC.SE

https://www.nrs.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://aquaglide.com
https://baltic.se/
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SEA KAYAK | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE SEA KAYAKING.

HIKO - STAMINA PFD
Low-profile vest designed for high-performance touring and 
competitions requiring endurance. Extremely low profile front panel 
allowing full range of motion and comfortable fit. Shoulder straps 
are made out of flexible neoprene providing a slim and comfortable 
fit without restricting movement with a high-strength strap running 
on the inside. The vest has three side-adjustable straps running 
the circumference to provide an ideal fit. There is a large zippable 
front pocket along with three smaller ones. A large back pocket is 
designed to fit a hydration system, with hooks to keep the drinking 
tube in place. Reflective accents added along the shoulder.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 & 12402-6 | Colors: 
Green | Size: S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NRS - ODYSSEY
Offshore paddlers can rejoice in the comfortable convenience and 
safety-minded features of the front-entry NRS Odyssey PFD. Built for 
long days at sea with large pockets and multiple attachment points 
to fit everything you need to tour the Greek archipelago—or wherever 
the winds and tides take you. Features the innovative Orbit Fit System 
and graded sizing for a better-fitting PFD you won’t need to overtighten. 
Multiple storage options include two large, zippered pockets and two 
small, dual-entry expandable pockets sized for a radio or GPS. An 
additional non-closing external pocket sleeve is perfect for a folding 
knife or attach a fixed blade knife to the hidden lash tab.

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D nylon | | Fit profile: Medium 
| Colors: Red. Citrus. Flare | Sizes: XS/M (65 N) . 
M/L (70 N) . L/XXL (75 N) | Certification: US Coast 
Guard Level 50

NRS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
KAIKOURA PFD
Wind, waves and exposure – open water can remind you how 
small we are. The Kaikoura is perfect for tackling big adventures, 
whether you're using one blade or two. Flex Fit buoyancy foam is 
the final word on comfort and safety. With carefully placed pockets 
and stowage, the Kaikoura will carry everything you need, close to 
hand – even when conditions get rough.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (75 N) | 
Colors: Red . Blue

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PFDS

AQUADESIGN - OCEAN
The Ocean vest is the perfect accessory for kayaking in the sea or 
river and is pleasant to wear even for long sessions. Many different 
pockets make it easy to carry all the necessary safety equipment. It 
keeps you hydrated with a one-liter water bag and warms your hands 
with its padded ventral opening.

Sizes: M/L. XL/XXL | Colors: Red |  
Material: Cordura® 1000 D . PVC foam .YKK® 
zipper | Certification: ISO EN 12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
PEYTO PFD
Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a highly capable touring 
buoyancy aid. A supple face fabric, shaped foam floatation, and 
easy strap adjustment give the Peyto a comfortable fit. Hidden hand 
warmers, front pockets that swallow up a radio or other essentials, 
and a rear pocket to accommodate a drinks reservoir make this 
a premium all-season PFD. It is made of environmentally friendly 
Gaia PVC-free foam and has reliable metal-free YKK zips that won’t 
corrode.

Men’s Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (65 N) . XL/XXL (70 
N) . Women’s Sizes: WXS/S (45 N) . WM/L (50 N) . 
WXL/XXL (60 N) | Men’s Colors: Teal . Cobalt . Chilli 
. Women’s Colors: Teal . Chilli

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

HIKO - MIKMAQ PFD
Comfortable low-cut vest designed to provide great flotation along 
with unrestricted movement.

Colors: Yellowfin . Inferno | Size: S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2024

https://www.hikosport.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://hikosport.com
https://aquadesign.eu
https://aquadesign.eu
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
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PEAK PS - TOURLITE ZIP
The Tourlite Zip is the ideal PFD for individuals looking for a simple, 
high-quality touring buoyancy aid. Two large chest pockets give 
ample storage and the easy waist and side adjustments make the 
Tourlite Zip a pleasure to fit and wear. Ladies’  sizes feature stepped 
chest foam.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved | Floatiabilty: 
60-80 N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft 
flotation foam | Weight (LXL) : 950 g | Sizes: L10/12 
. L14/16 . SM . LXL . XXL | Colors: Blue . Red 

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK  PS - OCEAN WRAP
The award-winning, unique, wrap entry PFD for sea kayaking and 
touring: a front entry system, with the storage, safety and comfort 
of a vest. The Ocean Wrap’s unique construction also allows for 
the Ladies’ sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving 
unparalleled comfort and fit.

Certification: ISO 12402-5/6 approved | Floatability: 
60-80 N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft 
flotation foam | Weight (LXL): 1180 g | Sizes: 
L10/12 . L14/16 . SM . LXL . XXL | Colors: Blue/
Orange Red/Lime

PEAKUK.COM

KOKATAT - GUIDE
Designed with the professional sea kayak guide in mind. The Guide 
incorporates everything you could possibly need in a full-featured 
Type V rescue vest. Features include reinforced shoulders, strong 
swimmer harness and rescue belt, excellent fit for all-day comfort, 
and usable storage space. Made with GAIA® PVC-free foam.

Sizes: S (16/05) . M (16/05) . L (16/06) . 
XL (16/13) | Colors: Glacier. Red . Mantis | 
Certification: US Coast Guard

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - NEPTUNE
Designed as a technical touring life vest, the Neptune has all the 
comfort, durability, pockets, and organization you will need for a day, 
week, or month on the water. This rugged front-entry life vest is made 
with durable 210 D high-tenacity ripstop nylon fabric. The articulated 
shell and sculpted foam panels wrap your torso in unprecedented 
comfort. All webbing adjustments are front and center for easy 
fitting. Five pockets, including pockets for VHF radio and folding knife, 
reflective tape, a hydration sleeve, and attachment points for a knife 
and strobe, round out the features of this vest.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/XXL 
(16/00) | Colors: Red . Leaf . Reef | Certification: 
ISO (European Union) . Harmonized (US Coast 
Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - WOMEN’S 
NEPTUNE
Designed as a technical touring life vest, the women’s Neptune has 
all the comfort, durability, pockets, and organization you will need 
for a day, week, or month on the water. This rugged front-entry life 
vest is made with durable 210 D high-tenacity ripstop nylon fabric. 
The articulated shell and sculpted foam panels wrap your torso 
in unprecedented comfort. All webbing adjustments are front and 
center for easy fitting. Five pockets, including pockets for VHF radio 
and folding knife, reflective tape, a hydration sleeve, and attachment 
points for a knife and strobe. 

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/XXL 
(16/00) | Colors: Reef . Leaf . Red | Certification: 
ISO (European Union) . Harmonized (US Coast 
Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

BALTIC SAFETY - X4
The X4 kayaking buoyancy aid has been developed in collaboration 
between Baltic Safety Products and Melker of Sweden. The fit gives 
the wearer great mobility for full range of movement when paddling. 
Get the optimum fit with three adjustment possibilities, with shoulder 
and two side straps. A front zip and quick-release buckle around the 
waistband ensure a secure fit. One zippered pocket on the front for 
easy access, and one open pocket with an elastic loop to attach keys 
or phone dry bag. Increased visibility with retro-reflective patches 
both on the front and on the back.

Sizes: 40-50 kg . 50-70 kg . 70-90 kg . 90+ kg | 
Colors: Black . Reflex

BALTIC.SE

https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://baltic.se
https://baltic.se
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WHITEWATER | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE ON HIGH-LEVEL WHITEWATER.

NRS - NINJA
Master of the paddling arts or a novice, the Ninja PFD concentrates 
flotation into a smaller area for maximum comfort and unbeatable 
athletic performance. Completely redesigned with recycled materials 
and our Orbit Fit System for a superior low-profile fit that moves with 
you and stays put when you find yourself in (hot) water. Features 
include a compartmentalized, zippered, drop-down, clamshell front 
pocket, handwarmer pocket, updated strap garages and multiple 
attachment points.

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D nylon . 70 D knit polyester | 
Colors: Plum . Black . Red . Flare | Sizes: XS/M (65 
N) . M/L (70 N) . L/XXL (75 N) | Fit Profile: Low 

NRSCOM

NRS - NINJA PRO
We took the feedback of our top athletes and whitewater 
professionals around the world and used it to create the NRS 
Ninja Pro PFD: A compact Type V rescue vest that delivers superior 
mobility and comfort and dialed-in rescue essentials to better serve 
whitewater paddlers, guides and SAR professionals. Our innovative 
Orbit Fit System enhances overall comfort, increases range of 
motion and eliminates the desire to over-tighten. The Ninja Pro is 
a fully-featured rescue vest with a strategically placed 1.5” quick-
release rescue belt with an aluminum attachment ring. Continuous, 
interconnected webbing creates an internal harness for maximum 
security in live bait scenarios and when grabbing users by shoulder 
straps. 

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D nylon . 70 D knit polyester | 
Colors: Plum . Black . Red . Flare | Sizes: XS/M (65 
N) . M/L (70 N) . L/XXL (75 N) | Fit Profile: Low

NRSCOM

NRS - NINJA OS
Touring paddlers looking for greater mobility and comfort without 
compromising on safety or storage space will appreciate the stealthy 
flotation of the NRS Ninja OS PFD. Building on the popularity of our 
Ninja PFD, the Ninja OS adapts the innovative fit of our Orbit Fit 
System to a low-profile platform with sea kayaking-specific features 
that will have you begging for just “one more wave.” Feature 
highlights include a spacious front clamshell pocket, removable 
(hook-and-loop attachment) inner pocket sized to fit a radio or GPS 
with exit room for antennae, five attachment points for knife, lights 
or strobe, and extensive 3M® reflective accents. Compatible with 
Swig Hydration Pack.

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D nylon . 70 D knit polyester | 
Colors: Harbor. Flare. Citrus. Red | Sizes: XS/M (65 
N) . M/L (70 N) . L/XXL (75 N) 

NRSCOM

NRS - VECTOR PFD
The NRS Vector PFD builds off the legacy of the Zen and the 
popularity of the Ninja to evolve a fully featured, lightweight Type V 
rescue vest into superiority. The innovative Orbit Fit System and side 
entry design delivers unmatched comfort and mobility. The Vector’s 
enhanced rescue features, including a continuous interconnected 
webbing harness for maximum security in live bait scenarios, give 
whitewater paddlers and rescue professionals the confidence to 
push their limits safely. Zippered front clamshell-style pocket allows 
easy access to essentials.

Material: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D nylon . 70 D knit polyester 
| Colors: Black . Citrus . Red | Sizes: XS/M (70 N) . 
M/L (75 N) . L/XXL (80 N) | Fit Profile: Medium

NRSCOM

HIKO - GUARDIAN 3D PFD 
The Guardian 3.D is here to keep you safe and equipped in the most 
demanding situations. Its 3D shaping ensures it stays as close to you 
as you’d want your guardian angel. 

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno . Stealth |  
Size: XS . S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

AQUADESIGN - UPANO
The UPANO vest was specially designed for guides and canoe-kayak 
professionals. Its top-of-the-range construction in 1000D Cordura® 
fabric and PVC foam makes it comfortable, durable, and long-lasting. 
Perfectly adapted to the morphology with balanced buoyancy and 
numerous adjustments, the UPANO frees the kayaker’s movements 
for optimal practice in whitewater. A true Swiss Army knife, the 
UPANO vest includes all the safety elements essential for guides 
and kayaking enthusiasts in the high river. 

Sizes: S. M/L. XL/XXL | Colors: Blue/Black . Red/
Black | Material: Cordura® 1000 D . PVC foam . 
YKK® zipper | ISO: EN 12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
https://aquadesign.eu
https://aquadesign.eu
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KOKATAT - HUSTLER 
The low-profile HustleR rescue life vest is designed with features 
veteran paddlers and guides demand; a quick-release chest harness, 
O-ring attachment for standard cow tail, a sleeve designed to fit 
Kokatat’s River Tow Tether and a covered front lash tab for rescue 
knife. The large, extra-deep clamshell front pocket with two-way 
zipper allows for internal organization. Covered in rugged 500 D 
Cordura®, two stacked and sculpted pre-curved foam panels wrap 
around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes. 

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Mantis . Black 

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - MAXIMUS 
CENTURION
The Maximus Centurion high floatation rescue life vest features wide, 
contoured neoprene shoulder straps that allow an independently 
suspended front flotation panel to move in concert with the paddler 
for unrestricted movement. The comfortable side entry design has 
webbing adjustments in the front for easy fit adjustments. Top 
loading integrated front pocket and detachable Belly Pocket allow 
room to carry all your gear. 

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/05) . M/L (17/05) 
. XL/XXL (18/00) | Colors: Red . Mantis . Black 

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK PS - RIVER WRAP
The next level of PFD for whitewater kayakers: a front entry system, 
with the storage, safety and comfort of a vest. Winner of Product of 
the Year at Paddle Expo, the River Wrap’s unique construction allows 
for the ladies' sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving 
unparalleled comfort and fit.

Sizes: L10/12 . L14/16 . SM . LXL . XXL | Colors: 
Purple/Blue . Black/Blue

PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - FXR PFD
One PFD for everything from rivers to tide races. Under the bright, 
clean exterior are rated shoulder straps with aircraft-grade aluminium 
hardware. With the new utility-draw front pocket, and the new UCLan 
adjustable safety harness, the FXr is ready for action.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (70 N) | 
Colors: Sherbert/Mandarin . Flame/Chilli . Ocean/
Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOKATAT - HUSTLE
The Hustle is a must-have life vest for active paddlers. Two stacked 
and sculpted GAIA PVC-free and PE foam panels wrap and float 
around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes, providing 
all-day comfort. A large clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper 
allows for internal organization and keeps items securely inside. 
Covered in durable 210 D high-tenacity ripstop Nylon, the Hustle 
has adjustable padded shoulder straps and three side adjustments 
to ensure a secure, safe fit. 

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Red . Mantis . 
Coal 

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK PS - RIVER GUIDE
The benchmark of whitewater PFDs. Features our unique, adjustable 
chest harness, the cleanest chest harness on the market. A 
cavernous front pocket, accessed side on, along with specific easy-
access, vertical knife, and sling pocket, makes PFD organization a 
dream. Ladies’ sizes feature stepped chest foam.

Sizes: L10/12 . L14/16 . SM . LXL . XXL |  
Colors: Red. Blue

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RIVER VEST
Tough and versatile, the River Vest features a huge central pocket 
with separate pockets for carabiners and a river knife. Easy-to-adjust 
sides allow a close fit, while the Olympic cut gives a low-profile, high-
performing flotation device suitable for most paddling. Ladies’ sizes 
feature stepped chest foam for increased comfort.

Sizes: L10/12. L14/16. SM. LX . XXL |  
Colors: Black. Purple

PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - RIFF PFD
Paddle, play, repeat. This low-profile PFD has plenty of float in 
a secure wrap-around fit. It’s made even more comfortable by 
neoprene padded shoulder and underarm panels. Super easy to 
put on with side entry buckles, the top buckle is captive making it 
easier to fasten it one-handed. 

Sizes: XXS (50 N),  XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/
XXL (80 N) | Colors: Chilli . Jet grey . Teal

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - NEVIS PFD
The Nevis PFD is the culmination of research from UCLan, design 
by Barney Caulfield, and testing worldwide by Bren Orton. At its core 
is the Delta Fit adjustment system. The Nevis has the world’s first 
Piggyback adjustable quick-release chest harness so that releasing 
your harness doesn’t affect the fit of your PFD. The Nevis sets a new 
standard in fit and safety.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (80 N) | 
Colors: Flame/Chilli . Lime/Mint . Ocean/Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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FISHING | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE FISHING.

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
KOLA ANGLER PFD
A highback fishing PFD that can stow everything but the kitchen sink 
and still be comfortable and light on the water. The cutaway back 
panel works with taller seats, and the slimline front lets you move 
freely. The Kola Angler’s clamshell pockets fold open for a clear view 
of the compartments within. There is a sturdy stow point for pliers 
or braid scissors and multiple other attachment points, including a 
landing net hanger at the back.

Sizes: XS/S (45 N) . M/L (50 N) . XL/XXL (55 N) | 
Colors: Flame . Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOKATAT - 
LEVIATHAN
The Leviathan is the ultimate kayak fishing life vest, with 14 pockets 
and multiple fixture options allowing anglers to carry a selection of 
lures, tools and gear wherever they choose. This high-performance 
recreational vest features body-mapped Gaia® foam panels 
contoured precisely to wrap around the torso for a secure and 
comfortable fit. Ultra-light, quick-drying Ariaprene™ mesh back and 
shoulders complement the high-back seats, and the 210 D high 
tenacity, rip-stop nylon withstands the demands fishing equipment 
can put on a vest. Fleece-lined hand warmer pockets are a bonus 
on chilly days.

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Men’s Colors: Olive 
. Orange . Women’s Color: Gray | Certification: 
ISO (Europe) . Harmonized (US Coast Guard & 
Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - CHINOOK OS PFD
With the fit and design inspired by our most popular life jacket, the 
Chinook OS Fishing PFD has added features for open-water safety 
and convenience. The Chinook OS is a Type III, medium profile life 
jacket delivering 16.0 pounds of flotation. PlushFit™ foam and a 
high-back design combine to create an extremely comfortable vest 
for any type of raft or kayak seat.

Material: 400 D Ripstop nylon |  
Colors: Orange . Red | Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/ XXL

NRS.COM

NRS - SHENOOK
Purpose-built for female anglers, the Shenook fishing PFD has all 
the features of our best-selling Chinook with a women’s cut and 
styling. Designed to make you more effective on the water, the 
Shenook offers endless organization and attachment points for all 
your fishing tools.

Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/XXL | Colors: Charcoal |  
Level: High End | Material: 400 D Ripstop nylon

NRS.COM

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S LEVIATHAN
The Leviathan is the ultimate women’s kayak fishing life vest, with 
14 pockets and multiple fixture options, allowing anglers to carry a 
selection of lures, tools, and gear wherever they choose. This high-
performance recreational vest features body-mapped Gaia® foam 
panels contoured precisely to wrap around the torso for a secure 
and comfortable fit. Ultra-light, quick-drying Ariaprene™ mesh back 
and shoulders complement the high-back seats, and the 210 D high 
tenacity, ripstop nylon withstands the demands fishing equipment 
can put on a vest. Fleece-lined handwarmer pockets are a bonus 
on chilly days.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/
XXL (16/00) | Colors: Grey . Orange . Olive | 
Certification: ISO (European Union) . Harmonized 
(US Coast Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - ZANDER
Adventure Anglers know that the best life jacket is one you’ll wear. 
With a slim-fitting medium profile, front-zip design and modern 
features, the Zander PFD highlights simplicity, convenience and 
freedom of movement. Whether you’re jigging, casting, spinning, 
trolling, paddling or landing the big one, do it safely in the Zander. 
Compatible with the NRS Swig Hydration Pack (#40022.02) for all-
day on-water hydration.

Sizes: XS/M: 65 N  . M/L: 70 N  . XL/XXL: 75 N  | 
Materials: 100% recycled 420 D ripstop nylon . 
100% recycled 200 D ripstop nylon . 70 D knit 
polyester | Certification: USCG Level 50

NRS.COM

WOMEN’S-
SPECIFIC

WOMEN’S-
SPECIFIC

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://www.kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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RACING COMPETITION | FLOTATION DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE 
SO YOU CAN GIVE IT YOUR ALL WHEN EVEN MILLISECONDS COUNT.

PEAK PS - RACER PRO PDF
Low-profile, high-performance race PFD giving superb comfort and 
minimum restriction. Not only great for competition paddlers, but 
also perfect for SUP, touring or fitness paddling. The Racer Pro has 
been worn by multiple Olympic, World and European Champions.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved and 
ICF registered | Floatability: 45-60 N of Gaia 
environmentally friendly soft flotation foam | Weight 
(LXL) : 630 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RACER ST2022
The new benchmark in high-performance racing gear, the ST2022 
changes the game again, with minimal body foam, sleek shoulder 
straps and no body straps. A skin-tight fit so the racing lines will be 
cut like never before.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved and 
ICF registered | Materials: SS4 four way stretch 
polyester spandex fabric with 20 m waterproofing 
and 20 m breathability

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - MARATHON RACER
Designed for paddlers looking for a low-profile, high-performance 
fit but with plenty of storage and hydration options including a rear 
h2o bladder pocket and a front pocket large enough to fit a drinks 
bottle with stiff straw. The Marathon Racer has proven hugely popular 
with distance paddlers, explorers, and stand up paddleboarders. 

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved | Floatability: 
55-65 N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft foam 
| Weight (LXL) : 790 g

PEAKUK.COM

HIKO - 
SALUKI K+PFD
Low-profile vest designed for competitive racing. A Low profile front 
panel plus flexible neoprene shoulder straps give a comfortable fit 
without restricting movement. Foam is shaped to stay closer to the 
body of the racer. The vest has three side-adjustable straps running 
the circumference to provide an ideal fit and internal high-strength 
shoulder straps for safety. Two different versions provide the best fit 
in each discipline; One is for kayakers with shorter shoulder straps 
and one for canoeists with longer shoulder straps. Approved by the 
ICF and ISO 12402-5 and 12402-6 certified.

Sizes: XS. S/M . L/XL | Colors: Black | Certification:  
ICF  Approved . ISO 12402-5 and 12402-6

HIKOSPORT.COM

HIKO - ZEPHYR BALLER 
COMBO
Building the ultimate slalom desktop demanded a clear design 
choice. Our pick: the BALLER 87 skirt with a reinforced deck, ready 
for boat-on-boat action. Paired with the ZEPHYR top—light and 
stretchy, it leads the way. The BALLER 87, a bungee-style neoprene 
spray deck for intermediate to advanced paddlers, crafted from eco-
friendly e.prene, is a durable choice. The 4 mm e.prene rubber deck 
with Supratex nylon ensures flexibility without sacrificing durability. 
A sticky silicon coating enhances cockpit rim adhesion. 

Colors: Black . White . Coral Blue | Sizes: S . M . 
L . XL . XXL 

HIKOSPORT.

HIKO - ENDURANCE PFD
The name says it all. Clean construction and PE foam to minimize 
the weight during long a race or an expedition that requires you to 
paddle long distances without stopping.

Colors: Kaituna | Size: S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2024

https://peakuk.com
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SUP  | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE STAND-UP PADDLING

SECUMAR - FREE 100
Discover our Inflatable Rescue Device, designed for swimmers, 
stand-up paddlers, and water sports enthusiasts. With a robust 
inflatable lifejacket buoyancy chamber boasting 100 N, this 
device ensures quick activation in just three steps. Weighing 
only 500 g, it's lightweight and user-friendly, with clear printed 
folding instructions. The CO2 cartridge is replaceable, making 
it a reusable safety essential. Additional features include a two-
tone whistle and a protective Cordura cover, providing rapid 
stabilization to keep your head and airways above water.

Sizes: > 40 kg/50 N | Colors: Black/Orange

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - VIVO 100
The folded, packed VIVO 100 offers even better mobility and 
doesn’t offer buoyancy when you don’t need it. This inflatable 
lifejacket is manually fired, so you can perform an Eskimo roll 
or similar maneuver with less hindrance and only pull the firing 
cord when necessary.

Sizes: > 50 kg/100 N | Colors: Orange/Navy

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - SECUFIT
This inflatable lifejacket offers freedom of movement for 
canoeists, rowers and paddlers. The outer cover has an 
ergonomic shape so that it barely touches the neck. It is well 
padded with softshell material to maximize comfort. The back 
strap can be easily adjusted to the individual body size. The 
cover of the SECUFIT is equipped with reflective strips for better 
visibility.

Sizes: > 50 kg/150 N | Colors: Navy

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - FURIO
The Innovation Award 2023-winning SECUMAR FURIO is a 
new hybrid impact vest and was developed especially for kite-
surfing, foiling, and skiff-sailing or SUP. The FURIO combines the 
advantages of a 50 N buoyancy aid with impact protection with 
the benefits of an additional manually activated 110 N lifejacket 
buoyancy chamber, providing a total of 160 N of buoyancy in a 
potentially dangerous situation.

Sizes: S 60-80 kg (Chest: 88-100 cm) . M 70-90 
kg (Chest: 95-105 cm) . L 80-100 kg (Chest: 100-
115 cm) . XL 90-115 kg (Chest: 110-125 cm) | 
Colors: Black/Orange

SECUMAR.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
GLIDE PFD
This waist belt PFD conceals a 100 N floatation bladder which can 
be instantly inflated when you need it’ at the pull of a cord. Perfect for 
stand up paddle boarding’ the Glide has a handy phone-sized pocket 
and D-ring clip points. Sitting comfortably out of the way when not 
in use, the the Glide fastens securely over your head after inflation.

Sizes: One size (100 N) |  
Colors: Blue . Red

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

RESTUBE - PFD
RESTUBE offers a CE-certified buoyancy aid designed for 
swimming. This swimming aid is certified as a 50N class 
buoyancy aid (DIN EN ISO 12402-5) and provides 75N actual 
buoyancy after manual triggering when worn directly on the 
body. RESTUBE's PFD is primarily used for small boats and stand-
up paddling, depending on local regulations. It is essential to 
check and comply with local regulations, such as in Switzerland 
and Lake Constance, where wearing a certified PFD is mandatory 
within 300 meters from the coast. The buoyancy shape is square 
with a neck belt. It includes features like inflating also with a 
mouth valve, inflating within seconds after pulling the trigger, 
and being easy to repack.

Buoyancy: 75 N (~7.5 kg) | Weight: 315 g | 
CE conform by DIN EN ISO 12402-5 / DIN 
EN ISO 12402-6 | From 40 kg bodyweight | 
Robust material | Includes: Belt (120 x 3.8 
cm) & Crotch Strap | Certification: Smallest 
and lightest CE certified swimming aid (50 N 
class) 

RESTUBE.COM

https://www.secumar.com/
https://secumar.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://secumar.com
https://www.secumar.com
https://secumar.com
https://www.secumar.com/
https://secumar.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://restube.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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PALM EQUIPMENT - 
SOLO PFD
Make it a cool day paddling in this low-profile vest PFD. 
Its slim shape affords you great freedom of movement. 
The Solo Vest is easy to put on and adjust, with the 
side entry buckles and padded neoprene shoulder 
adjustment. Keep your sunscreen and essentials close 
to hand in the neat expanding front pocket.

Sizes: XXS (40 N) . XS/S (45 N) . M/L (50 
N) . XL/XXL (55 N) | Colors: Teal . Jet Grey 
. Chilli

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

BALTIC LIFEJACKETS - SUP 
ELITE
SUP Elite is the ultimate buoyancy aid for those who paddle longer 
distances and want to be able to carry water and extra clothes. 
The buoyancy aid has a long body, which is well-suited for SUP. It 
is designed to give the user maximum mobility, both on the board 
and in the water. The buoyancy material has a unique design and 
sectioning on the front of the buoyancy aid. It is thin, compact and 
flexible which allows it to follow the paddle movement. Easy on 
and off through the zippered side part, and don over the head. 
Adjustable shoulder and waist straps for the best fit. Elastic in the 
back means you can carry a towel or an extra layer of clothing, 
and a pocket for a hydration pack. Zippered pocket on the front 
and a secure inner pocket. There’s an attachment for light on 
the front.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Weight: 25 kg-90+ kg | 
Chest: 60-100 cm | Back length: 51-60 cm 

BALTIC.SE

PEAK PS - PS VEST
Designed for paddlers seeking a low-profile, easily fitting, high-
performance PFD with ample storage. The spacious front pocket 
accommodates all the items you might need within easy reach 
during your water excursions, securely attached to the internal fabric 
gear loop. Ideal for various paddlesports, including touring, racing, 
and paddleboarding. The PFD can be returned to Peak PS at the end 
of its life for recycling.

Certification: ISO 12402-5/6 approved | 
Floatability: 55-65N of recyclable polyethylene 
flotation foam | Weight (LXL): 600g | Sizes: SM . 
LXL . XXL | Colors: Black/Blue

PEAKUK.COM

BALTIC LIFEJACKETS - 
SUP PRO
The SUP PRO buoyancy aid is developed specifically for 
Stand Up Paddleboarding. The SUP Pro is designed to 
give the user maximum mobility, both on the board and 
in the water. This buoyancy aid has a long body, which 
is well-suited for SUP use. Suitable for beginners as well 
as experienced paddlers it is designed to give the user 
maximum mobility, both on the board and in the water. 
The buoyancy material has a unique design and division 
on the front.It is thin, compact and flexible which makes 
it easier for the wearer to get up on the board from the 
water and makes the buoyancy aid follow the paddle 
movement.

Sizes: 30-50 kg . 50-70 kg . 70-90 kg . 90+ 
kg | Colors: White/Navy . Orange/Navy

BALTIC.SE
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SECUMAR FURIO
Inflatable hybrid impact vest with manual activation for kite- 
surfing as well as fast sailing, especially foiling / skiff sailing. 

 HYBRID
IMPACT

VEST  

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://baltic.se/
https://peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://baltic.se
https://baltic.se
https://www.secumar.com
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PEAK PS - KIDZ 
ZIP
A fully ISO 100 approved lifejacket designed 
to be as safe, easy to fit & as much fun as 
possible. Two fun designs and loads of 
helpful features make the Kidz Zip the 
new gold standard in flotation devices 
for children. Highly specified materials, 
components and construction methods.

Certification: ISO 100 Approved 
kids life jacket with buoyant 
collar | Floatability: 40-50 N of 
Gaia environmentally friendly 
soft flotation foam | Materials: 
Tough ripstop 600 D polyester/
nylon shell | Weight (Sprog) : 
700 g

PEAKUK.COM

KIDS | EXTRA FLOTATION AND SAFETY FOR THE LITTLE’UNS. 

ANGRY MULLET - 
LACHINE
As a parent with a child that’s starting to 
push their limits, everything changes when 
there is the possibility of a child being 
sucked down. Most crotch straps don’t 
work, and if the child doesn’t tighten the 
jacket properly, it can come off. The Lachine 
features an internal sticky neoprene belt 
that you close around the childs waist. This 
prevents the jacket being pulled up over 
the head. Two angled " armpit"  straps are 
synched down, which prevents the jacket 
riding up over the chin. And lastly, the snap 
buckle in the front can be passed through 
the loop on the LOVE sprayskirt.

Sizes: One size (kids 6-12)

SOULWATERMAN.COM

NEOKUDO - 
PADDLER
50 N buoyancy aid approved to DIN EN ISO 
12402-5

Sizes: Junior . Adult | Buoyancy: 
25-40 kg/35 N . 40-60 kg/40 N 
. 60-90 kg/50 N . 90-120 kg/50 
N | Material: 100% polyester, 
EPE foam | Buoyancy chamber 
type: Bouyancy aid | Color: OEM 
production with brand logo

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

NEOKUDO - KAYAK
50 N buoyancy aid approved to DIN EN ISO 
12402-5

Sizes: Child . Junior . Adult 
| Buoyancy: 25-40 kg/35 N . 
40-60 kg/40 N . 60-70 kg/50 N 
. >70 kg/50 N | Material: 100% 
polyester, EPE foam | Buoyancy 
chamber type: Bouyancy aid 
| Color: OEM production with 
brand logo

KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

SECUMAR - 
BRAVO PRINT
100N Foam lifejacket for babies and small 
children with especially soft SECU foam 
filling. Anyone boating on inland waterways 
or in sheltered waters can kit their kids 
out with the SECUMAR Bravo Print foam 
lifejacket as an alternative to an inflatable 
lifejacket.

Sizes: 5-10 kg . 10-15 kg . 15-20 
kg . 20-30 kg | Colors: Bright 
Orange/Dolphin Design

SECUMAR.COM

PEAK PS - RACER 
PRO YOOF
The perfect first-time PFD for your little 
paddler, with a low profile cut giving superb 
comfort & minimum restriction. Great 
for learning the basics of paddling, but 
equally at home at a competition or simply 
splashing around. Discrete removable 
crotch strap, compatible with spraydeck 
tunnels.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 
approved | Floatability: 45-60 N 
of Gaia environmentally friendly 
soft flotation foam | Weight (Y) 
: 520 g

PEAKUK.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://peakuk.com/
https://peakuk.com/
https://kokatat.com/
https://soulwaterman.com
https://www.kudooutdoors.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.kudooutdoors.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.secumar.com/
https://secumar.com
https://peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.kudooutdoors.com
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BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

LEVEL SIX - JACK
The Jack is a bungee sealed whitewater skirt 
based on the fit and construction of the high-end 
Ace, the Jack employs a super stretchy neoprene 
deck and a bungee seal that fits easily and 
comfortably on a variety of cockpit sizes. A flange 
with urethane glue on the underside increases the 
seal against your boat. The Jack is a perfect skirt 
for all levels of paddlers.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large | 
Tunnel Size: S . M . L . XL . XXL

LEVELSIX.EU

PEAK PS - EZ DECK
Fitted with a wide, bright release tag and 
constructed from neoprene containing an element 
of used car tires in the foam, along with lining 
fabrics that contain recycled yarns, the EZ is easy 
to put on—perfect for beginners and those eager 
to start paddling. Crafted from 4mm tough-faced 
neoprene with a content of used car tires within 
the foam, the lining fabrics contain recycled nylon 
yarns. Features a 10mm (8mm K1) shock cord-
style deck, blind-stitched and latex-sealed seams 
throughout, and no seams in the deck section.

Weight (KEY): 855g | Sizes: Sk1 . KEY 
. BIG . HUGE | Waist: XS . S . MK . XL

PEAKUK.COM

°HF - PULSAR
The new °hf Pulsar neoprene spraydeck for 
smaller paddlers combines edge protection and 
easy fitting. Designed with a shorter body tube 
and maximum stretch in the deck section. The °hf 
Pulsar offers a great seal and maximum lifespan.

Material: Neoprene . Aramid edge 
protection . Latex reinforcement on the 
inside | Sizes: KH . Big . SuperBig

PADDLE-PEOPLE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
IMPACT DECK
A new look, updated for modern cockpit shapes. 
The Impact is our premium shock cord deck for 
whitewater freestyle paddling. Burly 9.5 mm shock 
cord holds it in place, and the seamless O-ring 
seal keeps the waist tube where you want it. The 
Nytex reinforced rim shrugs off wear and tear, and 
a three-quarter dry lip seals water out.

Deck: R4 . R5 | Waist: XS/S . M/L . XL/
XXL | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

WHITEWATER |

LEVEL SIX - ACE
The Ace is our most technically sophisticated 
sprayskirt and is designed for the most advanced 
whitewater paddler and the harshest conditions. 
If you’re looking for a skirt for big water, advanced 
play or creeking, this is your best bet. The Ace is 
built to stand up to the wear and tear of lots of 
days on the water, boat over boat rescues, and just 
about whatever else you can throw at it.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large | 
Tunnel Size: XS . S . M . L . XL

LEVELSIX.EU

HIKO - BALLER 87 
SPRAYSKIRT
A bungee sty le neoprene spraydeck for 
intermediate to advanced paddlers is now 
made from e.prene - a kinder to mother nature 
alternative to conventional neoprene rubber. 
The deck is made from 4 mm e.prene rubber 
with Supratex nylon laminated on the top - wear 
resistant outside layer to ensure durability without 
sacrificing flexibility. Sticky silicone coating around 
the inside perimeter of the deck to provide better 
adhesion with the cockpit rim ensuring it stays 
on even in hard whitewater. Bungee around the 
perimeter to keep water out and make sure the 
skirt stays on. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
ARMADA
Armada is our most technically advanced 
sprayskirt, specifically designed for whitewater 
paddlers. It offers enhanced stretch, comfort, 
flexibility, and resistance. Crafted from super 
stretch 3mm neoprene for the deck and 3mm 
inserts with Supratex neoprene abrasion panels. 
Features include blind-stitched new technology 
shallow sewing, a grippy latex seal, and a 10mm 
shock cord rope.

Sizes: L - 86cm (Keyhole) . XL - 
93cm (Bigdeck)

STORMMRIDE.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
SNYPER
Elevate your kayak polo game with the Snyper 
neoprene spray deck, specially designed for 
beginner players. The spray deck is made of 
laminated SD neoprene—super density, known 
for its greater abrasion resistance compared to 
standard nylon-laminated neoprene. Dominate 
the field with confidence. Crafted from high-
quality 3mm SD neoprene for the deck, it features 
blind-stitched new technology shallow sewing, a 
10mm shock cord rope, and a grippy latex seal. 
Tubes are regular with elastic suspenders.

Sizes: M - 75 cm (Kayak Polo)

STORMMRIDE.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.peakuk.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.paddle-people.com/en/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.hikosport.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
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STORMM RIDE - 
SNYPER RS
Experience the pinnacle of protection and durability with the Snyper 
RS neoprene spray deck, engineered for professional kayak polo 
players and demanding enthusiasts. The front and sides of the 
spray deck are reinforced with DuPont™ Kevlar., ARMORTEX., a 
material renowned for its exceptional tear resistance and abrasion 
resistance. The deck is made of high-quality 3mm laminated SD 
neoprene—super density, characterized by greater abrasion 
resistance compared to standard nylon-laminated neoprene. It 
features blind-stitched new technology shallow sewing, a 10mm 
shock cord rope, and a grippy latex seal. Tubes are regular, with 
elastic suspenders.

Sizes: M - 75cm (Kayak Polo)

STORMMRIDE.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
SLALOM FIRST K1
Embrace the elements and elevate your slalom kayaking 
experience with our high-performance neoprene spray deck. 
Crafted from durable 3mm SD neoprene, it provides unmatched 
insulation and comfort. The snug fit around the cockpit enhances 
performance and comfort. Features include blind-stitched new 
technology shallow sewing, a 10mm shock cord rope, and a grippy 
latex seal. Tubes are regular, with elastic suspenders. Available for 
Slalom K1, C1, and touristic kayaks.

Sizes: M - 75cm (K1, C1)

STORMMRIDE.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
ESCAPE
Our bestseller, the spray deck for touring kayaks, features an 
attractive checker plate print. Crafted from high-quality 3mm 
laminated SD neoprene – super density, it boasts greater abrasion 
resistance compared to standard nylon-laminated neoprene. The 
deck features blind-stitched new technology shallow sewing, a 
grippy latex seal, and a 10mm shock cord rope.

Sizes: L - 86cm (Keyhole) . XL - 93cm (Bigdeck)

STORMMRIDE.COM

SEA KAYAK & TOURING | BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

STORMM RIDE - 
GRAN TURISMO GT
Gran Turismo GT spray deck for explorers and 
adventurers. The waterproof tube, adjustable 
with Velcro, elastic suspenders, water-repellent 
zippered pocket, and map holder will make your 
next expedition unforgettable. The Gran Turismo GT 
spray deck is designed to elevate your kayaking 
experience, providing exceptional protection, 
functionality, and comfort for adventurers of all 
levels. Crafted with high-quality 3mm neoprene for 
the deck, it features blind-stitched new technology 
shallow sewing, a waterproof tube with a water-
repellent zippered pocket, and a 10mm shock 
cord rope.

Sizes: L - 86cm (Keyhole) . XL - 93 
cm (Bigdeck)

STORMMRIDE.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
VARIANT
The Variant is designed to elevate your kayaking 
experience, providing exceptional comfort, 
protection, and versatility. The profiled deck is 
made of double-laminated 3 mm thick neoprene. 
The top layer is SD Super Density neoprene, 
called Small Diamond Neoprene, while the 
bottom layer is covered with a latex seal that 
protects against water leakage. The rubber strap 
can be attached in four small loops, including for 
attaching a map. There are two versions of tube 
finishing: Sleek, a soft, warm fabric covered with 
a polyurethane "rubber" layer on the outside, 
and PLS HD, a waterproof fabric woven from thick 
fibers, laminated, and highly resistant to difficult 
conditions of use. It features blind-stitched new 
technology shallow sewing, a 10mm shock cord 
rope, and a grippy latex seal. The tubes are regular 
with elastic suspenders.

Sizes: M - 75 cm (Kayak Polo)

STORMMRIDE.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
WEEKEND
Stay dry and comfortable in any weather condition 
with our simple spraydeck. This lightweight and 
packable spraydeck is made from waterproof 
fabric with sealed seams to keep out water. The 
adjustable belt ensures a snug fit around your 
kayak cockpit, while the rubber tunnel around 
the opening helps to prevent water from entering. 
Our spraydeck is the perfect accessory for any 
kayaker who wants to stay dry and comfortable 
on the water, regardless of the weather conditions.

Sizes: N4 FIT - 83 cm . N4- 86 cm . N5 
93 cmm . N6-100 cm

STORMMRIDE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
LOWESWATER DECK
A lightweight combined neoprene and fabric 
spraydeck, with drawcord adjustable waist and 
removable braces for day touring and recreational 
kayaking.

Deck: R4 . R5 . R6 | Waist: adjustable 
(60–127 cm) | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://stormmride.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://stormmride.com
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PUT YOUR BEST FORWARD WITH THESE WATER-SPECIFIC SHOES.

WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - 
MISSION PADDLER BOOT
This neoprene boot has been designed exclusively for paddlers by 
Whetman Equipment. We have boosted the thickness of the sole by 
adding extra internal laminates for more comfort when paddling and 
better protection when portaging over stones while carrying a boat. 
The latter imposes the combined weight of you plus the boat on your 
shoulder through your feet, so we need better protection than the 
usual water person. The underside of the sole has triple grip, which 
is indicated by the three colors; each color of rubber has a different 
density and offers a different grip characteristic. There are multiple 
traction patterns to cope with all sorts of river banks and beaches.

Material: Neoprene | Sizes UK5 (EU 37) to UK 12 
(EU48)

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

PEAK PS - DBS BOOTS
Designed to work in combination with our legwear and One Piece 
Suits, the DBS Boot is fully waterproof, 30cm high, constructed from 
super warm 5mm neoprene, and bonded onto an ultra-grippy, robust 
sole. Features include the 30cm high, ultra-grippy rubber sole with 
a cushioned EVA midsole and a secure Velcro strap across the foot. 
The DBS (Dry Boot System) creates a twin tunnel ankle seal, resulting 
in much drier and warmer feet. Toasty!

Material: 5mm neoprene . Reinforced rubber heel 
and toes . Blind stitched and taped seams | Weight 
(UK10): 1220g pair | Sizes: 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 
11 . 12| Color: Black

PEAKUK.COM

LEVEL SIX - RIVER BOOT
Fully Redesigned, the River Boot 2.0 features a vulcanized rubber 
sole and toe cap along with 3 mm neoprene for warmth and comfort. 
The velcro strap and bungee-collared top allow you to adjust the 
fit easily and makes putting the boot on and taking it off a simple 
task, even when wet.

Sizes: 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13 | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - CREEK BOOT
The Creek Boots are designed to be a stable and durable way to 
protect your feet while on shore or in your boat. These boots come 
equipped with a thick yet soft rubber sole and higher cuff to provide 
your feet with comfort and protection. The Creek Boots are an 
effective start to protecting your feet. Sizing is in men's, we suggest 
women go down a size.

Sizes: 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13 | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
GRADIENT BOOT
Everything on the Gradient 3.0 has been designed for water. The 
custom Vibram sole with traction lugs keeps your feet planted 
whether ascending or descending, made from ultra-sticky HydroGrip 
rubber compound. The midsole's dual-density foam cushions your 
heel and aids stability and control with denser foam on the forefoot. 
The upper is designed for durability in the water too, including a 
neoprene cuff that prevents ingress of debris. The large toe box gives 
you space to wiggle, and the insole is removable to create extra 
volume for adding winter socks.

Sizes: UK 5 – 14 | Colors: Black

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - MEN’S PADDLE 
WETSHOE
Even with a high-top design for added support and protection, 
the NRS Men’s Paddle Wetshoe maintains a low profile for fitting 
into tight boats. Thick neoprene coupled with a soft interior lining 
provides maximum insulation; a hardy rubber sole protects your feet 
from rocks. 2 mm thick Terraprene neoprene upper with titanium 
adhesion for increased warmth. Cush 5 mm neoprene insole, 3 mm 
high traction sole and 2 mm plastic shim provide comfort, traction 
and protection. Reinforced toe and heel for long-lasting durability. 

Sizes: US whole sizes 6-14/EU whole sizes 39.5-
48 | Material: 3 mm neoprene . 3 mm rubber .  
5 mm neoprene | Color: Black

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.whetmanequipment.com/#/
https://nrs.com
https://peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://aztronsports.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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PEAK PS - SURPLUS MITTS
Made from our spraydeck pattern lay wastage, the Surplus Mitts, with 
their shortened style, are super easy to wear while still offering good 
protection from the elements. Crafted from 4mm waste neoprene 
with stretch Lycra binding around the edges, and featuring blind-
stitched seams and a short/low-profile fit. Velcro secures the Mitts 
to your paddle shaft; simply pull your hands out when you need to!

Weight: 180 g pair | Size: One size

PEAKUK.COM

STORMM RIDE - MUFFLE 
WINTER GLOVES
Muffle winter nylon gloves - combat chilly weather with these gloves 
that provide a snug fit around the paddle, allowing you to grip it 
securely and prevent water from getting in. Easily adjustable at the 
wrist, allowing you to customize the fit for a comfortable and secure 
grip. An extra neoprene seal helps to keep water out and warmth in. 
Available in a universal size to fit most people. Warm lining inside 
will keep your hands toasty warm even in cold weather.

Material: High quality smoothfleece | Sizes: 
Standard Paddles: Adult

STORMMRIDE.COM

GLOVES | WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.

PALM EQUIPMENT - TALON 
MITTS
An open-palm design with internal finger separation for better 
control. Made from 3 mm Quick Dry thermal-lined neoprene, with a 
GlideSkin cuff seal and grippy palm print.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - MEN’S KICKER 
WETSHOE
Superior warmth, protection and traction in a low-profile design, 
the NRS Men’s Kicker Wetshoe is a long-time favorite of rafters and 
stand-up paddlers thanks to a thick 3 mm neoprene upper and 3 mm 
patterned rubber sole. 2 mm plastic shin offers additional protection, 
and a naturally shaped toe box provides a roomy non-binding fit. 
Reinforced at the toe and heel for long-lasting durability.

Sizes: US whole sizes 5-14/EU whole sizes 38.5-
48 | Material: 3 mm neoprene . 3 mm rubber | 
Color: Black

NRS.COM

KOKATAT - SCOUT
A lightweight, mid-high paddling booty that slips on easily and offers 
great protection and support. The 3 mm double-lined neoprene 
upper provides protection both in and out of the boat. The foot 
bed is built using a medium thickness vulcanized rubber outsole 
with vulcanized rubber toe cap and heel counter for traction. The 
hook and loop instep adjustment strap provides the lateral support 
necessary for extended hikes or portages.

Sizes: US 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13 (whole 
sizes) EU 38 . 39 . 41 . 43 . 43.5 . 44.5 . 46 . 47.5 
| Color: Black

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - FREESTYLE WETSHOES
A playboater’s go-to bootie, the lightweight NRS Freestyle Wetshoe 
is crazy flexible, perfect for fitting into tight boats. The naturally 
shaped toe box and high-rise design provide additional comfort 
and protection for all-day boating. Constructed with 3 mm thick 
neoprene upper for maximum warmth with a 3 mm neoprene insole 
for added comfort.

Material: 3 mm neoprene | Colors: Black |  
Sizes: (Men’s): 5-13

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

https://www.peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.stormmride.com
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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BARZ OPTICS - URBAN
Urban model fitted with High Definition Photochromic 
lenses. This lens is light copper Cat1 in low or no light 
and then transitions to Cat3 75% darkens in full sun. 
So they are ideal for all times of the day.

Arm Length: 13 cm | Width: 14.5 cm | 
Lens dimension: 6 x4 cm | Technology: 
Photochromic lenses | Frame Color: 
Crystal Clear . Gloss Coke (Brown) . 
Matt Black

BARZOPTICS.COM

BARZ OPTICS - PHO
Pho model is a sports frame fitted with Photochromic 
lenses that transition from light grey Cat1 in low or 
no light and darken to Cat3 dark grey. The reader 
version comes with small readers in the base of the 
lens. These are ideal for anyone who is long-sighted 
to read a GPS, mobile phone, map, fix a puncture in 
an inflatable, or tie fishing tackle.

Technology: Photochromic lenses | 
Magnification Options: +1.50. +2.00 or 
+2.50 | Frame Color: Graphite . Pink . 
White . Yellow . Black

BARZOPTICS.COM

EYEWEAR
PROTECTION FROM SUN AND THE WIND HELPS PREVENT FATIGUE AND KEEPS YOU LAZER-FOCUSED. 

SWEET PROTECTION - 
MEMENTO RIG® REFLECT
The Memento sport performance sunglasses represent progressive 
and casual styling within the sport performance sunglasses 
collection. Poor vision shall no longer be your master. The Memento 
is defined by its large frame that goes all around the cylindrical lens, 
slightly thinner and lighter than the other models. The Memento has 
a stable and rigid frame and temples, and the wider application 
creates more space between the lens and eyes for comfort. The 
Memento provides an excellent fit to all our helmets, with temples 
designed to minimize intrusion and maximize comfort. The purchase 
includes hard case, microbag and three nose pieces so you can 
find your perfect fit. 

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 1.8 mm Cylindrical 
lens with high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
RONIN MAX RIG® REFLECT
The Ronin sport performance sunglasses are specially designed for high-intensity sports activities, 
but you can also wear these in confidence for everyday use. Poor vision shall no longer be your 
master. Featuring our premium 2.2 mm thick machined edges Toric lens and a semi-frameless 
design, the Ronin provides an unrivaled field of vision and superior optical properties. The Ronin 
provides an excellent fit to all our helmets, with temples designed to minimize intrusion and 
maximize comfort. The MAX-model is an oversized lens for extended vertical coverage.

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 2.2 mm Toric lens with high impact 
resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
MEMENTO PHOTOCHROMIC
The Memento sport performance sunglasses represent progressive and casual styling within the 
sport performance sunglasses collection. Poor vision shall no longer be your master. This specific 
model comes with our unique proprietary lens technology; RIG® and Photochromic properties 
that automatically adapt to changing light.

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 1.8 mm Cylindrical lens with high impact 
resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
RONIN RIG® REFLECT
The Ronin sport performance sunglasses are specially designed 
for high-intensity sports activities, but you can also wear these in 
confidence for everyday use. Poor vision shall no longer be your 
master. Featuring our premium 2.2 mm thick machined edges Toric 
lens and a semi-frameless design, the Ronin provides an unrivaled 
field of vision and superior optical properties. The Ronin provides an 
excellent fit to all our helmets, with temples designed to minimize 
intrusion and maximize comfort.

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 2.2 mm Toric lens with 
high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
SHINOBI RIG® REFLECT
The Shinobi sport performance sunglasses is our aggressive 
Premium-model with solid lens attachment for high-speed activities. 
Poor vision shall no longer be your master. Benefitting from the same 
premium 2.2 mm thick machine edged Toric lens from the Ronin, the 
Shinobi has an extremely stable and easy-to-switch lens attachment 
technology. Slide back the two buttons located on each temple, 
squeeze in the middle of the nose bridge – change the lens, and 
snap right back in on the go. The Shinobi provides an excellent fit 
to all our helmets, with temples designed to minimize intrusion and 
maximize comfort. The purchase includes hard case, microbag and 
three nose pieces so you can find your perfect fit.

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 2.2 mm Toric lens 
with high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
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HIKO - PRESENT CREW 
HOODIE
This sweatshirt is made from 100% brushed certified bio cotton. 
Organic cotton farming for this very sweatshirt helped to preserve 
healthy corridors for tigers to roam. So when you are standing by 
the river bank wearing this sweatshirt and a tiger comes around to 
take a sip of water don't be surprised when he looks at you and 
bows his head in thanking gesture.

Colors: Black . Grey | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
HUNTER SHIRT
The Hunter Shirt is offers great versatility for various activities as 
well as everyday life. Thanks to the recycled, 4-way stretch fabric, it 
is extremely comfortable and gives you the freedom of movement 
you look for in a shirt. It is moisture wicking, quick drying during 
activities and has strategic mesh ventilation panels which makes 
it an easy choice of shirt that you can use all day (and night) and 
stay comfortable.

Weight: 150 g

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
MOUNTAINS TO THE SEA 
SWEATER
The journey is the destination, get out there with this sweater and 
that urge to roam. Large Mountains to the Sea emblem on the back, 
jacquard Palm label on the front.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Navy 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
HORIZON SHORT
The tidy lines of these shorts hide some clever features. Under the 
windproof shell is a warm, comfortable recycled fleece liner. The 
neoprene waistband and lace-up closure keep the shorts in place 
and a roomy thigh pocket holds your keys close at hand.

Men’s Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . Women’s Sizes: 
WS . WM . WL . WXL | Men’s Colors: Jet Grey . Teal . 
Teal + Citrus . Women’s Colors: Teal . Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - WHERE 
YOU FIND US
As kayakers we’re fortunate to get to see places that hardly anyone 
else gets to see. These are the places we love, the places we want 
to protect. Made from 100% organic cotton. Available in White and 
Milky Soca Green. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Colors: White . Soca Green

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

NRS - 
POM BEANIE
Chunky, funky and designed for cozy comfort, the NRS Pom Beanie 
is welcome river-side, slope-side, or around the fire pit in your own 
backyard. 100% acrylic tight knight holds its shape and is easy to 
wash—if you ever take it off.

Sizes: One size fits most |  
Material: 100% Acrylic | Colors: Charcoal/Black 

NRS.COM

NEW
2024
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https://www.hikosport.com
https://aquatone.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://hikosport.com
https://www.spadekayak.fr
https://spadekayaks.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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ONE OF TWO EL ASTIC LOOPS LOCATED ALONG 
THE EDGE. WHEN TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE YOU 
CAN QUICKLY LOCATE THE END AND DEPLOY.
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INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION FORMS
A MORE ERGONOMIC SHAPE OF THE BAG.
PE FLOATING FOAM IS SPREAD ALONG
THE WALL TO SAVE SPACE INSIDE AND 
TO SERVE AS A REINFORCEMENT.
EASY TO FEED AND SAVE TO DEPLOY.
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Y REINFORCED ENTRY WITH AN 
INNOVATIVE COLL APSING 
MECHANISM IS SECURED BY A 
MILITARY GRADE BUCKLE. IT IS 
QUICK, RELIABLE, DURABLE 
AND SURPRISINGLY COMPACT.
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THE COMBINATION OF HIGH TENSION SLING WITH A METAL LOOP AT THE INSIDE
OF THE BAG PROVIDES AN EASY ACCESS TO THE KNOT. BECAUSE THE LOOP AT THE 
INSIDE - END OF THE SLING IS SET, THE EXPOSED PORTION REMAINS
CONSISTENT - JUST ENOUGH TO HOOK A CARABINER.
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COMPATIBLE  WITH  THE  NEST  SAFETY  
BELT.  THE  BAG  IS  S IMPLY  SECURED  
WITH  A  G-HOOK  ON  ONE  END  AND  
T IGHTENED  BY  A  STR AP  THAT  RESTS  IN  
A  QU ICK  RELE ASE  ON  THE  OTHER  END.  
DES IGNED  FOR  REPETIT IVE  USE  AND  
M IN IMUM WEIGHT  ADDED.  
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100% POLYPROPYLENE FLOATING ROPE
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10 MM NO-CORE

HAWK / EAGLE / FALCON

Everyone’s favourite throw rope
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EQUIPMENT TO MAKE PADDLING AS SAFE AS POSSIBLE.SAFETY ITEMS |

PALM EQUIPMENT - COBRA 
SLING
Space-saving and super strong, a versatile piece of safety kit for 
building anchors or tow systems. Clipped together as a loop or larks 
footed into the tow pouch of a Quick Pro belt as a straight sling. Made 
from 10 mm UHMWPE webbing.

Length: 4 m | Colors: Red + White

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

LEVEL SIX - COMPACT 
QUICKTHROW
The Compact Quick Throw is a small throw bag designed for quick 
deployment in the case of an emergency. The Compact Quick Throw 
features tougher 16 M 5/16" dynamic rope with a 24% stretch 
threshold and boasts a 320 kg breaking strength. The mesh panels 
allow quick draining and drying, and the gusseted opening system 
makes re-packing your throw bag quick and easy.

Length: 16 m/52.4' | Material: 5/16” (7.9 mm) 
dynamic polypropylene floating rope 24% 
elongation 3.2 KN (705 lb) breaking strength

LEVELSIX.EU

KOKATAT - HUCK 50' THROW 
BAG WITH BELT
The Huck 50' throw bag with a removable belt is the perfect option 
for paddlers who place a premium on always being prepared for any 
situation while on the water. Designed to be easy to throw and quick 
to repack, the compact bag is packed with 50 feet of ¼-inch floating 
polyethylene core rope with a maximum strength of 1465 pounds. 
The quick-release, adjustable Nylon belt allows paddlers to wear the 
bag on their waist or in their lap. Ergonomically designed to fit flat 
against the body, the Huck bag has a quick-drying mesh top, foam 
side panels for flotation and reflective piping.

Size: 50 feet | Color: Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
QUICKTHROW PRO
The Quick Throw Pro is a regulation throw bag designed for 
quick deployment in the case of an emergency. The Quick Throw 
Pro features a static Dyneema rope with a glow-in-the-dark 
polypropylene sheath. This 3/8” 20 M rope features an 11% stretch 
threshold and boasts a 1700 kg breaking strength. The mesh panels 
allow quick draining and drying, and the gusseted opening system 
makes re-packing your throw bag quick and easy. The Quick Throw 
Pro is an excellent tool for river rescue scenarios like Z-drags and 
boat retrievals where a strong rope is needed, in any rescue scenario.

Length: 20 m/65’ | Material: 3/8” static Dyneema 
core with a polypropylene sheath 14% elongation 
16.7 KN (3745 lb) breaking strength 

LEVELSIX.EU

HIKO - HAWK THROW BAG
HAWK/EAGLE/FALCON: Everyone’s Favorite Throw Rope. Experience 
unmatched durability with a reinforced entry featuring a collapsible 
design, secured by a military-grade buckle. The bag's innovative 
construction forms an ergonomic shape, enhanced with PE floating 
foam for space efficiency and reinforcement. Compatible with the 
Nest Safety Belt, it attaches effortlessly using a G-hook and a quick-
release strap. The rope is expertly attached to the bag via a high-
tension sling with a metal loop, ensuring easy access and consistent 
exposure for carabiner hooking. Choose from 100% Polypropylene 
Floating Ropes: HAWK (10 mm No-Core), EAGLE (10 mm w/Core), 
or FALCON (8 mm w/Core). 

Type: Hawk (10 mm No-Core) . Eagle (10 mm w/
Core) . or Falcon (8 mm w/Core) | Size: 10m . 
15m . 20m . 25m

HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ARC 
THROWLINE
A compact, speedy low-profile throwline with 8 mm rope and quick 
clip attachment.

Length: 12.5 m | Color: Ocean + Lime

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
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https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.kokatat.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.hikosport.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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PALM EQUIPMENT - QUICK 
SUP LEASH
An elasticated leash with a breakaway safety system. For 
paddleboarding in currents and moving water, in estuaries, harbors, 
and on rivers, where being able to reliably disconnect from your 
leash can save you from becoming entangled. This leash adds a 
failsafe to your ability to detach from your leash under load. Set the 
amount of Velcro in contact at both ends of the leash to choose 
the strain that is required for the leash and SUP to break away from 
you. With the Velcro fully attached, the leash will break away at 0.5 
kN. Compatible with the Quick SUP belt, Quick Rescue belt, and the 
Quick Pro belt.

Sizes: 3 m leash . 2.5 m leash | Colors: Red

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - QUICK 
SUP BELT
A quick-release belt for your SUP leash that's comfortable to wear all 
day. There is a dedicated attachment loop for the Quick SUP leash, 
and the belt can also be used with conventional ankle leashes. 
MOLLE webbing lets you customize your waistbelt with pouches 
and accessories, or keep the belt low profile.

Sizes: One waist size | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ELBOW GUARDS LIGHT
The Elbow Guards Light are highly ventilated, minimalistic and light 
protection. Designed for endless hours on the river as they offer 
optimal comfort. These Elbow Guards Light are part of our new line 
of joint protectors, where we have 1) increased comfort through a 
softer Visco-Elastic material with improved ventilation 2) used new 
perforated and highly ventilated materials throughout 3) used lighter 
material for optimal performance, and 4) created better articulation 
to save energy while making sure the protection stay put.

Features: 3S™ Visco-elastic pad - hardens upon 
impact . Durable pad pocket in front | Materials: 
Elastic and ventilated fabrics

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

PROTECTION | PROTECTIVE PADDLING SO YOU CAN KEEP PADDLING IN STYLE, WITHOUT LOSING THE HUMOR.

RESTUBE - SWIM BUOY
Enhance your visibility and buoyancy during water activities with the 
RESTUBE inflatable swimming buoy, which also serves as a dry bag 
for water sports enthusiasts. Whether you're swimming across the 
lake, preparing for a triathlon, or venturing into open water, this buoy 
ensures increased safety. Easy to use, simply secure the belt around 
your hips, inflate the air chamber using the mouth valve, and let the 
buoy trail behind you while swimming. The buoy's design minimizes 
water resistance, providing a smooth experience. Additionally, a 
separate compartment allows you to carry essentials like energy 
bars or keys, ensuring they're always within reach.

Buoyancy: 125 N | Storage volume: 12.5 L | 
Dimensions: 76 cm x 35 cm | Cable length: max. 
67 cm, min. 36 cm | Weight: 210 g

RESTUBE.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ELBOW PADS
The Elbow Pads offer all-day comfort with impressive multi-impact 
shock-absorbing properties. With a 3D anatomical shape and 
adjustable straps, these pads ensure the perfect fit for optimal 
protection. Combined with elastic and breathable materials, they 
also offer high durability and comfort.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
KNEE PADS
The Light Knee Pads are low on volume and lightweight but still 
provide impressive multi-impact shock-absorbing properties. The 
pads are ergonomically designed motion with a 3D anatomical 
shape and adjustable straps. Combined with elastic and breathable 
materials, these Knee Pads allow you to explore all day long without 
noticing you have them on.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://restube.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com
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YAK - DRY HOLDALL
Constructed from durable 500D PVC material, the Dry Holdall range 
will keep all your kit dry in the most hostile of environments. Three 
generous sizes (40L, 60L & 90L) will accommodate everything that 
you need for your next expedition. The top opening design allows 
quick and easy access to specific content. The large openings 
have partial hook and loop closure, to hold the edges together as 
quickly as possible, keeping the elements out. The traditional roll 
top design ensures that there are no zips to fail, whilst the end cinch 
straps and top securing straps ensure the bag will stay sealed, even 
when compressed. Fully padded carrying handles and detachable 
swivel shoulder strap. An ample quick access side pocket stores 
the essentials without the need to open the bag, and side Molle 
slots allow extras to be attached. Rated to IPX6, offering protection 
against powerful water jets from any direction.

Material: 500D PVC | Sizes: 40 L (600 x 280 x 
300 mm) . 60 L (700 x 350 x 350 mm) . 90 L 
(700 x 410 x 370 mm)

YAKADVENDUREEQUIPMENT.COM

TAKE THE GEAR YOU NEED WITH YOU— ON AND OFF THE WATER.BAGS & CASES |

NRS - QUICK CHANGE DUFFEL
The Quick Change Duffel turns highway turns and crowded parking 
lots into clean, open-air changing rooms. Pre-paddle, lay out the 
included circular mat to protect dry suit feet and prevent the 
one-shoe-shuffle. Post paddle, pile wet gear into the mesh-edged 
changing mat, and cinch tight. Zippered accessory sides pocket 
on the side stashes small items, like your wallet, phone and keys; 
separate end pocket includes a mini key hook.

Sizes: 60 L . 90 L | Dimensions: 26” L x 13. 5 W 
x 13.5 H (60 L) . 30” L x 15.25” W x 15.25 H 
(90 L) | Material: 420 D ripstop nylon . Polyester 
mesh|Closure: Dual slider zipper | Colors: Black

NRS.COM

NRS - EXPEDITION DRIDUFFEL 
BAG
Adventurers trust the Expedition Dry Duffel to store and easily 
access the items that can’t, under any circumstances, get wet. For 
the essentials you want to keep close at hand, or kayakers on self-
support missions, there’s a fully submersible 12L lap bag. Opt for the 
larger duffels for overnighters and extended trips and take the stress 
out of getting swamped or stuck in the rain. The TRU® Zip closure 
delivers an immersion-ready waterproof seal; the toothless “zipper” 
is self-repairing, making wilderness maintenance a non-issue. All 
sizes are made with Heavy-duty UV and wear-resistant PVC-free 
material with RF welded seams to handle season after season of 
outdoor adventure.

Sizes: 12 L . 35 L . 70 L . 105 L | Material: 840 
denier TPU-coated nylon. UV resistant & PVC 
free|Closure: TRU® Zip Waterproof/submersible 
zipper | Colors: Smoke . Citrus . Salsa . Mykonos

NRS.COM

NRS - PUREST MESH DUFFEL 
BAG
The go-to gear bag for boaters. The Purest Mesh Duffel’s ripstop nylon 
lower and mesh upper are built to air out river funk yet withstand the 
stress of life on the go or in the wild. A cylindrical main compartment 
makes packing easy while the end pocket separates wet from dry, 
giving the impression of being well-organized. Features sturdy 
webbing carry handles and a detachable padded shoulder strap. 
Zippered accessory side pocket secures small items, like your wallet, 
phone and keys.

Sizes: 40 L . 60 L . 90 L | Dimensions: 22"L x 
12"W x 12"H (40 L) . 26” L x 13. 5 W x 13.5 
H (60 L) . 30” L x 15.25” W x 15.25 H (90 
L) | Material: 420 D ripstop nylon . Polyester 
mesh|Closure: Dual slider zipper | Colors: Black . 
Salsa . Navy

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - PORTAGE
Designed to hold all of your paddling gear, the 90-liter Portage gear 
bag features large ventilating mesh panels to help dry your gear 
while being stored. The tough outer TPU material makes it highly 
abrasion-resistant for repeated use outdoors. The bag also includes 
a leakproof wet gear section to keep your clothes separated and 
dry. The multiple webbing handles and loops help make unloading 
and handling easier. The removable shoulder straps make it ideal 
for any long-distance traveling on foot and traveling through airports. 
The Portage is the ultimate gear bag for any back-country paddling 
expedition.

Capacity: 90L | Sizes: Expanded: 70+ (5 cm) x 40 
cm x 40 cm . Collapsed: 40 cm x 4 cm x11 cm | 
Materials: 500 D PVC . Polyester 420 D, double PU 
coated with binding tape

LEVELSIX.EU

LEVEL SIX - PORTER
The Porter Drybag is designed to be your go-to 100% dry and durable 
duffel, whether you're wearing it as a waist pack repelling down a 
canyon wall, lashing it to your raft, cramming it in the back of your 
creek boat, or under your sup bungee. This bag is extremely versatile 
and ready to carry extra clothing, lunch, a first aid kit, and maybe even 
some post-activity beverages!

Sizes: 20 L | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.EU

NEW
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https://crewsaver.com/uk/yak
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.eu
https://www.levelsix.eu
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FIDLOCK - 
HIP BELT SINGLE
Introducing the HIP BELT Single, the ultimate companion for dedicated runners and fitness enthusiasts. Whether 
embarking on a casual jog or pushing the limits with rigorous training sessions, this belt is designed for 
performance. Equipped with hermetic sealing technology, the main compartment offers unparalleled protection 
for your smartphone, shielding it from rain, mud, and even fine dust. The included TWIST bottle 450 ensures 
hydration on the go, seamlessly integrated into the belt with a TWIST base for convenience. Positioned on the hip 
for comfort during runs, the bottle guarantees a smooth experience. The FIDLOCK buckle, specifically the HOOK 
belt 25LL, ensures swift opening and closing. With additional storage compartments for essentials like keys or 
energy bars, this belt is a must-have for runners seeking efficiency and durability.

Hip Circumference: 70-150 cm/27.5-59 in | Weight: 260 gr/9.1 oz | Volume: 0.6 L | 
Color: Black

FIDLOCK.COM

FIDLOCK - 
HERMETIC SLING BAG
Casually across the chest or practically around the hips: the HERMETIC sling bag fits just as 
perfectly as it protects against moisture and dust. The patented, automatically sealing closure 
is 100% tight. Be it on a city trip, a jump into a wild adventure, or discovering the world on the 
water with your SUP: The sling bag offers space for the most relevant things that are dear to you. 
In addition to a smartphone, important cards, charging cables, and car keys are always with you. 
And the magnetic belt buckle can be easily operated with one hand.

Size: External: 23 x 12 0.9 cm/9.05 x 4.72 x 0.35" . Internal: 22.4 x10 
cm/8.82 x 3.94" | Hip Circumference: 79-115 cm/31.10-45.28 in | Weight: 
141 g/4.97 oz | Color: Black . Transparent

FIDLOCK.COM

PEAK PS - KIT BAG
Featuring a dry bag-style roll-top closure, the Kit Bag with its legendary size is one 
of the best ways of keeping your kit together and super useful for shifting all your 
gear up & down the beach when sea kayaking. The removable, adjustable shoulder 
straps can cleverly convert the Kit Bag into a rucksack or chair when paired with 
a camping thermarest.

Material: Durable PU coated 420d nylon | Features: Fully taped 
seams . Roll top style closure | Weight: 655g | Size: 70 x 110 
cm/2'9x3'6 flat

PEAKUK.COM

AQUAPAC - 
KEYMASTER
This 100% waterproof case is designed to protect car keys 
and small valuables (cash, cards) up to a depth of 50 
meters. It comes with an adjustable carry cord, allowing 
it to be worn around the neck or placed inside a wetsuit.

Dimensions: 13 x 8.5 cm | Colors: Lime 
Green . Grey . Red . Dark Green . Blue - TPU: 
Black . Grey . Red . Fluorescent Yellow - ABD: 
Yellow . Black Cords

AQUAPAC.NET

AQUAPAC - MAX IMPACT PHONE 
CASE
This 100% waterproof phone case is designed to function up to 
10 meters underwater and is equipped with floating capabilities. It 
accommodates all phones up to 230 grams, including all iPhones except 
Pro Max 13/14/15. The case is shock and drop-resistant due to foam 
protection on the front, top, and back. It comes with an adjustable carry 
cord for added convenience, allowing users to make and receive calls, 
capture great photos and videos, and scroll and text easily.

Capacity: Phone length: 16 cm . Phone width: 9 cm | 
Material: TPU/ABS/PP cord. | Colors: Blue - TPU: Black/
Blue - ABS: Black Cord

AQUAPAC.NET

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
RIVER TREK DRYBAG
With a heavy-duty padded shoulder harness the River Trek is 
comfortable to carry fully loaded.

Sizes: 125 L . 100 L . 75 L . 50 L | Colors: 
Chilli + Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

EASTPOLE PADDLES - PADDLE BAG FOR 2-PIECE 
GREENLAND PADDLES
A 3-layer paddle bag that has good protection against impacts during transportation.

Length: One size 115-120 cm

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

EASTPOLE PADDLES - 
PADDLE BAG FOR GREEN-
LAND PADDLES
A 3-layer paddle bag that has good protection against 
impacts during transportation.

Length: M 210-220 cm . L 220-230 cm . XL 
230-240 cm

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

https://www.fidlock.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://www.fidlock.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://peakuk.com/
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://aquapac.net/
https://aztronsports.com
https://aquapac.net/
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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RIVERS AND FISHING SPECIFIC SFATEY KNIVES OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES.KNIVES |

NRS - 
PILOT KNIFE
Professional and recreational boaters love the extra length and 
practical features of the Pilot Knife. Purpose-built for performance 
on freshwater and to pair with a PFD but so versatile that you’ll keep 
one in the car, the camp bin and the garage. The partially serrated 
edge features 'reverse scallop' serrations to facilitate severing tough 
fibers.The low-profile, quick-release Thumbs Up Sheath™ stashes 
fixed blades away securely and releases with a one-handed flick 
of the thumb. Jimping along the top of the blade edge secures 
thumb placement and prevents grip slippage while an asymmetrical 
handle and blade and blunt tip ensure proper blade orientation and 
help prevent injury.

Length: 18.41 cm/7.25” | Blade Length: 9.14 
cm/3.6” | Weight: 125 gr/4.4 oz | Colors: Red . Flare 
. Safety Yellow . Black

NRS.COM

NRS - 
TITANIUM CO-PILOT KNIFE
The same trusted performance and features of the ever-popular Co-Pilot, with a titanium blade for saltwater 
use. Compact, lightweight, corrosive-resistant and tough. An asymmetrical handle and blade, along with 
the blunt tip, ensure proper blade orientation and help to prevent injury in a tight rescue situation, while 
all weather G10 handle with hand contouring and comfortable, rubberized grip maximize blade control 
in wet environments. Accompanying low-profile, quick-release Thumbs Up Sheath™ stashes fixed blades 
away securely and releases with a one-handed flick of the thumb.

Length: 15.24 cm/6” | Blade Length: 7.12 cm/2.8” | Weight: 99 gr/3.5 oz | Colors: 
Black

NRS.COM

NRS - 
CO-PILOT KNIFE
The NRS Co-Pilot knife lives up to its name. The compact design and 
lie-flat sheath pair seamlessly with your PFD, while features such as 
smooth and scalloped cutting edges and blunt safety tip are trusted 
by professional and recreational boaters worldwide. All weather G10 
handle with hand contouring and comfortable, rubberized grip gives 
maximum blade control in wet environments. Accompanying low-
profile, quick-release Thumbs Up Sheath™ stashes fixed blades 
away securely and releases with a one-handed flick of the thumb.

Length: 15.24 cm/6” | Blade Length: 7.12 cm/2.8” 
| Weight: 99 gr/3.5 oz | Colors: Red . Flare . Safety 
Yellow . Black

NRS.COM

NRS - 
PILOT ACCESS FOLDING KNIFE
Take the quality performance and dependability of our legendary Pilot series anywhere with the Pilot 
Access Folding Knife. Compact, versatile and fully featured, with a partially serated blade, the Pilot Access 
goes from your PFD to your pocket without missing a cut. The asymmetrical handle and blade, along with 
the blunt tip, ensure proper blade orientation and help prevent injury, while all-weather G10 handle and 
comfortable, rubberized grip maximize blade control in wet environments.Dual position pocket carry clip 
for pant or PFD pocket—just don’t forget to throw it in your checked luggage when you fly!

Length: 18.41 cm/7.25” | Blade Length: 6.98 cm/2.75” | Weight: 127.5 gr/4.5 
oz | Colors: Black . Flare . Red . Safety Yellow

NRS.COM

NRS - TITANIUM PILOT KNIFE
For the professional or enthusiast looking for a longer blade and 
the versatility to navigate salt and brackish waters, the low-profile, 
fully featured Titanium Pilot knife will never steer you wrong. Filet fish 
and cut line, rope or debris with one ergonomic blade. The partially 
serrated edge features 'reverse scallop' serrations to facilitate 
severing tough fibers.The low-profile, quick-release Thumbs Up 
Sheath™ stashes fixed blades away securely and releases with a 
one-handed flick of the thumb. Jimping along the top of the blade 
edge secures thumb placement and prevents grip slippage while an 
asymmetrical handle and blade and blunt tip ensure proper blade 
orientation and help prevent injury.

Length: 18.41 cm/7.25” | Blade Length: 9.14 
cm/3.6” | Weight: /125 gr/4.4 oz | Colors: Black

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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DROPRACKS - 
ORIGINAL XL
Experience a whole new level of convenience and ease with 
Dropracks, the game-changing elevating roof rack system for cars, 
designed for unparalleled convenience. Unlike traditional roof racks 
that keep your gear out of reach, Dropracks brings everything down 
to a comfortable and accessible level. Its innovative design features 
a horizontal loading surface right next to your vehicle, streamlining 
the loading and unloading process. Effortlessly load and secure all 
your essentials onto your car's roof with Dropracks. From fishing 
kayaks, canoes, and other water sports gear to bicycles, roof boxes, 
and more, it's a versatile solution for any adventure. The platform's 
user-friendly height ensures stress-free loading and unloading, 
minimizing strain on your body and safeguarding your vehicle. The 
system comes with several safety systems, making sure the rack 
cannot move unintended, and the adjustable crank input makes it 
possible to lift a fully loaded rack back onto the car. 

Length: Variable | Width: 160 cm/63" | Drop 
Distance: 80 cm/31" | Load Capacity: 80 kg/176 
Ib | Locked Height: 8 cm/3.1” | Material: Anodized 
Aluminium | Color: Black

DROPRACKS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ROOF 
RACK PADS
A pair of roof rack pads to protect and secure your boats and 
boards on your vehicle. They fit a wide range of bar shapes. Made 
from tough ballistic fabric with wrap-around securing straps. 
Available in 50 cm and 80 cm lengths.

Sizes: 50 cm . 80 cm | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

ECKLA - 
BOARD - TRAILER
Bike Trailer for SUP Boards, complete set, transport cart and towbar, 
coupling must be ordered separately, pneumatic wheels and made 
in Germany

Weight: 6 kg/13 lb | Max. Cap.: 30 kg/66 lb | 
Material: Aluminium | Colors: Silver . Grey

ECKLA.DE

ECKLA - 
MAUI
SUP transport cart, foldable, aluminium, easy to use, with 
pneumatic or puncture-proof wheels and made in Germany. 

Length: 70 cm/2'2 | Width: 44 cm/17.3” | Height: 47 
cm/18.5” | Weight: 5 kg/11 lb | Max. Cap.: 40 kg/88 
lbs | Material: Aluminium | Colors: Silver . Black

ECKLA.DE

DROPRACKS - 
TALL VAN EDITION
Imagine effortlessly bringing your kayaks up and down in just a 
minute on your tall camper van. Thanks to the Dropracks TVE1, this 
is now possible. No more fretting about loading and unloading, no 
matter how tall your van may be. Seize the opportunity to paddle at 
every picturesque location you visit, transcending the height of your 
van, and revel in the joy of kayaking more often while you're on 
the road. The Dropracks Tall Van Edition shares the same beloved 
safety mechanisms and engineering as our original Dropracks, but 
instead of ending horizontally, we extended it even further down. 
You can bring it as much as 1.8 meters down from the top of the 
roof, and it is a true game-changer!

Length: Variable | Width: 160 cm/63" | Drop 
Distance: 1.8 m/5.9' | Load Capacity: 80 kg/176 
Ib | Locked Height: 8 cm/3.1”| Material: Anodized 
Aluminium | Color: Black

DROPRACKS.COM

NRS - 
YAK YAK BOAT CART
Let the NRS Yak Yak haul your boat to the water. This little 
powerhouse saves your back with sand-conquering tires, element-
resistant materials, and weighing in 30% lighter than other boat 
carts. Rubber wraps around the heavy-duty plastic wheel for a 
smooth ride on hard surfaces. The kickstand holds the cart steady 
while loading, then flips up out of the way when you’re moving. The 
8 cm wide rim on the 23 cm diameter wheel gives good support 
on soft surfaces. The bearing-less, smooth-rolling wheels are easily 
removed, allowing the compact Yak Yak to slip into most kayak 
hatches. Comes with two 6’ NRS Loop Straps with Buckle Bumper. 

Size (collapsed): 58 cm L x 25 cm W x 9 cm H | 
Weight: 2 kg/4.4 lb | Load capacity: 68 kg/149.6 
lb | Material: Anodized aluminum 

NRS.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

ACCESSORIES TO EASILY TRANSPORT YOUR GEAR OR KAYAK TO THE RIVER, SEA OR OCEAN.TRANSPORT |

https://www.dropracks.com/
https://carryfreedom.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/fr/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.eckla.de/
https://www.eckla.de/
https://www.dropracks.com/
https://nrs.com
https://www.nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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WHETMAN EQUIPMENT - HYDROSIL 250 HATCH COVERS
The range of award-winning Hydrosil 250 hatch covers is premium quality, watertight sea kayak hatch covers that are easy to use. Hydrosil 250 is 
UV resistant and will perform in extreme temperature ranges; therefore, it will remain flexible even at sub-zero temperatures. The hatches are a result 
of many years of research and development by the WW team from Whetman Equipment. Hydosil 250 contains absolutely NO microplastics and NO 
petrochemicals. The material is inert and non-toxic. The hatches have been designed to fit the majority of composite sea kayaks. They will fit some of 
the PE sea kayaks and PE touring kayaks. The 15cm, 20cm (8-inch day hatch), 24cm (10-inch) will fit all composite boats from NDK, Valley, Lettmann, 
Rockpool, Tiderace, Rebel, Kirton, Norse, P&H, Northshore, Bigpond, and Zegul.

Hatch Sizes: 15 cm (small front sweet hatch) . 20 cm (8" day hatch) . 24 cm (10" day hatch) . 44/26 cm (small 
oval) . 42/30 cm (wide oval) | Colors: Black . Red . Blue . Green . Orange . Yellow

WHETMANEQUIPMENT.COM

STORMM RIDE - COMFO 
SEAT PAD
Seat pad made of thick 1.5 cm foam, laminated with water-
repellent fabric. It has places for mounting using plastic rivets. 
The bottom allows for easy bonding of polyester resin seats or 
plastic seats from injection molds to the surface.

Material: Waterproof technology | Dimensions 
38.3 x 33.4 x 1.5 cm | Size: Universal

STORMMRIDE.COM

WATERSPORT 
CONCEPT - DISCOVERY 
KAYAK POLO GOAL
Our inflatable goals are perfect for introductory kayak 
polo or paddle polo! The PVC construction and double-
reinforced welds give them excellent strength and 
durability over time. The Four side handles make them 
easy to carry, even for the smallest children! The stainless 
steel rings provide plenty of balanced anchorage points. 
The net, held in place by numerous rings, is easily 
interchangeable.

Discovery Junior: Height: 240 cm/7'8 | 
Base: 170 x 170 cm/5'5 x 5'5 | Discovery 
Adult: Height: 295 cm/9'6 | Base: 200 x 
200 cm/6'5 x 6'5

WATERSPORTCONCEPT.COM

STORMM RIDE - 
SOCK ELASTIC KAYAK 
COVER
Protect your kayak from scratches during transportation 
and storage with our durable and versatile kayak sock. This 
innovative sock is specifically designed to protect kayaks made 
of lightweight laminates. The sock is super easy to install and 
remove.

Material: Knitted sock material | Sizes: K1 . K2 . 
K4 . Touristic Kayaks

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

SEAFLO - 
WT01-30 - STORAGE CAN
Meets the needs of family members of all ages. Waterproof 
sealing level up to IPX6 can withstand strong water jets (100Ltr/
min). Versatile use as a portable single-seat stool. Rectangular 
barrel design with a large area of side wall increased buoyancy. 
Concave side design enhances barrel wall strength, and can make 
rectangular chairs.

Size: 30 L | Dimensions: 28.5 x 35.1 x 53.7 cm | 
Lid material: PP . Barrel material: PE

SEAFLOOUTDOOR.COM

F2 - ELECTRIC FIN
What the pedelec does for the e-bike, F2 adapts to its new e-fin. The special 
feature is that it recognizes when you start paddling while paddling. Every 
paddle stroke into the water is supported with a proper power boost. Of course, 
the F2 E-fin also has a manual mode in which the power can be regulated 
continuously in continuous thrust. The controller unit is designed in such a way 
that it can be optimally attached to the paddle or the wrist while surfing and 
cruising. The F2 E-fin comes with a US box and slot box adapter and can thus 
be easily mounted on all kinds of equipment. Not only SUPs but also surfboards, 
kayaks, and small inflatable boats can be equipped with it and thus offer a faster 
and more energy-saving riding experience. The F2 E-fin has an all-in design, 
which means: no external battery or even cable, just a fin and radio controller.

Battery Life: up to 6 hours | Power: 600 watts | Color: 
Turquoise

F2.COM

NEW
2024

NEW
2024

ACCESSORIES

https://www.whetmanequipment.com
https://scubajet.com
https://stormmride.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.watersportconcept.com/
https://watersportconcept.com
https://stormmride.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
http://www.seaflooutdoor.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://www.f2.com/
https://aquaglide.com
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KAJAK SPORT - FOOTREST 
AND STEERING SYSTEM 2
The new Footrest and Steering System 2 is a modern and stylish 
footrest system. It is very comfortable with or without shoes. A well-
designed rod allows easy adjustment by hand even while seated. 
The rail is optimized to have a long adjustment margin. The rope 
line is straight and easy to install and remove if necessary. The 
footrest system is made of premium materials for light yet durable 
construction.  

KAJAKSPORT.FI

K-TRAINER - 
K-TRAINER
A new type of paddling simulator with guided movement for 
athletes, fitness, and rehabilitation. Lighter and compact than 
previous paddling simulators.

Length: 110 cm/43.3” | Width: 25 cm/9.8” | 
Height: 90 cm/35.4” | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

K-GEAR -  
ELASTIC NETS
The elastic net is crafted to secure a wide range of items firmly 
against a surface. It stretches to accommodate various items 
of different sizes simultaneously. When empty, the net remains 
stretched and does not obstruct.

Materials: Natural latex PES and PAD fibres | 
Stretchability: ~1.7x | Relaxed Eye Sizes: S S (10 
x 15 mm) . M (15 x 15 mm) . L (15 x 20 mm) . 
XL (20 x 20 mm)

K-GEAR.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
DELUXE BACKREST
A high-back deluxe sit-on-top backrest made from 
thermoformed foam with a built-in contoured seat pad for 
comfort and a reinforced back section. It snaps into the 
D-ring attachment points on the deck of your sit-on-top 
kayak with corrosion-resistant steel clips, mounted at four 
points for stability. The seat angle can be adjusted by the 
webbing straps.

Sizes: One size | Colors: Black

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

TIP - ROTOTRANSTIP 873
The advantages of the In'Mold Roto-Transtip® 871-873 range include quick and easy application thanks to a self-sticking system and 
the scraper, eliminating the need for time and energy-intensive friction. There is no added adhesive, ensuring no adhesive residue on 
the item after rotational molding. The product is abrasion-resistant and resistant to conventional cleaning agents, ensuring durability. 
Your color chart will be followed even after rotational molding.

Application Temp.: in mold at 20°C to 70°C "68°F TO 158°F" (smooth mold) . 30°C to 50°C "86°F TO 
122°F" (fine grain mold) | Storage Time: Shelf-life is 12 months

TIP - ROTOTRANSTIP 888
The advantages of the Postmold Rototranstip® 888 - 877 include a self-adhesive system, allowing graphic/decal application just 
after the rotomolding process, whether it's one day, one week, or one year after. The product boasts the brightest colors on the market 
and covers all included costs, including transport, art-proof, and set up for a new design. Express time transport is included all around 
Europe. The application is easy, simple, and fast, making it the easiest post-production application. It serves as a smart and strong 
alternative to In'mold.

Storage Time: Shelf-life is 12 months

https://kajaksport.fi/
https://kajaksport.fi
http://www.k-gear.com/en
https://www.palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
http://#
https://www.palmequipmenteurope.com
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BOATS
REC & TOURING
Caribou
Clearwater design
DAG
Delsyk design
Gatz
Galaxy kayaks
Hobie
Islander kayaks
Lettmann
RTM
RPI kayak
Tahe
Venture kayaks
COLLAPSIBLE
Aquadesign
Aqua marina
GATZ
Gumotex
Hobie
Kokopelli
Nautiraid
Nortik
NRS
Pakboats
Spinera
Stellar
Tahe
Terravent
Triton advanced
Verano watersports
Wattsup
WTX
Zelgear
KAYAK FISHING
Big mama kayak
Feel free kayaks
Galaxy kayaks
Hobie
Native watercraft
RTM
Tahe
Vibe kayaks
SEA KAYAK
Arctic watersport
DAG
Dagger kayaks
Designkayaks
Eco kayak
Edge kayak
Kape
Lettmann
Melker of sweden
Nelo
Norse kayaks
Prijon
P&H sea kayaks
Rainbow kayaks
RPI kayak
Seaflo
Skim
Vajda
Woo outrigger
Zegul
CANOE
Arctic watersport
Beaver canoes
Clearwater design
Gatz
Lettmann
Rotoattivo
RPI kayak
Venture canoes

WHITEWATER
DAG
Dagger kayaks
Dragorossi
Exo kayak
Jackson kayak
Lettmann
Liquidlogic
Prijon
Pyranha kayaks
Rpi kayak
RTM
Soul waterman
Spade kayaks
ZET

BOARDS
CRUISER
Aqua marina
Coasto
Indiana
Jbay zone
NRS
RTM
SIC
Tahe
Wattsup
DISTANCE
Aqua marina
Indiana
Mint lama
NRS
SIC
RIVER SUP
Aqua marina
Indiana
Level six
NRS
HYBRIDS & SPECIALS
Ecool
Tahe
MEGACRAFT
Aqua marina
Aquaglide
Aztron
Coran sup
F2
Funwater
Hobie
Indiana
Jbay zone
Lite venture
Mint lama
Nawaka
RTM
SIC
Tahe
Watersport concept
YOGA & FITNESS
Aqua marina
Aquatone
Funwater
Hobie
jbay zone
Lite venture
Mint lama
SURF
Aztron
SIC
Tahe
WING
Aqua marina

F2
Indiana
FOIL BOARDS
Aztron
Indiana
SIC
Tahe

PADDLES
SEA KAYAK & TOURING
Aqua Bound
Bending Branches
Cekr
Dollo
Eastpole Paddles
Kajak Sport
Kober Paddles
Lettmann
Palm Equipment
Select Paddles
Tahe
TNP
VE Paddles
Wavedesign
CANOE
Bending Branches
Palm Equipment
Profiplast
Ve Paddles
Wavedesign
STAND UP PADDLE
Aqua Bound
Aqua Marina
NRS
SIC
Select Paddles
TNP
Wavedesign
WHITEWATER
Aqua Bound
Cekr
Dollo
Kober Paddles
Lettmann
Palm Equipment
Prijon
Select Paddles
Soul Waterman
VE Paddles

APPAREL & 
EQUIPMENT
WOMEN’S – 
SPECIFIC DRY/SPLASH GEAR
Hiko
Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
DRY/SPLASH GEAR
Hiko
Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
Peak Ps
Sandiline
Spade Kayaks
YAK

NEOPRENE
Hiko
Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
Prado Sportswear
Shark Skin
APPAREL
Hiko
Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
HELMETS
Aquadesign
Palm Equipment
Peak Ps
Sandiline
Sweet Protection
WRSI
PFDS
Angry Mullet
Aquadesign
Baltic
Hiko
Kokatat
Neokudo
NRS
Palm Equipment
Peak Ps
Secumar
SPRAYDECKS
°HF
Hiko
Level Six
Palm Equipment
Stormm Ride
FOOTWEAR
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
Peak Ps
Whetman Equipment
EYEWEAR
Barz Optics
Sweet Protection
APPAREL
Hiko
NRS
Palm Equipment
Sweet Protection
Spade Kayaks
ACCESSORIES
Aquapac
Dropracks
Eastpole Paddles
Eckla
F2
Fidlock
Hiko
Level Six
K-Gear
K-Trainer
Kajak Sport
Kokatat
NRS
Palm Equipment
Peak Ps
Restube
Seaflo
Stormm Ride
Sweet Protection
TIP
Watersport Concept
Whetman Equipment
YAK

| caribou.pl
| clearwaterdesignboats.com
| dag-kayak.com
| rotoattivo.eu
| gatz.com
| official.galaxykayaks.eu
| hobie.com
| islanderkayaks.com
| lettmann.de
| rtmkayaks.com
| polyrotogroup.com
| tahesport.com
| venturecanoes.com

| aquadesign.eu
| aquamarina.com
| gatz.com
| gumotexboats.com
| hobie.com
| paddle-people.com
| nautiraid.com
| faltboot.de
| nrs.com
| faltboot.de
| spinera.com
| liteventure.de
| tahesport.com
| alouetteoutdoor.com
| faltboot.de
| veranowatersports.com
| watt-sup.com
| wtx.cz
| zelgear.eu

| bigmamakayak.it
| feelfreekayak.eu
| galaxykayaks.eu
| hobie.com
| nativewatercraft.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| tahesport.com
| vibekayaks.com

| arcticwatersport.fi
| dag-kayak.com
| dagger.com
| designkayaks.com
| ecokayak.eu
| edgekayak.com
| kape-kayak.com
| lettmann.de
| melkerofsweden.se
| dag-kayak.com
| norsekayaks.com
| prijon.com
| phseakayaks.com
| rainbowkayaks.com
| polyrotogroup.com
| seaflooutdoor.com
| liteventure.de
| shop.vajdagroup.com
| woo-outrigger.com
| zegulkayaks.com

| arcticwatersport.fi
| canoebeaver.com
| clearwaterdesignboats.com
| gatz.com
| lettmann.de
| rotoattivo.eu
| polyrotogroup.com
| venturecanoes.com

| dag-kayak.com
| dagger.com
| dragorossi.com
| exokayak.com
| jacksonkayak.com
| lettmann.de
| liquidlogickayaks.com
| prijon.com
| pyranha.com
| polyrotogroup.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| soulwaterman.com
| spadekayaks.com
| zetkayak.com

| aquamarina.com
| shop.coasto.eu
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
| jbay.zone
| nrs.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| sicmaui.com
| tahesport.com
| watt-sup.com

| aquamarina.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
| mintlama.ch
| nrs.com
| sicmaui.com

| aquamarina.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com

| ecoolsmart.com
| tahesport.com

| aquamarina.com
| aquaglide.com
| aztronsports.com
| soulwaterman.com
| f2.com
| funwaterboard.com
| hobie.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
| jbay.zone
| aquamarina.com
| mintlama.ch
| funwaterboard.com
| rtmykayaks.com
| sicmaui.com
| tahesport.com
| watersportconcept.com

| aquamarina.com
| aquatone.com
| funwaterboard.com
| hobie.com
| jbay.zone
| aquamarina.com
| mintlama.ch

| aztronsports.com
| sicmaui.com
| tahesport.com

| aquamarina.com

| f2.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en

| aztronsports.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
| sicmaui.com
| tahesport.com

| aquabound.com
| bendingbranches.com
| cekrgear.com
| dollo-pagaies.fr
| eastpolepaddles.com
| kajaksport.fi
| kober-paddle.de
| lettmann.de
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| select-paddles.com
| taheoutdoors.com
| tnp.cz
| vepaddles.com
| wavedesign.com

| bendingbranches.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| profiplast.cz
| vepaddles.com
| wavedesign.com

| aquabound.com
| aquamarina.com
| nrs.com
| sicmaui.com
| select-paddles.com
| tnp.cz
| wavedesign.com

| aquabound.com
| cekrgear.com
| dollo-pagaies.fr
| kober-paddle.de
| lettmann.de
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| prijon.com
| select-paddles.com
| soulwaterman.com
| vepaddles.com

| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com

| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| sandiline.com
| spadekayaks.com
| yakadventureequipment.com

| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| pradosportswear.com
| sharkskin.com

| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com

| aquadesign.eu
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| sandiline.com
| sweetprotection.com
| nrs.com

| soulwaterman.com
| aquadesign.eu
| baltic.se
| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| secumar.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| secumar.com

| paddle-people.com
| hikosport.com
| levelsix.eu
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| stormmride.com

| levelsix.eu
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| whetmanequipment.com

| barzoptics.com
| sweetprotection.com

| hikosport.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| sweetprotection.com
| spadekayaks.com

| aquapac.net
| dropracks.com
| eastpolepaddles.com
| eckla.de
| f2.com
| fidlock.com
| hikosport.com
| levelsix.eu
| scoprega.it
| ktrainer.it
| kajaksport.fi
| kokatat.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| restube.com
| seaflooutdoor.com
| stormmride.com
| sweetprotection.com
| tipserigraphie.com
| watersportconcept.com
| whetmanequipment.com
| yakadventureequipment.com
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